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^ Jerry's Journal---An Introduction
Since I'm not a member of the long-established stereo group of Southern California,
but rather a newer Club member who seems to have appeared out of nowhere, I'd

^ like to start off this journal with a short introduction of myself.

I was born and raised in central Wisconsin. Joined the Navy at 17, enrolled at
the University of Utah, Salt Lake City at 21, graduated as a Civil Engineer and

" began my present employment with the L. A. Department of Water and Power in I963.
That brings us up to date; I told you it would be short.

^ But what about my involvement in Stereo Photography? That started in 1952i I
have an Uncle George in Kenosha, Wisconsin, who got caught up in the stereo
craze of the early 30's. He took sensational stereo slides, and I had to have
a camera just lilce his (at my impulsive age of l4). Our family got a Realist,

" and I v/as quickly off photographing everything in sight. My files still contain
a few of these oldies — Realist heat-mounted and glassed with sticky gummed tape.

But typical of so many stereographers, I put the Realist on the shelf during
^ the 60's. I wasn't motivated to dusting it off till I started backpacking 7

years ago. Then, in 1972 I visited the Stereo Club booth at the County Fair, and
and I suddenly discovered that stereo photography did not fade away as I thought
it had. Quite to the contrary — there v/as a whole gamut of stereo activities
taking place here in Southern California and throughout the country. I joined
the Club in November, 1972, gradually got involved, and here I am with an honor

^ I never expected.

— Jerry Walter

*

"The T/orld is full of beautiful, striking, audacious, novel photographs v/hiqh have
never yet been made because they have never yet been seen by the mind's eye."

— Notebook of Thoughts on Photography
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THE 1977 CLUB AWARDS BANQUET

Nearly everyone is on their way to the big
snmrner fling of the Stereo Club of Southern
California* Members, family, friends,
neighbors — everyone's welcome* This would
be a good opportunity to introduce your
friends to the Stereo Club* The unquestion
ably fine Fillet Mignon dinner at Michael's
Restaurant is only S7*50, and this alone is
worth the price* But, there's an extensive
stereo program thrown in for free! Instal
lation of officers for the 1977-78 Club year*
Presentation of awards to the top scorers
in the Club competition for 197^-77•
Announcement of results, presentation of
awards, and showing of the winning slides
of the Club's Slide-of-the-Year Competition*
And to top it all off will be a show created
from the City of Angels Stereo Division
Exhibition's accepted slides* The title of
this show will be "Janet Meets the Stereo

Wizard" — 50 minutes of music and fun
featuring neaa*ly 200 prize-winning slides
fr.om makers throughout this country and
several foreign countries*

It is not too late to make you reservations*
Please call me at or drop me a note,
at 10l4 West Huntington Drive, Arcadia 91006*
Remember: Sunday, July 24* 6:30 PM*
Michael's Los Feliz Restaurant, 4500 Los
Feliz Blvd*, Los Angeles*

See you there!

— Eleanor Hemstreet, Banquet Chairman

4c « « * 4t

ABOUT THE JUNE PROGRAM

It was quite evident after the program was finished, that aill the members included
in the program at the last meeting expended a lot of time and effort on each of
their sequences* In my opinion, the total showing v/as worthy of this top rated
stereo Club# As each sequence changed v/ith each member, interest was maintained ,
throughout the evening* The members represented in this show were: Joe Abramson,
Charles DeLongfield, Rick Finney, Herb Guttman, George Kirkman, George Button, and
Hugh Stilley* I want to express my grateful appreciation tp each for their fine
cooperation, which resulted in a great program for our Club*

— Conrad Hodnik, FPSA, Program Chairman

n-

THU JULY 21
SUN JULY 24
SUN JULY 31
MON AUG 1

THU AUG 4
THU AUG 4
THU AUG 11
THU AUG 18

STEREO ACTIVITY CALENDAR

City of Angels Exhibition,Photo Center,for those who can't attend Banquet
Club Awards Banquet - Michael's Los Feliz Restaurant - 6:30 PM ^
Closing - Melbourne International Exhibition
Closing - PSA Detroit International Exhibition
Field Trip V/orkshop - George Button's - 7:30 PM
Copy Deadline - August 3-P NFvYS p
Copy Deadline —September 3—U NEkVS (3 weelcs eso '̂ly)
Club Meeting - Photo Center - 8 PM - "Best of the Best, Part I"
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STEREO QUICKIES

POLAROID STEREO? Popular Photography reports that qiiite by accident Polaroid is
producing a color-picture-in-a-minute camera that yields a stereo pair# Polaroid's

n new double-lensed passport camera takes two pictures at approximately the proper ,
interocular distance for stereo viewing# Time to dust off the parlor stereoscope#

^ CLUB HEIIBERSEIP ANTTIVERSARIES for July, 1977; Ward Clark - 15 years; Ken Fordyce -
3 years; Lester Lauck - 15 years; Richard and Nancy Ogle - 1 year; Charles Osborn -
13 years; D# J# Sandier - 1 year; Maudie Stergis - 6 years ; Russ Terrill - 19 years#

AFTER'xCLUB AFFAIR is grov/ing# After the June meeting, 25 members and visitors
assembled at Jerry's Restaurant for coffee and calories# Several impromptu
workshop-type discussions developed, as well as the social banter and expl-essions

« of stereo philosophies# Hopefully, this routine will continue — the next to be
after our August l8 meeting#

OLivjuk dean gave the premier presentation of his stereo show "Lost Civilizations
of Mezzo-America" on June 21 at the Pasadena Stereo Club# The presentation
included a highly informative narration focusing on the iptrigue surrounding the
Aztec and Mayan ruins and culture of Mexico and Guatemala#

CLUB MEI4BERSHIP DUES are now payable for the 1977-78 Club year# The rates are:
$12»00 for individual memberships; Sl8#00 for members and spouse# To make things

^ easier, it will be possible to pay the dues at the Awards Banquet on July 2^# One
check may be written for dues and dinner# If you are unable to make the Banquet,
mail your check, payable to the Stereo Club,of Southern California to Rick Finney

„ at 1098 Montecito Drive, Los Angeles, 90031© Rick is Club Treasurer#

FOR SALE; Only one left# A complete edition of eill 12 issues of Volume XXI
of the 3-U NEWS (197^-77 )• This has been bound in an attractive cover and is

^ available for $2#50# Contact the Editor#

PLEASE WELCOME AS NEW METIERS: Kermit N# and Dorothy Westbrook, 21711 Vera Street,
« #39, Carson, GA 907^5. R 5^-9-^855; B 970-56l4

A FIELDTRIP WORKSHOP will be held on Thursday, August ^# 7;30 PM# George Hutton's
fmt place — 32679 Seagate #102, Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 9027^# 5'i-l-3339© A workshop

for those who want to discuss field trip plans for the coming yesir# Were to go,
when, how, and why# Let George Icnow if you'd lilce to attend#

41 « « 41

DISCOURAGING WORDS TO AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS (CIRCA l84l)

"V/ith the utmost gravity I say that to achieve anything like success or eminence
in daguerreotype art requires the chemical knowledge of a Faraday, the optical
knowledge of a Herschel, the artistic talent of a Reynolds or a Rembrandt, and
the indomitable pluck and energy of a Hannibal; and under these circxunstances
1 strongly dissuade anyone from talcing it up as an amusement#"

^ — Antoine Claudet, who obtained directly from
Daguerre the first license to practice Daguerreo
type in England in 1839, and was the first person

. to successfully apply photography to the
stereoscope#

4: i» 4> *
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CITY OF ANGELS EXHIBITION
STEREO DIVISION

Official Business! Here's how our Club members fared in this Exhibition judged
July 9: Marjorie Adams (3) acceptances; John Chord (2); Ward Clark (1);
Oliver Dean (2); Chuck DeLongfield (1); Ken Fordyce (1); Floyd Garten (2);
Conrad Hodnik (3) with a City of Angels Silver Medal; Lester Lauck (3);
Bert Laursen (3) with 2 Hl-l's; Catherine Laursen (1); Sylvia Sikes (3); Stergis

Stergis (4) with 3 HI'l's and the City of Angels Gold Medal; Jerry Walter (2)
with 1 Hl-1; and Elmer Weidknecht (3)* The Judges were Pauline ,Sweezey from
Carmichael and Joe Abramson and Russ Terrill from Los Angeles* The judges
^aciously made written comments on the slides entered by the k newer Club
members who attended the judging*

On the lighter side; Stereographers visiting Los Angeles to.view the City of
Angels judging were Howard Sweezey (with judge-wife Pauline), and Randy and
Phyllis Rander of Fair Oalcs* The four supplied this Southland judging with
much sparkle, kicking it off with a truly stunning but absurd alarm clock
caper. The judging was followed by a happy picnic in the beautiful yard of
Russ and Freda Terrill* 30 Club members, guests, and family — and the folks
from the North — emptied a few fifths, partook of umpteen salads concocted
by picnic chef Rick Finney, and enthusiastically devoured ice cream cones (of
all things!) dished up by Jerry Walter* Fun!

And thanks to all v/ho entered their best slides, and to all the members and
friends who pitched in to make the judging run smoothly and the picnic such
a memorable event*

— Jerry Walter, '77 Chairman

NOW IN PROGRESS--

3-D MOVIE FESTIVAL

TO OPEN AT TIFFANY
The Tiffany Theater, 8534 SunsetBlvd., begins a three-

"Week festival of three-dimensional movies 7/6 with
"Gorilla at Large" (1954), starring Anne Bancroftand Lee
Marvin. Also on the bill is a two-dimensional cofeature,
"Chandu the Magician" (1932), a thriller withBela Lugosi.

Other 3-D films scheduled include "Inferno" (1953) with
Robert Ryan andRhonda Fleming, Sunday-Tuesday; "The
Mad Magician" starring Vincent Price, and "Man in the
Dark" with Edmond O'Brien, July 13-19;
and "Miss Sadie Thompson" (1953), starring Rita Hay-
worth, July 20-26.

None of these films has been seen in the L.A. area in 3-
Dsince the1950s. All will be shown in3omm intheorigin
al Polaroid dual-projector process.

A third In this series...
Is the small square forward
or behind in parallel free
viewing? In crossed free
viewing?
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"Eye Catcher" Brilliant spots in a Slide

How many times have you seen a slide ccane on the screen that had a brilliant spot
caused by a rock, a roof top, a building or a glaring spot of sky or sunlight
coming thru the trees of an otherwise pleasing scenic? To remedy, take particular
note in your camera viewfinder before releasing your camera shutters® If brilliant
eye catchers are seen, slov/ly move around and see if you can find something such as
a tree bow or limb that will cover the distraction, but make certain both lenses
will record the cover-up®

Perhaps just as frequently, we have seen slides with a glaring light from a flash
bulb or electronic flash reflected in a window glass, aquarium tank glass, or surface
water in a tide pool. These light flares can be remedied by removing the flash from

m your camera and holding it off to the side, at about a 45 degree angle to the glass,
tide pool water and csmiera, positioned so that the flare from the flash is out of
the area covered by the camera lenses®

^ GlsuBsware table top set-ups also are subjects for frequent eye catcher flares. Since
these are always photographed with photoflood lights either directly shining on the
set-up, or with lights reflected onto colored poster cards, you have full control

n of your lighting. When you think you are all set up and ready to take the picture,
as a precaution, carefully look thru your camera viewer for lights reflecting onto
the glassware set-up; then, you will note you also csin see those nasty flares
without even looking into the viewer. Move the lights around just a bit at a time,
until no flares are seen anyv/here® Then take another look thru the viewer and if
okay, make your exposure and hope all is well. If using reflected light from poster
cards, it may be harder to recognize the brilliant areas, since the light is diffused
and thus covers a larger airea. However, if you do see flare, move the lights around
and possibly back further from the card. I'm sure you will find these precautions
very rewarding, with less film used and satisfactory resulting pictures produced.

Sometimes the photographer may wish to carefully tone down an eye catcher in a slide
with special paints available for film use ® This is a delicate operation, and with
stereo we have the added problem of coloring both chips with like tones. If you care

1*^ to risk your slide., give it a try, and good luckl

— Sylvia Sikes, FPSA

FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP

Many Club members are taking off for siunmer vacations
and special shooting sessions. Remember that the Club
will provide many opportunities for sheiring your slides
with fellow members during the upcoming Club year: The
first of 5 competitions wi3J. be in September; there may
be a members' travel show in December; A Club sequence
competition in spring; and more member's shows that
have been so successful the past 2 yeaxs. So, keep the
Club in mind v/hile shooting, don't take setbacks and , ,
cloudy days too seriously, and keep your sense of humor.i
... V/hile traveling in Europe, Mark Twain assured a
customs inspector that his luggage contained nothing but
clothing. The inspector opened one suitcEise and found
a bottle of bourbon inside® "I thought you said there
was only clothing in here," the customs man said®
"I did," Twain replied. "You're looking at my night cap!"
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I3NDERSTANDING AND USING SMALL STROBES

The electronic flash gion, coimnonly called a ,^robe, is now so small and so
inexpensive that no one should be without one two. A small strobe is
useful for flash fill, as well as for. artificial lighting , from a few in
ches to about 30 feet. Because the flash is so brief, typically 1/1000 of
a second, a strobe is not so blinding as a flash bulb, and moreover it can
be used to stop motion. The small strobe usually operates from 2 or 4 AA
cells, either alkaline flashlight type or rechargeable cadmium. 1 prefer
the throwaway type batteries myself because they have higher capacity, and
with some spare batteries in my gadget bag, 1 am never out of flash because
of dead batteries. Small strobes are available with thyristor automatic
exposure control, which relieves the user of, exposure calculation, but are
not as flexible as the manual type, and cost about twice as much. To cal
culate the exposure for the strobe, you may use the computer dial or the
Guide Number. The GN is the product of the distance and the camera f/ num
ber, and is constant for a particular strobe and film speed. For example,
many small strobes have a GN of about 30 with ASA 25 film.

CHECK YOUR CAMERA

If you are using a stereo camera, you should verify that it is synchronized
for strobe (X delay), and that the two shutters open together. You can
check this yourself if you are mechanically inclined: Set the aperture vide
open, remove the camera back, connect the strobe "to the camera, and face it
toward a white surface. Look through the shutters from the back while op
erating the shutter at the highest speed. The strobe will "stop" both
shutters the instant they are wide open, if the delay is correct, and the
shutters are together. If either shutter is not fully open at the time the
strobe fires, your shutter needs to be adjusted. If you should be using a
focal plane camera for slide bar work or KinDar etc., the same test will
verify that the strobe is firing while the shutter is wide open. Remember
that for slide bar work the strobe should not be on the camera.

CALCULATING FLASH FILL

The object of flash fill is to light the darkest shadows with a quarter to
a half of the light reaching the highlights, thus reducing the excessive
contrast which would otherwise exist in backlighted subjects. This is par
ticularly easy to do with strobe, because the amount of strobe light reach
ing the subject does not depend on the shutter speed. The strobe is essen
tially instantaneous. Therefore to make a flash fill picture, assume first
you are going to shoot it with flash only, but plan on about two stops
underexposure. When you have decided what aperture this requires, check
the existing light with your light meter. Your light meter calculator dial
will give you several choices of aperture and shutter speed. Select the
combination which has the aperture you want for the flash fill. You will
get a perfect picture with just enough flash fill.

THE PROBLEM OF RED EYE

A strobe moiinted close to the camera lens is much like a person with a
flashlight probing an open window in a dark house. Whatever is inside is
clearly seen. A dark adapted eye is a wide open window in a dark house and
its contents, the pink retina, is clearly revealed. If someone else were

-holding the flashlight, the prober would not see the inside of the house as
veil. Similarly, if the strobe is off the camera, the retina is not as
easily seen.

OTHER USES FOR AUXILIARY FLASH

Put some sparkle into a backlighted waterfall by using strobe for oart of
the light source. Shoot any supject with a moving luminous object,v like
a child with a sparkler, or a welding torch, and fill in the background
with your strobe after your long exposure has registered the light source.
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Jerry's Journal--Back to the Ba'sics
It is well for us to reexamine the basic reason for our Stereo Club. My thinking
tells me that the sole assignment of the Club is to present the opportunities to
each of the members to acquire the qualities of a top-notch photographer. V/hat
are these qualities? In my book a top-notch photographer ...

finds satisfaction in his work

«•« is his ovra best critic, and objectively views his work
••• can record the essence of a photographic situation
... is technically proficient v/ith all equipment used to produce a photograph

has an intuitive feeling for good photography and can express these feelings
.*« judges without bias the work of others
... can organize his photographs and present them for the enjoyment of others
... shares his loiowledge of photography with and for the benefit of others

How has the Club presented the opportunities to develop these qualities in the
past? And what new opportunities will it initiate in the future? Here are a few...

Club competitions give satisfaction and re'quire critical objective viewing of the
member's own work. The Technical Page of the 3—U NEWS, and a continuing V/orksliop
Program offer technical proficiency. The Club Board is considering the initiation
of a Stereo Judge Training Program which will bring the world'of judging to newer
members who meet minimum requirements. The Members' Program introduced by Connie
Hodnik will continue to encourage,the organization and presentation of-mini-shows
for the benefit of the whole Club. The 3-U NE '̂.'S Features — "The Stereo Eye",
"The Finer Points", and "Members Talk About Their Slides" offer the opportunities
for all members to express their ideas and share their knowledge.

Though the assignment is large, it can readily be accomplished by always keeping
the basic reason for our Club in mind: presenting opportunities to-all members.

— Jerry V/alter
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STEREO QPICKIES
11.

At the Awards Banquet, Charles Piper was presented an appreciation plaque which
was inscribed "Charles A« Piper, For Dedicated Service as President, Stereo Club
of Southern California, 1975-1977"•

Also at the Awards Banquet, Sterpris M. Stergis received a recognition plaque
inscribed: "Stereo Club of Southern California, Highest Placing Member, 1976
PSA Stereo Who's Who, Stergis M, Stergis."

On a sour note, car problems plagued several Awards Banquet attendees or would-be
attendees: Hugh Stilley became stranded in Laguna and missed the event; the
Fordyces and Laursens became f stranded at Michaels with a csu: that refused to
start. TaxiS and tow truckS got everyone home okay in the early morning.

Congratulations to Kenneth Fordyce on earning his third star in PSA Stereo. This
represents 120 acceptances in International Stereo Exhibitions with at least
2k different slides.

Puss Terrill will present his stereo show "Pacific Adventure" at the PSA Roundup
at the L.A. Hilton Hotel on Sunday September l8. This all-day Roundup affair
will begin at 9 AM and offer 8 other photographic programs plus lunch for $7o50.
Reservation forms available from Pauline Linton^ 628 Lillian Way, L.A. 90004.
Club membership anniversaries for August, 1977J Harold Candlish - 7 years;
Lewis Chidester - 1 year; Fred Coops - 6 years; Rick Finney - 3 yeeors, and
Stergis M. Stergis - l8 years.

Please welcome as a new member: Margaret Button. 3^679 Seagate #102, Rancho
Palos Verdes, CA 9027^

Address Change: Rosalyn Freund. IO876 Oregon Ave., Culver City, CA 9023O

With membership dues payable again, Qeorge .Pond was heard suggesting a "Senior
Citizens" dues rate. V/ith all the marvelous longevity of our members in mind,
the Club Treasurer comments that this would be financially possible only if
"Senior Citizen" were defined as over 85.

♦ * i9c « *

STEREO ACTIVITY CALENDAR

Club Meeting - Photo Center - 8 PM - "Best of the Best, Part I"
Closing - L.A. County Fair International Stereo Exhibition
Showing - L.A. Fair Stereo Exhibition - Photo Center - 8 PM
Closing - Stockton-on-Tees International. Stereo Exhibition
Club Meeting - Photo Center - 8 PM - First Club Competition
PSA Roundup - Hilton Hotel - Los Angeles - 9 AM

« « 4e <c

CLUB CALENDAR 1977-1978
Adopted by the Boeird on July 28, 1977

August 1977 "Best of the Best,' Psirt I", .Members' Showv
September 1977* First Club Competition
October 1977 Stereo Fair
November 1977 Second Club Competition
December 1977 Christmas Banquet
January 1978 Third Club Competition
February 1978 Hollywood Stereo Exhibition
March 1978 Club Sequence Competition
April 1978 Fourth Club Competition
May 1978 Fifth Club Competition
June 1978 Program
July 1978 1978 Club Awards Banquet

• ♦ « * «

THU AUG 18
WED AUG 2k
THU SEPT 1

SAT SEPT 3
THU SEPT 15
SUN SEPT 18
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RARE TALENTS ON DISPLAY IN AUGUST MEETING

Circle August 18th on your calendars; if you have a vacation planned for that
date« cancel it I Otherwise« you will miss a onee-in-a-lifetime learning
experience* The Stereo Club's August l8th meeting will be privileged to present
"The Best of the Best, Part P', a program in which six of the top stereographers
in the world (who happen to be Stereo Club members, as well) will show a selection
of their best slides* They have promised to tell the story behing each slide,
with emphasis on why the picture was selected and how it wsis made* One of the
best-kept secrets in stereo will be revealed by Stergis M* Stergis — he will
tell us what the stands for!

You will probably never again see these 6 outstanding stereographers together
revealing their secrets in a single show, so on August iSth don't miss:

Conrad Hodnik, FPSA
Sylvia Sikes, FPSA
Lester Lauck, APSA
Charles Osborn, APSA
Stergis M* Stergis
Russell Terrill

-K-K-K-K
— Oliver Dean, Program Chairman

» * « • «

>0—o—o—o—o THE STEREO EYE o—o—o-

I took the opportunity to attend the Western Photo Show in Canyon Country,
sponsored by Frank's Camera Store* This show is usually very well attended by
photographers who come to photograph the models* It became evident to me that
model photography is not as easy as it might at first appear* An indispensable
item is a strobe flash unit to highlight faces* There is an art to striking the
proper pose, achieving the proper illumination under difficult light conditions,
while still bearing in mind the basic rules of stereography, regarding convergence
for close-up shots, window placement, and avoidance of the blurred, confusing
background* Because of the heavy attendeince, competition for that "ideal shot"
is keen among the crowd of shooters (mostly flatties — I saw only one. other
stereographer*) There is a source of competition material here for the skilled
stereo shooter, and the girls aren't bad, either.

— Don Cast

September

Detroit-Foto Heouen In 77

STEREO IN DETROIT

This year the annual Photographic Society of America
Convention will be held in Detroit Sept 19-24* Programs
of special interest to stereographers are: "A Close Look"
(slide bar and Kindar) by Ray B* Doherty, APSA; "Stereo-
macrography" by Bernard S. Stell; "Himalaya Adventure"
by Dale L* Smith; "An Adventure in Stereo Movies" by
I* L* VanOrder; and "Better Seeing for Better Stereo"
(seeing, equipment, lighting) by James H* Dinwiddie, APSA.
Other stereo activities are the Division Sequence Awards,
John T* Chord, APSA, presiding; the Division Dinner,
Charles R* Osborn, APSA, presiding; the Division Inter
national Slide Exhibition, Bart Myers, presiding; and the
Division Slide of the Year Judging, Bryan Riggs, APSA,
presiding* There are field trips and of course a host of

other programs sponsored by the other PSA Divisions* One need not be a PSA member
to participate* All activities held at the sparkling new Detroit Renaissance
Center* The Registration Director is Howard Riley, 88? Bishop Lane, Grosse Points
Park, Michigfioi 48230.
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(Editor's note: The 3-B NEWS has been leading up to the printing of one of the
Club's Honor Slides by free viewing exercises in the May, June, and July issues,
and with free-viewing instructions given in the May issue. "Bride's Reflection"
was chosen for printing because it reproduces most effectively in black and white
and within the printing quality economically available.)

mm m

"Bride's Reflection" by Ward Clark
One of the Club's Honor Slides for 1976-1977

« « « * «

RESULTS OF THE CLUB SLIDE OF THE YEAR COMFETITIOH

Judged by Leona Piety, FPSA, Merle Ewell, FPSA, and John Ray, APSA.

- Honor Slides -

Marjorie Adams: "Orange Bells" Stergis M* Stergis:
Ward Clark: "Bride's Reflection"

"Clinging Bubbles" Hugh Stilley:
Rick Finney: "Sierra Tranquility"
Floyd Garton: "Red Sweater" Jerry Walter:
Conrad Hodnik, FPSA; "Coiintry Road"
Charles Piper: "Orange Portrait"

CLUB SLIDE COMPETITION FINAL RESULTS 1976-19^

AA Group MAR 17 TOTAL A Group

1 Stergis M. Stergis 82 357 1 Chuck DeLongfield
2 Marjorie Adams 76 331 2 Don Cast
3 Ken Fordyce 72 313 3 Oliver Dean
4 Rick Finney 76 309 ^ Eleanor Hemstreet

AA Group MAR 17 TOTAL

1 Stergis M. Stergis 82 337
2 Marjorie Adams 76 331
3 Ken Fordyce 72 313
k Rick Finney 76 309

5 Jerry Walter 70 306
6 V/ard Clark ek 303
7 Russ Terrill 65 302
8 Floyd Garton 69 298
9 Catherine Laursen 72 295
10 Charles Piper — 236
11 Conrad Hodnik FPSA -- 228

12 Charles Scarborough 69 225

13 Joe Abramson — 15^

— Data compiled and submitted
by Marjorie Adams, Competition
Chairman

Stergis M» Stergis: "Inferno"
"Frosty Pink"

Hugh Stilley: "Lone Pistil"Lone Pistil with

Stamens Galore"
"Brewing Storm"
"Sunlight and Snov^'
(Slide of the Year)

Jerry Walter:

B Group

1 Dennis Lockwood

tie Hugh Stilley
2 Richard Ogle
3 Zane Haag
k Marshall Stewart
5 Herb Guttman
6 Paul Voorhees
7 Fred Wolfe
8 George Button
9 Lewis Chidester
10 Tim Cardinale

11 Jason Cardwell

12 George Kirkman

MAR 17 TOTAL

71 302
6? 279
6? 221

220
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3-D MOVIE REVIEW

The moving image in 3-Dimensions is fascinating. At Club, in projected slides,
we have static solid objects occupying statically defined space; however, at the
3-D movies we have objects moving about in continuously redefined space. A very
effective visual presence results, especially when the film is in good color, such
as in Sadie Thompson, and is masterfully projected as it is at the Tiffany Theatre,
8532 Sunset Blvd. Unfortunately the necessary half-way intermission to change reels
with the 2-projector system disrupts continuity. These.movies were shown July 10 -
July 26. Hopefully there will ba, more.

Miss Sadie Thompson; 8 points. (195^) Stars Rita Hayworth, Jose Ferrer. Best
dramatic acting of any 3-D film,with a story of substance. Beautiful close-up
portraits. Wonderful location shots, with beautiful atmospheric stereo photography.
Print quality phenomenally good. No stereo ginmics. Songs by lip-sync; some
"takes" too short for eye adjustment in stereo. Extra high entertainment.

Inferno; 7 points. (1953) *«Stars Rhonda Fleming, Robert Ryan. The setting is the '
Mojave Desert. Acting very good; fine action and storyline. Stereo nicely used,
generally contrpiled. Bright Technicolor gives added oomph to the bland desert.
Smashing ending.

The Mad Magician; 6 points. (195^) B&W. Stars Vincent Price. Fine acting and
interesting double-triple identity story. Nicely restrained stereo effect. Some
images in front of the window but the film is very clean and well aligned*

Man In The Dark; 3 points. (1953) B&W. Stars (?) Edmond O'Brien, Audrey Totter.
Dreadful! Absurdly low budget, obviously shot on.the studio rooftops in hazy.
Hollywood (psirt of the Hollywood sign is visible). Acting ludicrous. Even 'the
potentially exciting roller coaster ride is fakey. Much stereo gimmickry. Some
vertical alignment problems with this print.

* « # 1^ »

LOS ANGELES COUNTY FAIR

STEREO DIVISION EXHIBITION

The accepted slides will be shown at the Photo Center on Thursday September 1,
at 8 PM. You are all invited to come by to see this fine collection of stereo
slides.

— Stergis M. Stergis
Fair Stereo Division Chairman

THE KEYSTONE-MAST COLLECTION

Back in the Victorian Age, a favorite parlor pastime was looking at the world
through stereo viewers. People did- it for hours. Hundreds of photographers
traveled around the globe with double-lensed cameras. The resulting pictures
sold by the millions.

Now, one of the world's greatest surviving sets of 3 x 6-inch stereograph cards
and negatives — the Keystone-Mast Collection, developed by the Keystone View
Company of Davenport, lov/a — has been donated to the Museum of Photography of
the University of California at Riverside. Consisting of nearly 1^0,000 (!)
items, it covers a century of world history, from the l850's to the 1950's,
and includes every U. S. President from Lincoln tb Eisenhower. Included in the
collection are stereographs of the V/right Brothers' plane in flight, San
Francisco after the I906 earthquake, the battleship Maine after her sinking,
and the empty battlefield after Custer's Last Stand.

« « « 4> *
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STEREO CLUB OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COt^PETITION RULES FOR 1977-1978

I1« There will be 2 competition categories: (1) Standard stereo and (2) non- |
conventional stereo* Standard stereo is defined as all those slides made v/ith
a standard 35nim stereo camera (Realist, Kodak Stereo, etc.) at normal interocular*
Cropping, sandwiching, multiple exposures, filtration, and color manipulation ^
are premitted as^ long as the original chips v/ere made with a standard stereo
camera* Non—conventional stereo is defined as all those slides made with Exacta—
Kindar-Hyponars, Realist macro-stereo, regular 33mm cameras with the aid of a
slide bar, or slides with modified interocular (hyper or hypo stereo) regardless
of camera used* The Competition Chairman shall decide the appropriate category
of a slide in event of dispute*

2* Members will be allowed to enter up to three slides in each of the two '
competition categories at each competition*

3« There will be two competition groups within each category: An "A" group and
a "B" group* A member may be grouped in the "A" group in one category and the
"B" group in the other category* Member's group shall be assigned at the
discretion of the Competition Chairman* ^

4* Cumulative scores will be computed for each member in each category* If a
member enters both categories he will have two cumulative scores; these scores
£ire not additive* ^

5* End-of-year awards will be made to top scorers in each group of each category*
It is possible for the same member to obtain the awards for both categories*
^' '*6* The two groups within each category shall be judged as one complete group*
Each category shall be judged separately* Comments will be made by the judges
on slides as time allows* ^

P
7* There will be 3 t>ompetitions during the year for each category* Both
categories shall be judged on the same evening*

8* Scoring shall be from five to nine points. ^

9# The top scoring slides of each group of each category shall be given Award
and Honorable Mention ribbons* Number and distribution of ribbons to be awarded
shall be determined by the Competition Chairman* ^

10* Slides may not be entered in Club Competition more than twice during the same
fiscal Club year* Slides that have won an Award or Honorable Mention in any previous^
Club competition in any year may not be entered again* Similar slides previously
entered, whether titled the same or different may not be entered*'

I ^

11* There ishall be .three stereo judges for each competition* A member of the p
Club who is judging shall not submit slides that night; in that case the judge will,
receive a pro-rated score based upon the other four competitions of the fiscal year*

I

12* All slides should be mounted in glass. However, to encourage beginners and ^
less-experienced to enter, this requirement may be v/aived for the "B" group, who
may enter in cardboard mounts* Slides should be spotted in the lower left-hand
corner as viewed in a hand viewer* ^

13* As a general rule, make-up slides will not be allowed for competitions missed*
Exceptions may be made in dire circumstances by the Competition Chairman*

Adopted by the Board on July 28, 1977« r*
I

These Rules were adopted with only minor changes in Rules 10 and 11 from that
version sent with the Competition Questionairre^ I would like to thank all the
27 members who returned their Questionairre's to me. There was evidence of
considerable thought by many in completion of the form, and the consensus was
nearly overwhelmingly in favor of these rule changes* So- get those pictures ^
mounted and ready for our first competition in September, and let's have the
greatest competition ever!

— Rick Finney, Competition Chairman



THE TECHNICAL PAGE CHARLES PIPER. EDITOR INSTALLMENT #30
A PRIMER ON FILMS , u ,
Your Editor doesn't pretend to be able to name all the kinds of film available, much less
describe the strengths and weaknesses of each film and provide recommendations for its
use. However I have been asked to write something on films as there are Club Members who
know even less than I, and would appreciate any help. So here goes. First let me para
phrase Dr. Albert Sieg (Eastman Kodak chemist and big wheel in PSA) speaking at the
Phoenix Regional Convention. "I am sure there must be other kinds of film, but in my
world the only kind of film is Kodak." Most amateurs begin- photography shooting Koda-
chrome 25, and may continue with it throughout their photographic lives. I don't wish
to fault this, but I should like to introduce some of the other films.

REVERSAL FILMS
We shall be discussing reversal films only, and of just two classes, the Kodachromes:
ASA 25 and ASA 64, and the Ektachromes: ASA 64, ASA 200, ASA 160, and Ektachrome infra
red. A reversal film differs from a negative film (e.g., Kodacolor) in that it makes a
direct "positive" of the subject matter, rather than a negative which must be printed to •
produce the final picture. The term "reversal" means that after the film has been de
veloped, the develooed portion of the emulsion is dissolved and removed. The remaining
unexposed emulsion is then developed and becomes the final picture, hence the term "re
versal".

KODACHROME FILMS
The first practical color film v^as created in 1930-35 by two musicians, Leopold Godowsky
and Leopold Mannes, who worked at Rochester long enough to perfect Kodachrome, and then
returned to their music. The film had an ASA speed of 10, and was superseded by Koda
chrome II, and Kodachrome X, which have nov/ been replaced by Kodachrome 25 and Kodachrome
64. All of these are balanced for daylight. The remarks which follov/ apply to the cur
rently available Kodachromes, but all Kodachromes share certain "family characteristics",
which have become a little less obvious with each improvement in the formulation.

First, some generalities: Kodachrome is the finest gr'din reversal film available to
amateurs, and each "improvement" has reduced the grain still further. However, the
finest grain results are produced with fresh film, processed promptly. Most film tends
to become more grainy as it gets older, and as more time elapses betv/een exposure and
development. Kodachrome is intended to produce "pleasing" (rather than faithful) skin
tones, at the expense, sometimes, of other film characteristics. Even sallow skin looks
"healthy" on Kodachrome.

There are several other characteristics of Kodachrome films v/hich are significant enough
to be worth noting. Kodachrome has comparatively little latitude, and therefore quite a
lot of "snap". Only those portions of a scene 'wnich are v/ithin about 2 1/2 stops (6:1
brightness) will be reproduced v/ith fullest detail. Also Kodachrome separates adjacent
highlight values very^v/ell, but separates adjacent shadow values poorly. This means*
that Kodachrome excels in separating the subtle highlight tones in a white flower petal,
or separating a v/hite cloud from the sky background.

But it is in the area of color rendition tnat Kodachrome's personality is most noticeable,
Kodachrome is more sensitive to the red end of the spectrum than to the blue end. This
has several consequences: skies tend to purple rather than cerulean blue, distant haze
(blue and violet) is reduced, and greens are darkened. These features are related in a
general way to the reproduction of flesh tones noted above. Shadow areas tend to be
blocked up because of the exposure scale characteristic noted above, and when the shadows
are lighted only by the blue sky, the low blue sensitivity contributes to the blocking.
If a polarizer set to maximum is used with Kodachrome*to shoot a clear deep blue sky, the
sky may be too dark in relation to the clouds. In the past, the ASA 64
chrome have tended not to have as much color saturation and latitude as the ASA 25, but
these problems seem to have been corrected.

NEXT MONTH: EKTACHROME FILMS
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Jerry's Journal--Who Runs The Show ?
The first Board meeting for the new Club year was held on July 28, the hottest
evening of the year. All twelve Board members plus the Special Presidential
Advisor were present. The spirit of the meeting was intense, and occasionally
matched the heat of the evening air. A lot of ground was covered, and all the
Board members are to be commended for their participation, enthusiasm, and
conscientious effort to make the Club a rewarding experience for all the Club
members.

The Club's Board 1977-78

Jerry Walter
Marshall Stewart

Julie DeLongfield
Rick Finney
Eleanor Hemstreet

George Button
Ursula Sylvan
Tim Cardinale

Stergis M. Stergis
Oliver Dean

Charles Piper
Don Cast

Sylvia Sikes

President, Editor
Vice President

Secretary
Treasurer, Club Competitions
Banquets
Field Trips
Hospitality
House Arrangements
Membership
Pro^ams
S4C
Workshops
Special Presidential

Advisor (non-voting)

These are the members who directly run the show, but ... lest we forget, the."Club"
is not the President, nor the elected officers, not the Board — the Club is all
of the members. The members give direction to the Club by their support, or
non-support, of the Club activities. All Board members are very receptive- to
suggestions, and appreciate any and all input from fellow members. Speak up I
whenever something is on your mind. This- is the right way for all the members to
help run the show.

-- Jerry V/alter
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The "A" Group

Joe Abramson

Hsir jorle Adams
Max Bruenstelner

Don Cast

Ward Clark

Oliver Dean

Charles DeLongfleld
Rick Flnney
Floyd Carton
Eleanor Hemstreet

Conrad Hodnlk

Bert Laursen

Catherine Laursen

Charles Piper
Charles Scarborough
Sylvia Slkes
Stergls M, Stergls
Jerry Walter
Elmer Weldknecht

Russ Terrlll

3-D NEWS SEPTEMBER 1^77

The "B" Group

Tim Cardlnale

Jason Cardwell

Harold Cosel

Joe Ebln

Ros Freund

Herb Guttman

Zane Haag
George Hutton
George Klrkman
Dennis Lockwood

Larry Merrill
Richard Ogle
Steve Paley
Marshall Stewart

Hugh Stllley
Ursula Sylvan
Paul Voorhees

Kermlt Westbrook

Fred Wolfe

WORDS ABOUT OUR FIRST COMPETITION: n

Well, lt*s competition time again! And we
ha^e the new competition rules you all so
overwhelmingly wanted! Please review the
new rules on Page 6 of the August Issue of
the 3-D NEWS, For right now please use
the white competition "cards for .your standard
category entries and the orange cards for H
your non-conventlonal category entries. The '
category distinction Is explained In Rule 1,

Below Is a list of members for each category H
divided Into "A" and "B" groups. If you have
some second thoughts about your group place- •
ment or If your name has Inadvertently . .. p.
not been Included, please either give me a

call or come a little early to the September meeting and we can take care of these
minor problems beforehand,.. Remember, the object Is to participate and share your fm,
slides with your fellow members,.

. STANDARD STEREO NON-CONVENTIONAL STEREO

The "A" Group

Joe Abramson

Marjorle- Adams
Max Bruenstelner.

Ward Clark

Charles DeLongfleld
Rick Flnney
Ken Fordyce
Floyd Garton
Bert Laursen

Catherine Laursen

Charles Piper
Charles Sceirborough
Sylvia Slkes
Stergls M. Stergls
Russ Terrlll

Jerry V/alter
Elmer Weldknecht

The "B" Group

Tim Cardlnale

Don Cast

Oliver Dean

Ros Freund

Zane Haag
Elecinor Hemstreet

George Hutton
George Klrkman
Dennis Lockwood

Larry Merrill
Steve Paley
Hugh Stllley
Paul Voorhees

Rlchsird Ogle

This yea^ our Club will beef up our end of the year awards, V/e will be giving
In addition to the usual medals for high cumulative scores and the "Sllde-of-
the-Year", the following awards through the generosity of several donors: a
trophy for best standard and best non-conventional slides, plus a few more
Ingenious surprises.

So, everyone — beginner and advanced — this year Is your chance to join In"
on the fun, thrill of competition, and win an award or ribbon. Especially I'd like
to see every beginner steirt this competition year with a bang! So bring In your
best slides on Thursday September 15# I caution you please to show a little
patience on our first competition night because It will be our first competition
with new rules,

— Rick Flnney, Competition Chairman

P,S, Remember — three slides In each category.
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_ o—o—0-—o—-o—o—o—o—o THE NON-STEREO EYE o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—

My father-in-law, who works at Kodak in Palo Alto, told me the following true
story© Although they normally only accept prepaid processing at their walk-in

^ window, they made an exception in this particular case, when a grandmotherly
woman csune in with a question© She had recently pxirchased one of the new pocket
cameras, and although she was getting great pictures, one corner always came out
with a blurb© One look at the pictures, and they explained to the lady- that she

" must be careful not to put her finger in front of the lens. A few weeks later
the same lady came back. She took pictures taking care not to get the finger in
the way, but the same old blurb v/as still there. They cleaned the lens from both
sides and sent her back home with the camera. A week later she came back again.
Same problem© They sent the camera in to the repair shop and had them take the
camera apaxt on the asstimption that there might be something between the elements,

n Happily she took the camera home, took some more pictures, which came out Just
lovely. Look at the color, it*s so sharp ... but the same old blurb in the same
old corner© They gave her a new camera in exchange for her other one., People at
Kodak were getting a little frustrated now! The lady took some beautiful pictures

•of her grandchildren at the pool. Lovely, but the same old blurb again. Now the
people at Kodak started worrying. Then one of their technicians said: "Lady,
why don^t you take the camera and take a picture of me." She took her little
pocket camera, looked thru the viewfinder, when someone realized that the camera
was being aimed backwards, and the "blurb" was nothing other than the lady's
earlobe.

End of the story. V/ith aU those lovely pictures that she took, she never once
mentioned that they were never of the subjects that she tried to take pictures of!:

^ — Ursula Sylvan

——o——o—o——o——o——o——o——o—o——o—-o——o—o—o—o——o—o—-o——o——o—o——o——o——o——o—-o—o—

STEREO ACTIVITY CALENDAR

Club Meeting - Photo Center - 8 PM - Club Competition-Bring 3/6 slides
PSA Roundup - Hilton Hotel - Los Angeles - 9 AM
Copy Deadline - October 3-D NEWS
Glassware V/orkshop - Laursens' - 7s30 PM
Club Meeting - Photo Center - 8 PM - Stereo Fair
Harbor Fieldtrip

^ « * * « *

STEREO QUICKIES

Club membership anniversaries for September: Jason Cardwell - 2 yeeurs; John and
^ Mary Jane Etcheverry - 2 years; Fred Franck - 4 years; Ros^yn Freund - k years;

Zane Haag - 3 years; Conrad Hodnik FPSA - 6 years; Margaret Jashni - l4 years;
Marshall Stewart - 2 years; Hugh Stilley -.7 years; J. David Wood - 6 years.

As you read this issue of the 3-D NEWS (assuming timely reading), the Club's
President © Treasurer. Editor. Competition Chairman, and on a separate sojourn,
the Hospitality Chairman, will all be someplace in Europe. Some fieldtrip!

How our members fared in the PSA Detroit International Exhibition, as reported by
Bart Myers, Stereo Chairman: Joe Abramson (1) acceptance; Marjorie Adams (2);
Pick Finney (3) with 1 HM; Ken Fordyce (2T; Floyd Garton (1); Conrad Hodnik .(2)
Lester Lauck (2); Charles Osborn (2);Sylvia Sikes (1); Stergis Stergis (3) with
the PSA Medal for Best of Show; Russ Terrill (1); Jerry Walter (1). and Elmer

m V/eidknecht (1).

The Club Treasurer says: Here it is September and some members haven't paid their
dues ($12 single, $l8 double). He'll make a deal — come to the September meeting

^ and he'll hold you up and relieve you of what is rightfully the Club's.

THURS SEPT 15
SUN SEPT 18
THURS OCT 6
WED OCT 12

THURS OCT 20
SAT OCT 22
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FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+ THE FINER POINTS +FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP

About three years ago I spent some time photographing an orange tiger lily# I
ended up with two good slides which I titled "Spotted Tiger" and labeled them
"A" and "B"# I shot an entire roll of 20 exposures to get the two good ones# ^
I usually use two flood lights, one on each side of my light stsind to give the
petals that nice pictorial lighting coming through the sides, rather than front
lighting# In this case I felt I needed just a spot more of light inside the
flower, so I used a small spot with a 60-watt lamp inside as a "kicker", as the ^
lighting directors call them. This gave just enough illxmination to give detail
to the small elements in the center of the flower# The other was okay, but by
comparison the one with the spot was a little better# I call that the "A" and n.
the other the "B", but both have been accepted many times and the "A" slide has
received two medals#

— Russ Terrill ^

FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP

WORKSHOP ANNOUNCEMENT
— ' ' • • • • fm

The October workshop will be hosted by Catherine and Bert Laursen at their home
at 6^60 Mantova Avenue in Long Beach# The subject will be glassware setups#
The Laursens will share their equipment and knowledge on the subject# Members ^
may bring their 35 nun cameras and any pieces of glassware they might care to
photograph# Use of daylight film is advised# This v/orkshop will be held on
Wednesday October 12 at 7s50 PM# Attendance at the workshop will be limited as
the Laursens plan to give as much individual instruction as needed, so call early ^
to reserve your spot# The Laursens* telephone number is (213) ^31-'*-^75*

Don Cast, Workshop Chairmsoi
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

' FIELD TRIP WORKSHOP REVIEW

I am happy to announce the Field Trip Workshop was a success, and I would like to ^
sincerely thank everyone for their suggestions and cooperation# Enough suggestions
were presented to keep us busy for all year# I think we can guarantee more picture
material than you have film for, more opportunities for you to expand your circle f«»
of friends than you can take advantage of, and more enjoyment from the Club than
ever before#

Many people missed the "fish-net" trip last year and it was decided to begin this
season with another visit to the tuna fleet and adjacent areas# Reserve October
22 for this field trip# Complete details will follow#

The Workshop also decided at least 2 field trips out of town and probably over night ^
would be desirable# We are currently corresponding with another club to make one
of these trips a joint affair# I will make every effort to keep you informed of
the progress in this endeavor# ^

— George Hutton, Field Trip Chairman

4> « « « *

OCTOBER STEREO FAIR THEME: "VARIETY IN STEREO"

For the October meeting, there is guaranteed to be something for everybody# The
Stereo Fair concept involves numerous exhibits cycling continuously and at the ^
same time# Visitors can sample several exhibits and/or concentrate on the ones
most applicable to their needs and interests* Tentatively planned; antique stereo
cameras and views; large format stereo displays; vectographs and anaglyphs; mounting ^
demonstrations; stereo projection dissolve units; View Master stereo; hyper-stereo i
systems# Hopefully, there will be a shutter testing clinic# As many unconventional
stereo systems as possible will be displayed# Pleasant surprises await you at the
October meeting# ^ ^

— Oliver Dean-, Program Chairman
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FPRTMER on films conf d.EKTACHROME FILMS, FILM STORAGE

^ktachrome films have recently beer, ^"improved" and renamed. Ektachrome 64 replaces Ekta-
chrome X; Ektachrome 200 replaces High Speed Ektachrome Daylight (ASA 125); Ektachrome
160 replaces High Speed Ektachrome Tungsten. All of these films are somewhat more grainy

•^han Kodachrome, but are entirely satisfactory for stereo, even hand viewed. It is in the •
area "of color balance and exposure latitude that Ektachrome films score best. Ektachrome
film-gives skies a believable cerulean tint, which darkens with a polarizer, but does not

^0 purole. Conversely it doesn't cut haze, and should not be used without a haze filter
(lA or 2A). Greens are bright and vibrant on Ektachrome. Coniferous trees show detail
you would not see on Kodachrome, and deciduous trees look down^^ight luminous. Because
Ektachrome responds to a highlight-to-shadow range of about 3-1/2 stops (12:1 brightness),

"^and does not particularly favor highlight separation, it handles shadows very well, even
blue shadows. . You may still not like the rendition of flesh tones, although the rendi
tion is "warmer" than that of Ektachrome X. A sallow complexion may look "poorly" on

'Ektachrome. Also, you may not- like the color or texture of white flowers on Ektachrome.

SOME SUGGESTIONS ON FILM USE ^
Try Ektachrome 64 for landscapes, and use "either a haze filter or a polarizer. Try Ekta-

"^chrome 200 for "party pictures" with strobe lighting. For close-ups of people or flow
ers with daylight or strobe try Kodachrome 25 or 64. For flower close-ups with flood
light, now that Kodachrome II type A is discontinued, your best bet may be Kodachrome 25

«or 64 and a filter, rather than to use blue floods. These remarks are not intended as
recommendations, merely as suggestions; each person must decide what films best express
what he wants to say.

EKTACHROME INFRARED
Finally Ektachrome is made in a special formulation, Ektachrome Infrared, formerly
called Aero Ektachrome. It translates colors, and was originally intended for aerial

t^ssessm.ent of vegetation. The film is sensitive to blue, green, red, and near infrared,
and is used with a deep yellow filter which removes blue. Because of the way in which
the dyes are associated v/ith the film layers, greens are reproduced as blue, reds are

^reproduced as yellow, and infrared is reproduced as red. Healthy green vegetation,
because of its chlorophyll, reflects considerable infrared, which reproduces as red.
As vegetation loses its chlorophyll in the fall (or due to disease), it takes on more
and more pastel tints of pink, finally becoming almost white. Also Ektachrome Infrared

Es a considerably higher contrast film than Ektachrome 64. Three general classes of pic
tures v/hich acquire a lot of impact when shot on Ektachrome Infrared are: street or
industrial scenes with little or no green vegetation, landscapes with much green vegeta-

f^tion, and fall color scenes. The scenes without vegetation undergo very little color
change, but much contrast enhancement. The green landscapes become predominantly red,
and can be quite spectacular. Finally the fall color scenes, containing leaves with

(i^dying chlorophyll, take on many interesting pinks, and can be ethereal. If you feel
you are in a rut, try some Ektachrome Infraredl

STORAGE OF FILM
(^Unexposed color film has a limited life and therefore all film is dated. The date shown

is the date after v/hich you may not get optimum results, assuming the film was stored at
ordinary room temperatures. That is,the film does not suddenly go to pot the day after

f^the expiration date. At the temperature of your refrigerator, the rate of film aging is
several times slower, and at the temperature of your deep freeze,.film aging is essen
tially suspended . Kodak designs its film to reach its "peak" about 8-10 months-after
manufacture, with expiration at 16 months, assuming room temperature storage. You may

"^therefore get best results if you deep freeze your film 8 months or so before expira
tion, thus stopping its aging at the peak of performance. (.Peak performance is mainly
understood as best color balance.) Unfreeze just the amount of film you plan to use

(^immediately. Be sure to leave it at room temp.erature for several hours before opening,
to prevent condensation. For more data on film aging see Harry Farrar's article in
the S4C NEWS for May 1976

""•If you have never used anything but Kodachrome 25, it is time you tried Ektachrome'.
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^ Jerry's Journal-- Stereo Missionaries
Back in the 50*s there were stereo cameras on the shelves of all the camera

dealers* Stereo photography was a by-word, and new stereographers were being
created merely by a visit to a camera shop* President Eisenhower wore a Realist
around his neck* This was the atmosphere in which our Club was founded in 1955*

All things change* The photographic world now generally regards stereo cameras
as curiosity pieces* The media and camera shops no longer perform the service
of automatic recruiting* The task of recruiting new stereographers now rests
in the hands of the individual members of Clubs such as ourselves* As stereo

photographers we must all be stereo missionaries*

We can be effective missionaries by *•• talking about stereo whenever possible***
explaining our camera to curious strangers in the crowd *** satisfying every bit
of curiosity that a passerby may express **• sharing our slides with friends,
neighbors, and members of other camera clubs •*• assembling and presenting stereo
slide shows •** letting art and photography classes in our schools know of the
existence of stereo *** informing others about the nature of our Club* Only
through our own actions as stereographers can we maintain stereo enthusiasm and
stimulate additional interest*

'.Vhy bother? Two good reasons. First, people who don't know about stereo don't
know what they're missing, and many photographers would find a true rewarding
satisfaction if they knew about stereo. Secondly, the more individuals that
are involved in stereo, the more stimulating will be the entire stereographic
world* More fine stereo slides •** more invigorating competitions •* more visual
rewards **. more amazing territory conquered by the 3-<ii^eJisional image*

Let's all endeavor to be stereo missionaries*

— Jerry Walter
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CLTTB HAS NEV/ ASSOCIATE

W, Russell Terrill has received one of the highest Awards of the Photographic
Society of America, that of Associate (APSA). Russ received this Honor in
recognition of his nearly a quarter of a century of service to the Society in a
wide variety of capacities, including judging photo competitions, lecturing,
teaching, and exhibiting. Russ is a retired audio technician from ABC, Hollywood,
PSA — the largest v/orld-wide organization of its kind among photo hobbiests
conferred this Honor during the Annual Honors Banquet held at the conclusion of
the PSA International Convention,held in the Detroit Plaza Hotel in September.
The Club is proudl Congratulations to RussI

* « « * *

n

STEREO QUICKIES i

A copy of each of the 12 Club Honor Slides for 1976-77 has been mounted and these
slides are now available to any Club member who would like to borrow them. Study
them, share them with your friends. Be a stereo missionary. Available for
1-month lending periods by contacting the Club President.

Club membership anniversaries for October: Don Caist - 2 years; Dolor Levesque - ^
2 years; Eugene Wackowiak - 2 years.

Dr. Harold Lutes sends his regards to the Club. He was the Club's first President ^
in 1955 and is now trying to get up some interest in stereo in the area of his new
home in Hayden Lake, Idaho.

Sequences by these Club members were accepted in the 1977 PSA Exhibition of Stereo
Sequences: "Where We Photograph Lichen" by Sylvia Sikes. FPSA; "Guatemala in
1969" by John T. Chord. APSA, and Joseph P. Fallon, Jr., FPSA; "The Escalante"
by Rick Finney; "Corregidor" by Joe Abramson; and "A Letter from Lizzie" by Jerry
Walter. The Exhibition will be on tour for 1 year and will be available for
Club members' viewing at a special workshop showing in January.

Please welcome these new Club members: ^
Harold J. Stanton. 5122 Louise Ave., Encino 91316 H 98I-6877 B ^78-9771
George Chott. 1^25 Red Hill Ave., Tustin 9268O (71^) 838-6935
David Starkman and Susan Pinsky. 1255 Granville Ave., #1, Los Angeles 90025 ^73-^773

How our members fared in the 1977 L. A. County Fair Exhibition: Joe Abramson (2)
acceptances; Marjorie Adams ik); Don Cajst (1); Ward Clark (3) with 1 HM, 1 Gold
and 1 Bronze Medal; Chuck DeLongfield (2) with a Bronze Medal (his first Internation^
medal!); Rick Finney (2) with 1 HM; Ken Fordyce (2) with the Emde Trophy and a Gold
Medal; Roz Freund (1); Floyd Garton (3); Bert Laursen (1); Catherine Laursen (1> HH;
Dennis Lockwood (l) (his first International acceptance!); Hugh Stilley (1); Russ
Terrill (2); Stergis M. Stergis (^) with 3 HM's and the PSA Best of Show Medal; P
Jerry Y7alter (^) with 1 HM and a Gold Medal; Elmer V/eidknecht (3).

» * » ♦ » ^

STEREO ACTIVITY CALENDAR

Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7s30 PM Stereo Fair ^
Harbor Field Trip
Closing - Sain Bernardino Stereo Exhibition
Copy Deadline - November 3-D NEWS
Judging - San Bernardino Stereo Exhibition p
Closing - S4C Stereo Exhibition '
Judging - S^ Stereo Exhibition
Club Meeting - Photo Center - 8 PM 2nd Club Competition
Club Christmais Banquet - Michael's Los Feliz Restaurant

THURS OCT 20

SAT OCT 22

TUES NOV 1

THURS NOV 3
SAT NOV 5
TUES NOV 8
SAT NOV 12

THURS NOV 17
SUN DEC k
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Harbor Field Trip

Welcome to the October 22nd field trip. As previously announced we are
going to be in the L.A. Harbor area from pre-dawn until after dark. You may
join and/or leave the party at your convenience according to the following plan:

Our first scheduledrendezvousis 10:00 AM @ the base of the Space Needle
in the Parts-0-Call parking lot (#1 on map). We will be shooting around the
tuna fleet, (one of my favorites). In my opinion, there is enough picture
material here to keep anyone busy all day. Photo Tip: When fishing boats are
in port the crew does not work on week-ends or holidays if it can be avoided.
Any work that is necessary is done as early as possible to avoid tourists and
photographers. Therefore the best time for working pictures is from 7:00 AM til
about 10:00 AM.and you will find me wandering around down there at that time...

Our second scheduled rendezvousis @ Averill Park, corner of 14th St and
Dodson (#2 on map). This little park is a beautiful place for a picnic lunch.
Bring your own. Complete with stream, children trying to catch polywogs, lovers,
old people, etc. This park is THE place for wedding receptions, and long estab
lished San Pedro families of Portugesei Polish, Norv/e gian, Danish, etc. decent
traditionally do this on Saturday. With a little luck there will be an abundance
of pictures here.

After lunch we will travel over the Vincent Thomas bridge (25(t per car
each way) to Fish Harbor (#3 on map) and an afternoon of shooting in that area.
Here you will find the traditional waterfront pictures, rotting hulks of ships
and boats, repair yards, huge ships in dry dock, rusty equipment etc. On the
other side of Fish Harbor (feA^on map) you will find the L.A. Yacht Club and
marina where you can walk out on the floating docks and observe how people live,
work, play in this kind of world.

Once introduced to this area the scheduled part of our field trip will
have been completed. It is hoped that by this time you will have found compatible

friends and a favorite subject that will keep you busy for as long as you care to
stay.

A Word About Field Trips
Field Trips, in my opinion, should serve several purposes, and getting

pictures has to be one of the most important. We cannot schedule the weather
(although I did order for this trip a bright sunny day with puffy white clouds) .
and in the event my request is not honored, I suggest you come prepared to take
pictures in whatever kind of weather we get. This is mostly a state of mind, good
pictures can be made in rain, wind, sunshine, hell or high water. Dress appro
priately and come with a smile.

Another of the main purposes of our field trips is to get acquainted with
with fellow club members and I sincerely hope all of us will take these oppor
tunities to do just that. Find some new friends, go explore new places with them,
above all enjoy yourself.

And finally, from my own experience I have concluded that true masterpieces
of art are seldom obtained at first encounter. Therefore, another of the main
purposes of these outings is to acquaint you with areas and subjects that you may
not know about, and if you do not get the pictures you want the first time you will
be able to come back again at your convenience and live with your subject long
enough to produce your masterpiece.

See you Saturday,

George Hutton, Field Trip Chairman
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September Competition

Stereo

Warrior

It was a thrill for me as your new competition chairman to
see all the support our members gave to.our first Club
competition of the year on September 15. A total of 103
slides were entered. I believe everyone had funl

In the A Group 11 members entered the standard category and
9 entered the non-conventional category. To my delight there
were also 11 members in the B Group entering the standard
category, while k of our beginners hammered it out in the
nbn-conventional category.

I say "to my delight" because I believe by exhibiting our
work in competitions we cam increase our competency in
taking good'stereo photographs. Also, it is gratifying
to have so mauiy members share their work with fellow members.
We learn by comparing our work with that of the other
members and listening to the judges* comments on selected
slides.

I want to personally thank Catherine Laursen, Art Neill APSA,
and Bryan Riggs APSA for judging; and Sylvia Sikes FPSA and
Oliver Deaua for,their help in making the competition table
rim so smoothly. Let*s all see if we can make the 2nd
competition in November even better than the first.

— Rick Finney, Competition Chairman

A GROUP Standard Category (Awards 2k points; HM*s 23 points)

Elmer Weidknecht APSA 70
Conrad Hodnik FPSA 69
Rick Finney 66
Sylvia Sikes FPSA 66
Jerry Walter 66
Chuck DeLongfield 6k
Russ Terrill APSA 6k
Floyd Garton 6l

m Ward Clcurk
Don Cast 56
Ken Fordyce 56

A GROUP Non-conventionsG. Category (Awards 26 points; HM's 2k points)

Stergis M. Stergis 70
Elmer Weidknecht APSA 70

Ward Clark 69
Ken Fordyce 69
Chuck DeLongfield 66
Sylvia Sikes FPSA 65
Russ Terrill APSA 65
Jerry Walter 62
Rick Finney 6l

B GROUP Non-conventional Category (Awards and HM's 22 points)

Paul Voorhees 6k HM - Mismatched
Don Cast 63 Award - Red Planet
Richard Ogle 6l HM - Snorkler Paradise
Tim Cardinale k2 (2 slides)

2 Awards - Framed in Foliage; Thrashing Peas
3 HM*s - Springtime; Evening Splendor; Winter Mood
HM - Canyon Sunset
HM - Deer on Hurricsine Ridge
HM - Hammer fest Hairbor

HM - Sunset Glow

HM - Pausing on Blossoms
Award - Cute Kitten

2 HM's - Tender Glow; Saturated with Bubbles
HM - Full Bloom
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B GROUP Standard Category (Awards 21 points; HM's 20 points)

Tim Cardinale 59
Zane Haag 59
Abe Leibowitz 59
Kermit Westbrook 59
Lewis Chidester 5^
Roz Freund 56
Hal Stanton 55
Marshall Stewart 55
Ursula Sylvan 55
Paul Voorhees 55
Richard Ogle 39 (2 slides) HM - Mum's the Word

Statistics with groups combined

Award - Swan #3; HM - Carp #1
Award - The First Snow

2 HM*s - Yellowstone; Boy
2 HM's - New York Bridge View; Manhattan

HM - Armstrong Starter

Points 26 25 2k 25 22 21 20 19 18 17
No. Standard Slides 0 0 2 7- 6 9 10 16 1^ 1

No. Non-conventional Slides 1 0 k 8 6 13 3 2 1 0

Members Talk About Their Slides fm

On Orcas Island, in northwest Washington.^ I saw a swan in a pond near the side of
the road. He must have been well fed by passersby, because he intentionally came
toward me as I stopped to take his picture. The competition entry "Swan" was 1 ^
out of 3 shots taken at that time on Kodachrome 6k with a Kodak Stereo Camera.
While mounting, in order to simplify the composition and maike the swan seem a
little larger, I cropped out the whole sky which was about 1/k of the frame. I
would have titled it "Drooling Swan" but that drop of water coming off the end of
his bill can only be seen in the viewer. Out of all 6 of my entries this time,
this was the one I liked least. It is a listless, cliche' picture. I should have
known it would get an award. — Tim Cardinale

Entry of the slide "Red Planet" netted an award in the September competition for
non-conventional category, B group. This slide is a table-top scene using apricot ^
colored stucco over chicken wire and newspaper for the foreground. The background
is a painting of the planet Mars as seen from one of its moons. The astronaut
figures are from England, and are less than one inch high. The camera used was
a 35mni Honeywell Pentax on a home made slide bar, with a Sears 28mm wide-amgle ^
lens. — Don Cast

« « « « «

FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+ THE FINER POINTS +FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP ^

Here are some useful photographic notions about lines:

The slowest, least active line is the perfect horizontal. m

The speediest straight line is the perfect diagonal. Other diagonals are speedy
in proportion as they depart from the horizontal and approach the true diagonal.

The most active of all lines is the zig-zag. Artists have been using it for years ^
to portray lightning, although true lightning seldom zig-zags.

The most graceful of all lines is the curve, rather like an "S". The sharper the ^
curves, the more they approach the zig-zag and the more movement they have.

The most dignified, solid, solemn line is the vertical. It suggests pillars holding
up cathedral roofs, or a tower of strength, strong to the imagination. m

Two lines moving in opposite directions and crossing each other suggest resistance.

Lines which move in toward the center of interest will, draw attention to it. Other
lines may have an undesirable way of leading the eye out of the picture. I

— "The Fun of Photography" by Scacheri

FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP+FP
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BROADEN YOUR STEREO HORIZONS AT THE OCTOBER STEREO FAIR

. « The October meeting is shaping into an
^n % event of excitement, education, and new
^ (i: avenues to explore in the metropolis of

stereo photography. Walk down Anaglyph
Street and see an astounding 3-0 topo

graphic drawing of Los Angeles. Window shop in the antique store and see the
bewildering variety of stereo equipment available to the turn-of-the-century
stereographer; buy some equipment at the Stereo Flea Market (bring something stereo
of your own to sell (barter?); step into Tom Thumb Street with the miniature world
of View Master personal photography. If you have a camera with a sick shutter,
take it to the Piper Caunera Clinic for a check-up. Religious people, who want
their slide mounting demons exorcised, need only seek the kindly'and sage counsel
of Father Russ Terrill, who will give new hope to the most fumble-fingered.

Street entertainment will be provided by J.erry, Rick, and their Siamese Projector;
aJLong with David Starkman and Susan Pinsky and their trained Viewmaster. Other
attractions: lairge-format stereo viewers, genuine Vectographs, and Hyponars to
examine. Find out what a "3-di^ensional motion picture, holographically displayed"is«

All of the city oY^stereo rolls .up iVs sidewalks at 9530 PM, so be sure to arrive
early so as not to miss any. of it I — Oliver Dean, Program Chairman.

AWE-STRUCK^CRbwDAVflS-TENDS AWESOME PROGRAM IN AWE-GUST
"Listen, my children, and be impressed, V\fith the Stereo Rite of the "Best of
the Best'?. 'Twas the l6th of August in '77» (Hardly a man can go to Heaven,
not rememb'ring that famous day as blessed)!"

— Hank Worthwads Fonglellow
No, kiddies, the first Revere stereo camera was not hammered out of silver by Paul#
But our historical August meeting brought together six of the world's most cele
brated stereographers, all members of SCSC, who each brought 20 of their best slides

^ to demonstrate their award-winning creations. The valuable information was eagerly
absorbed by an audience of well over 60 people who undoubtedly followed my advice
by cancelling their vacations to attend#

^ The stunning variety of subjects and individuality of treatment brought home to
this observer not only the vitality of the stereo medium, but also the value of
perseverance, imagination, and a studied kind of cleverness that seems to crystalize
at some point in the photographer's experience. Our grateful thanks for an all-

^ too-short program to Russ Terrill APSA; Conrad Hodnik FPSA, Sylvia Sikes FPSA,
Stergis M. Stergis; Lester Lauck APSA; and Charles Osborn APSA.

^ I might add that it was in keeping with the spirit of this Club that none of these
generous people hesitated in the least to help out with the program. Lester, in
fact, came all the way in from Yucca Valley, and Charles drove in from San Bernardino!
That's dedication. — Oliver Dean, Program Chairman

m « « « « *

THE SAN BERNARDINO INTERNATIONAL STEREO SALON

The closing date for the l^th Exhibition of the San Bernardino Stereo Group is
^ November 1. The judging will begin at 9 AM on November 5 at St. Stephens Methodist

Chin'ch, IXkO W. Mill St. (corner Mill & K), San Bernardino, and is open to the public.
Medals will be awarded for the best slides in these categories: contemporary, flower
close-up, portrait, nature, fall color, table top, and best of show. Judges are
Dr. Bernard Stell, Sun City, AZ; Elva Hayv/ard APSA, Long Beach; and Elmer Weidknecht
APSA, Downey. Showings will be November 15, Rickey's Restaurant, 500 W. Valley Blvd.,

m Alhambra, sponsored by the Pasadena Stereo Club; and on November 22 at the First
Methodist Church's Carlson Hall, 130 No. Kenwood, Glendale, sponsored by the Jewel
City Camera Club. Showings at 8 PM. Forms and further information available from
me at 613O Coldwater Cyn. #1^, No. Hollywood, 9160S (984-1391)#

— Bryan Riggs, Chairman

* *' ♦ « *
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Jerry's Journal—Taking Care Of Our Own
The one thing that bothers me (note the gray hair) more than anything else in our
stereo world is that there are probably enthusiastic Club members who are not as
actively engaged in all the aspects of stereo photography as they would like to
be because they do not have the necessary equipment. This is a shame, and should
never be! It certafiily isn't because the equipment doesn't exist, Charles Piper
informs me that there were probably a third of a million 35fflin stereo cameras
manufactured in the 1950's, Most of these cameras, as well as all the other
equipment, is still around ,,, someplace.

Let's talk about stereo equipment sources. Number One is Max Bruensteiner at the
Alhambra Camera Shop, Max has featured stereo in his store for over 20 years,
and makes a ready market in stereo equipment and supplies. But stereographers are
known to be impatient, especially when they have cash they are eager to spend.
Suppose Max doesn't have what you need ,,, what then? Well, locally, for people
on. the other side of town, all Emde motinting products are available directly from
the factory at 20^0 Stoner Ave,, LA 90025 (^78-350^), Other near—sure sources of
equipment are the twice-yearly trade shows sponsored by the Western Photographic
Collectors Association (WPCA)(P.O, Box 429^, Whittier 9O607), The next show is
November 12-13, 11 AM-5 PM, Pasadena City College, Equipment also shows up at
swap meets and garage sales. Don't forget the other camera stores around the city:
Alvin's in Pasadena; Boulevard Camera in Santa Monica: Ernie's in Glendale; Henry's
downtown; Hobb's in Torrance; Lloyd's on Cahuenga Blvd., LA; Studio City Camera —
all are known to have stereo equipment from time to time. But always compare
prices, and check with Max first. On the national scene, Henry Erskine FPSA,
1282 Sherwood Rd,, Highland Park, Illinois 60035 is the PSA Stereo Division
Equipment and Supply Director and generally has some stereo equipment available.
Send Sase for price list. Frequently there sire ads in the PSA Journal and in our
own 3-D NEWS. Then there's Greg Taylor at Stereo Photography Unlimited, 823J.-27th
Ave, North, St, Petersburg, Florida 33710, who has a nice selection of equipment;
send $1 for price list. Olden Camera, New York, generally includes stereo equipment
in their photography magazine ads. Stereo ads are also always found in "Shutterbug
Ads", a monthly national paper; subscription $6/year from P.O. Box 730, Titusville,

,•.more
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Florida^ 32780» Also, the Potomac Society of Stereo Photographers has a compre—
hensive hook "Directory for Stereographers: Supplies, Services, Sources" that is
available for S2.25 from Col. Ret. Melvin M, Lawson, 1^00 S. Joyce St. A-513,
Arlington VA 22202. The book is the very best for those wishing to dig deeply
into availability of equipment.

Do we have any member interested in becoming our Equipment Chairman one who
would help coordinate and locate equipment and supplies for all Club members?
Wouldn't it be fine to see all our members have all the equipment and supplies
their hearts desire 1 I think we should be known as the Club that takes care of
our own. Let's do it!

Jerry Walter

NOVEMBER COMPETITION MEETING

The second big Club competition happens on November 17. I'm extending a very
liberal make-up policy to all those members who missed the September competition
for any reason — out-of-town, sickness, forgetfulness, bashfullness, lack of ^
courage — just bring the make-up slides along with your November entry and aii
will be forgiven. It's the only way to get in the running for the big July
Awairds Affair*

Let me also say though, that I'm hoping you're not thinking of competitions only
in terms of points and ribbons. Competitions turn out to be a Show ... a Presentation
to all in attendance of the members' works. Competitions provide a stimulus to ^
create and a device to share your stereo photography enjoyment with your fellow
members. Let's overwhelm the competition table workers with entries!

— Rick Finney, Competition Chairman »

*****

( CLUB CHRISTMAS BANQUET
Would you believe this fellow is peeking around the corner
already? He's arriving at the Club a little eeirly this year,
namely on ...PDATE: Sunday December 6̂:30 PM

PLACE: Michael-'s Los Feliz Restaurant, ^500 Los Feliz
Boulevard, Los Angeles

FARE: Fillet Mignon, S7»50

is is the first and last 3-R NEWS announcement before the
ent and reservations are required. Contact our Banquet
.airman Marshall Stewart at 26l Via Linda Vista, Redondo
ach 90277* Phone 375-1788 (home)^ 326-1^22 (work) if you
.tend to join us. Members, family, friends, neighbors —-
eryone is welcome.

ides are needed for the Christmas Banquet Show. Again at this
nquet the attendees will be treated to a once-in-a-lifetime

show which will be a unique collection of members' slides. The
show will be assembled solely for the Banquet. Part of the fun
of a Christmas members slide show is seeing how slides you have

loaned might get worked into a show with slides loaned independently by other members
Our Christmas Banquet Show theme is based on "Exotic People and Exotic Places", aind
we need those stereo slides of Uncle Fuzzwart being chased through the streets of
Karachi by a Bengal Tiger, or of the little Clapperhod dangling by one finger from
the cornice of the Diet building in Tokyo, or of that marvelous story-teller,
Yoritomo von Gomez, who spoke fluent Greek and was enormously photogenic. However,
failing to have slides like those, I would be delighted with just plain good
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stereos of Karachi; Victoria Falls; the Sahara Desert; Copenhagen; West Wet Belch,
Montana; and similarly exotic places and their inhabitants♦ Please telephone me
(Oliver Dean) at 928-4688 at any hour (my recording machine will take a message),
and I will call you back to make arrangements for picking up the slides from you
and for returning them*

*****

STEREO QUICKIES

At the October Meeting, Charles Osborn APSA, Chairman of the PSA Stereo Division,
presented to the Club the first place trophy for National Stereo Club Competition
for 1976-77.

Please welcome these new members:
24ichael and Phyllis Weeks, I8713 De Voss, Cerritos, CA 907OI 860-5251
Margaret M* Rheingruber, l64o Lafayette Rd., Claremont 91711 (7l4) 624-5552

Club membership anniversaries for November: Harold Cosel (2 years); Joe Ebin (1
year); Mar.iorie Leonard (7 years); Jerry Walter (5 years).

Profile of new members: Kermit Westbrook was born in
Sacramento and grew up in San Clemente, His roots include
Norwegian and American Indian. Graduated from Balboa,
Canal Zone High School; attended UCLA and USC, majored
in cinema, minored in accounting, BA Cinema 1948.
Employed by Northrup as a Senior Program Analyst. Deep
interest in photography, and is excited about stereo. ^
Dorothy Westbrook came from the Twin Cities, Minnesota, ^
and has always been interested in the fine arts and
appreciative of the beauty and wonder of nature and is
happy to join the Stereo Club.

V
XJ

Three Club members had stereo acceptances in the Sydney Australia 20th International
Exhibition: Marjorie Adams (2) acceptances; Sylvia Sikes FPSA C2): Stergis M.
Sterfis (4).

How our members fared in the l4th San Bernardino Stereo Exhibition judged on
November 5: Joe Abramson (5) acceptances; Marjorie Adams (1); John Chord APSA (1);
Ward Clark (2); Chuck DeLongfield (2); Don Cast (1); Rick Finney (3); Ken
Fordyce (5); Floyd Garton (3); Conrad Hodnik FPSA (1); Catherine Laursen (1);
Charles Osborn APSA (3) with a San Bernardino Medal; Sylvia Sikes FPSA (3);
Stergis M« Stergis (4) with 3 HM's; Hugh Stilley (3); Russ Terrill APSA (3) with
1 HM; Jerry Walter (4) with 1 HM and 2 medals.

INA LANK

^ The Club was saddened to leairn of the passing of Ina Lemk on November 1. ^
S 3- devoted stereo enthusiast. She was very active in the founding 3

S early 60*s she produced a very warm and personal Club Bulletin. Our S
g sympathies go out to her husband Maurice at I9OO Mantis Ave., San Pedro. •

STEREO ACTIVITY CALENDAR

SAT NOV 12 - Judging - S4c Stereo Exhibition - 9 AM - First Methodist Church Glendale
THU NOV 17 - Club Meeting - 8 PM - Photo Center - 2nd Club Competition
SUN DEC 4 - Christmas Banquet - 6:30 PM - Michaels Los Feliz Restaurant
MON DEC 5 thru THU DEC 8 - Mounting Marathon with Eggnog - Jerry Walter's - 7S30 RM
TUE DEC 6 - S4C Stereo Competition - 8 PM - Photo Center
FRI JAN 13 - Sequence Workshop - Stergis's home - 7t30 PM
THU JAN 19 - Club Meeting - 8 PM - Photo Center - 3rd Club Competition

*****
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WORKSHOP NEWS

The October Workshop hosted by Bert auid Catherine Laursen was attended by six p
Club members* A complete glassware studio was at the disposal of the participants9 I
Including a wide selection of glassware objects which have been collected by the
Laursens over the years. It was an extremely Informative evening with lots of film
being exposed. Watch for glassware slides to start appearing In the Club competltlonp.
The December Workshop will be a mounting marathon (with eggnog) hosted by Jerry
Walter at his home, IO98 Monteclto Drive, Los Angeles. Members are Invited to come
by any of the four evenings from Monday December 5 through Thursday December 8, t
7s30 PM. Stereo mounting at all levels, from rock-bottom beginning to advanced,
will be discussed and practiced. Material covered will be designed to meet the
needs of the participants. Contact Jerry at home (225-80^2) or work (481-5501) p
If you*d like to attend. I

— Don Caist, Workshop Chairman

The January Workshop will be a prelude to our March Club meeting. For those members P
planning to enter our Club sequence competition (and I hope everyone Is) scheduled
for the March l6th meeting. It Isn't too early to start thinking about your subject
and selection of slides. 7ou may already have some good stereo slides suitable for P
a sequence; you may need to shoot more to complete your sequence or want to take
an entirely new group of slides. In any eventnow Is the time for you to start
working up your Ideas and slides.

i

If In doubt how to make a sequence, briefly, a sequence should tell a story, express
an event, picture an adventure, travelogue, poem or develop an Idea. It may consist
of anywhere from 2 to a maximum of I8 slides; 10 or 12 Is a suggested number. p
Avoid using near duplication slides to pad the quantity. No title slides please.
A script must accompany each sequence made. It Is advisable to keep your story
brief ^ not to exceed 3 typewritten lines for each slide.

For further help and Ideas, come talk'with me, and plan to attend the sequence
workshop January 13th at Stergls's home, when we will project some of the 1977
PSA Sequence Exhibition winners and have open discussion.

— Sylvia Slkes FPSA, Club Sequence Ohm.

« « * « «

STEREO FAIR BECOMES HISTORY

It was proven to the 80 stereo enthusiasts who attended the October Stereo Fair
that the scope of stereo photography Is far more varied than most people would
have believed possible. Credit for the success goes to the operators of the
tables, who were: Charles Piper, Camera Clinic; George Klrkman and James Benton,
Antique and Large Format Stereo; Stergls M. Stergls, Jerry Walter, Rick Flnney,
and Oliver Dean, Unusual Stereo Tools; Charles DeLongfleld and Chuck Scarborough,
Anaglyphs, Holograms, and Vectographs; David Starkmsin and Susan Plnsky, View Master
Stereo; Conrad Hodnlk FPSA and Russell Terrlll APSA, Stereo Mounting Clinic;
Joe Abramson and Roz Freund, Stereo for Sale. Also, thanks to the Laursens for
bringing many "freebles", and to Eleanor Hemstreet (and the others I didn't see)
for bringing stereo equipment for sale.

In addition to the tables, time out for some demonstrations broke the evening Into
Interesting segments. We saw View Master projection demonstrated by Susan and
David, who, hopefully, have encouraged some members with similar View Master
cameras to dust them off and put them to work. David Is planning some activities
for View Master users, so keep your eyes on these pages. Besides an Interesting
demonstration of a pair of "dissolve" stereo projectors modified by Charles Piper
for Jerry and Rick, we were treated to an outstanding demonstration by Stergls of
his unusual Splndler and Sauppe* stereo projector, normally used for rear-projectlon<
The bonus was that Stergls's slides of ocean spray and scenery were gorgeous! The
many talents and facets of this remarkable member were again made obvious.

...more

r
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And a special thanks to Tim Cardlnale* In an event such as
the Stereo FalTf its success is partly dependent upon the way
the house is set up* Tim, our House Chairman^ went far beyond
the call of duty in preparing 8 professionally lettered signs
on bright orsinge stock and devising a way to display them high
above each table for visibility from nearly everywhere in the
room* The last sign was prepared on an instant's notice when
unexpected "freebies" were brought that warranted their own
table. Thanks, Tim, for the welcome added effort I

Like the escape of Darth Vader, perhaps the success of this
Stereo Fair presages a sequel for next year*

— Oliver Dean, Program Chairman

* « « * «

CONCERNING THE EVENTS OF OCTOBER 22* 1977

It all happened exactly as planned.•.my wife and I arrived at the fishing docks
a bit after 7 AM to find Jerry and Rick already there getting the lay of the land*
The sun came out early burning off the fog and haze leaving a clean, cleair, crisp
lighting for the pictures; the only thing missing were the puffy white clouds*
By 9s30 AM other members had begun to arrive and Buttons' Coffee Shop was dodLng a
land office business with hot coffee and home-made coffee cake* If our supplies
had not been limited we may not have continued with the rest of the plans*

The fleet was quite active with considerable net repair work, rare for
a weekend* The fishermen were friendly and cooperated superbly even
to the extent of allowing us to move some distracting elements out of
the pictures, such as white rags on black nets, trash,, etc* X noticed
that most of our members engaged in some conversation with the fisher
men and I am sure some interesting things were found out which always
helps make better pictures. I am equally sure a few fishermen learned
something about photography and SCSC with their 'funny looking two-
lensed cameras*

About noon we all converged on the park for a picnic lunch and what with Charlie
Piper stealing and eating the squirrels' black walnuts and Hugh Stilley complaining
about the Polish wedding and all the noise, we had a great time* Desert was served
by Catherine Laursen; Bert was hoping there would be seconds* The wedding party
was friendly and beautiful, posed for pictures and as one of our members said
"The Lord must really like stereo photographers." I will be suprised if we don't
see some prize winning pictures from this episode.

After lunch we all.drive over the bridge to Fish Harbor where with Dame Fortune
still smiling broadly on the Stereo Club we were treated to a fishing boat unloading
their catch* This is almost never done on weekends, and Stergis landed the biggest
catch of the day, a 20-pound Mahi-Mahi right out of the fishermaua's net* I wish
I had worn my Greek fisherman's hat*

A group of us were graciously invited aboard the old presidential yacht Potomac
where President Roosevelt signed the Atlantic Treaty of WW II« Otir host was friendly
and gracious and we all thoroughly enjoyed this unexpected bonus to the day's
activities* As we were leaving Fish Harbor I noticed Connie Hodnik down among the
old pilings taking what looked like beautiful pictures of reflections* Eleanor
Hemstreet was nearby* By late afternoon our group was thinning out. Seven of us
decided to stay for dinner and retired to the cocktail lounge of Whalers Inn* The
Inn serves the biggest Marguerites I have ever seen. A lesser man could not have
done it* You would not believe how we ended up having dinner at the Little Fisher
man Restaurant but if you are interested ask Maudie or Stergis, Sylvia Sikes,
Margaret Button, Russ Terrill, Zane Haag, or me. In my opinion, if I may be
permitted a little back-patting, this outing has to be one of the great events of
the season* For those of you who missed it, I can only say don't miss the next one*

— George Button, Field Trip Chairman
* * * « «
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At its meeting on November 5» Board gave to the Club an early Christmas present
in the form of adoption of the following Program for assisting in the training p
of newer stereographers as stereo judges. Jerry Walter was chosen Chairman of !
the Program^ the instructors have been chosen, and euiy new qualified stereographer
can now start thinking of becomeing a candidate in this exciting Program. The ^
Program will be on-going, so if you don't qualify now, keep it in mind as a j
future goal.

Southern California Stereo Judge Training Program

Purioose; To give minimum stereo judging instructions to newer stereographers
to qualify them for judging stereo club competitions and eventually
judging International Stereo Exhibitions.

Scone! The Southern California Stereo Judge Training Program shall be
sponsored by the Stereo Club of Southern California and participation
is open to all stereographers in Southern California.

Candidate's Credentials to Qualify for Training;

1 —Must be actively engaged in taking stereo slides now. P
R - Should be thoroughly acquainted with stereo camera functions and

limitations, and in the mounting and projection of stereo slides.
3 - Must have a minimum of 10 acceptances with at least ^ different ^

slides in International Stereo Exhibitions.

General Program Rules and Regulations:

1'- The Chairman of the Program sheQ.1 be selected by the Board
of Directors of SCSC.

2 - The Training Program Chairman need not be a member of the ^
Board of Directors.

3 • The Training Program Chairman may be one of the instructors.
k — The instructors selected need not be members of SCSC.
5 • The Training Program Chairman shall select 3 or preferably k P

qualified stereographer top judges with years of International '
Exhibition judging to serve as Program instructors.

6 - The Candidate may select any two different instructors. The <«)
instructors will individually give instructions in private or
group sessions«

7 * Instructors may collaborate on areas they wish to cover with ^
candidates. The material covered will, be left to the discretion
of the instructors.

8 - Each candidate shall be required to spend as many—sessions in — , ^
either private or group training as the instructor requires. P:
This is to be left to the instructor's discretion.

9 - Group sessions for instructions will be limited to not exceed
^ candidates.

10 - After sufficient instructions either in private or group sessions,
there shall be at least one session of group practice judging
where the candidates will score slides projected and make comments,
like is expected of a judge in club competitions. This practice
judging will be done in groups of not to exceed 'f candidates

. at a time.
11 - Completion of the above Program will give the candidates the P

minimum instructions for consideration for club competition
judging. Candidates are advised, however, that completion of
the Program does not mean automatic entitlement to a judging p
position. Ultimate judge selection rests in the hands of Club
Competition Chaiirmen and International Stereo Exhibition
Chairmen. _

Adopted by the Board of the Stereo Club of Southern California November 3$ 1977*



tHE TECHNICAL PAGE CHARLES PIPER, EDITOR INSTALLMENT #32
RATIONALE AND GOALS OF STEREOSCOPY - A TUTORIAL
This month's Technical Page attempts to tie together those principles of stereo per
ception which relate to stereoscopy, here defined as the photographic representation
of a 3-dimensional subject by means of two photographs taken from two separated points.

VIEWING A REAL SUBJECT
The visual message from a stereogram should resemble insofar as possible the visual
message from the real subject. Among the elements of this message are:

0 Perceived shape of the subject in three dimensions
0 Perceived size of the subject
0 Perceived distance of the subject

THE VISUAL CLUES IN THE REAL WORLD
The non-stereoscopic clues include shadows, light reflections, occlusion (covering)
of one object by another, recognition of the object, atmospheric haze, and for close
objects, accommodation or focus of the viewer's eyes. The principal stereoscopic clue
is parallax, the difference between the images received by the two eyes; it gives the
viewer his best estimate of the distance to the subject. Convergence, the other
stereoscopic clue, is the act of orienting the two eyes to a nearby object. Accommo
dation and convergence are always interrelated in the real world; not so in stereoscopy
as we shall see.

NEARBY SUBJECTS
For nearby subjects the viewer has strong clues due to accommodation, convergence, and
parallax, which provide him with excellent independent estimates of size, shape, and
distance.

INTERMEDIATE SUBJECTS
For intermediate subjects, accommodation and convergence clues are much weaker, and the
viewer has only parallax as a clue to distance. The viewer's perception of individual
shapes,- other than frontal silhouettes, is less certain; they resemble cut-outs located
at the appropriate distances.

DISTANT SUBJECTS
Finally, for subject distances of more than a few hundred yards, parallax also disap
pears; only the non-stereoscopic clues remain. One can relate size to distance, but
cannot distinguish a 10-foot object at 500 yards from a 20-foot object at 1000 yards,
without other clues.

SUrWARY - REAL WORLD VIEWING
There are three ranges of distance, providing three levels of perception. From a few
inches to perhaps 6 feet we have accommodation, convergence, and parallax inputs, and
can make quite accurate assessments of size, shape, and distance. In the intermediate
range, from 6 feet to perhaps 200 yards, we have mainly parallax. At the near end of
this range volumetric shapes are strongly registered, but at the far end all objects
have become essentially silhouettes. In the distant range there are no stereoscopic
clues to distance.

GOALS OF STEREOSCOPY
Stereoscopy tries to reproduce the visual clues of the real world. Which of the clues
remain in stereoscopy? All of the non-stereoscopic clues except accommodation are pre
served. The stereoscopic clues parallax and convergence are still present, but may be
scaled up or down in making the stereogram. By scaling we shall be able to extend the
range of stereo vision above and below that of the real world through stereoscopy.
Guidelines will be suggested for how this extension can be carried out.

ORTHOSTEREOSCOPY
The first goal of stereoscopy is the correct reproduction of shapes and sizes. This is
called orthostereoscopy. It is quite simply achieved by taking two pictures from cam
era points the same distance apart as human eyes, and viewing the pictures, left to
left and right to right, so that perspective is preserved; that is so that each pic
ture subtends the same angle at the eye of the viewer that it did at the lens of the
camera.
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HYPOSTEREOSCOPY, HYPERSTEREOSCOPY
In extending stereoscopy we shall still wish, to preserve the perception of shapes.
This can only be done if we preserve perspective. What this means in practice is that
we may achieve a larger image only by moving in, or a smaller image only by moving back
To use a very short or very long focal length lens would distort the perspective, and
thus distort shapes and depths in the stereogram. This is the long familiar wide angle
and telephoto distortion phenomena, and of course stereo is not going to make them go
away. See note below.

BASELINE
The other important factor in scaled or-extended stereo is baseline, the spacing
between camera points. Perceived sizes are inversely related to baseline changes.
Perceived object size will be doubled if the baseline is halved. Stereograms taken
with reduced spacing, thus magnifying the perceived size, are called hyperstereograms.
For stationary subjects they may be taken with a single camera and a slide bar. For
subjects which may move, one must use equipment which will take two pictures at the
same instant, such as a KinDar. Stereograms taken with increased spacing, which re
duces the perceived size, are called hyperstereograms, and are made with two synchro
nized cameras, or with one camera which is moved between exposures. Hypo- and hyper-
stereo make possible the perception of shape of objects much too small or much too
large to be viewed stereoscopii:ally with the naked eye. An insect can be viewed in
hypostereo as if it had been greatly increased in size. Grand Canyon can be viewed in
hyperstereo as if it had been reduced to a scale model.

REAL WORLD vs STEREOSCOPY.
How do the visual inputs of stereoscopy relate to those of the real world? In the
intermediate range of distances, 6 feet to 200 yards, stereo is much like the real
world. Stereoscopic input is principally parallax; shapes are preserved; sizes are
preserved. At distances less than 6 feet orthostereo is not entirely satisfactory,
particularly for projection, where it is in conflict with the 1:50 criterion for good
projection. Also, accommodation, and its customary relation to convergence, is lost.
However, hypostereo works very nicely, and permits stereo viewing of even minute sub
jects. In the distant range, orthostereo is indistinguishable from real world view
ing; stereoscopic clues to distance are lost and all objects have become flattened to
silhouettes. Happily, hyperstereo can restore depth perception.
GUIDELINES
The above discussion can be summarized in the following guidelines for stereograms on
35iiBn film in Realist or Verascope format:

0 For hand viewing a stereogram taken with SSiran or 40mm lenses,
a standard viewer with 35iran to 40inm lenses will give true
perspective and true orthostereo.

0 For true perspective in projection at 20 ft. from a 6 ft.
screen, the camera lens should be about 80mm. These focal
length guidelines apply to all stereo pictures including
hypo and hyper. The frequent violation of them results in
exaggeration of depth.

0 Best perception of volumetric shapes is associated with maxi
mum parallax, i. e. , maximum baseline, but the baseline
should not exceed 1/50 the distance if the picture is to be
projectable. For hand viewing 1/25 can be tolerated.

0 The perceived physical size is inversely related to the base
line. To make a 6" doll look like a man, use 1/4" baseline.

Note: Herbert McKay, in "3-Dimensional Photography", once promulgated the mistaken
PEPAX rule, that distortions caused by use of extra long lenses can be corrected by '
a proportional increase in baseline. This is of course not true, but is often
quoted by old timers. See also Installment #13 of this column on perspective.
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STEREO CLTJB PROFILE: SYDNEY STEREO CAMERA CLUB

A group of stereo enthusiasts here in Australia, bound together loosely by folio
activities, came to have bi-yearly conventions, and such a gathering in Sydney
in 1971 was attended by Joseph P» Fallon, Jr# and a group of stereo workers from
the U.S* West Coast. Out of this enthusiastic gathering came the formation of the
Sydney Stereo Camera Club.

Now, five years later, the Club has about 60 members including some overseas and
interstate. This membership places it among the largest camera clubs in Australia.
Meetings are held every month with an average attendance of about 35 members and
friends. For a combination of photographic and social activity the Club has four
field days or clinics and at least one over—night visit away from Syndey each year.

Importance is placed on active participation in our chosen field of stereo photography
and, on the Club scene, the competitions through the year are seen as €ui essential
means to improve our steuidards of presentation and to widen our horizons of
creativity. The membership is divided into two categories for competition purposes
to ensure a more equitable judging.

The Club shares the burden which besets virtually all amateur photographic activities
in Australia — the older age grouping of members. As a result we lack the
innovative spirit, the freshness of interpretation which is typical of the approach
of the young. There tends to be, therefore, an overcommitment towards presentation
rather than to realize that the **message is the photograph".

To assist in introducing new thought to our members, the Club has sought and received
assistance from many experienced stereo workers in the form of audio visuals
describing their "pathway to stereo". These contributions have been very valuable
and the Club is indebted to, among others, Catherine Laursen, Sylvia Sikes, Pauline
and Howard Sweezey, Jerry Walter, and Rick Finney.

With the lead given by these good, experienced, stereo friends and our more advanced
members, efforts are being made to introduce new and younger members to the pleasures
and challenges of stereo photography. Hopefully you may see some of our names in
the stereo catalogues as our members move toward the standards required for success
in International Exhibitions. How fortunate you are to have seven Exhibitions in
your State every year!

Should any member of the Stereo Club of Southern California ever wander across the
sea we would look forward to meeting and greeting you here in Sydney.

Charles Jones, Competition Director

(Thank you Charles for contributing this Number Four in a Series of Camera Club
Profiles — Editor)

» m m m *

THE STEREO QTTIZ

Cur Club members rightfully pride themselves in their knowledge of stereo photography.
So now it's time for the first monthly Stereo Quiz. Get your answers to the Editor
by phone, postcaurd, or at the next Club meeting. Answers must be received by the
first of the month — answers to this quiz due December 1. Answers published next
month. A prize will be awarded at the July Awards Banquet for the member submitting
the most correct answers to the Stereo Quisles for the next 8 months. Won't you
join the fun (and guessing')? P.S. This ^ for real!

1. Jerry's Restaurant for after-meeting coffee and calories is located at
a. 6th 8e Vermont b. 7th Se Spring c. Ill Nd^th Hope d. 4l2 S. Parkview

2. When stereo lenses are placed farther apart than normal, it is called
a. hypostereo b. hyperstereo c. hydrostereo d. hydrastereo

3* How many PSA International Stereo Exhibitions will have been held in 1977?
a. 9 b. 1^ c. 19 d. 2k

k» What Wisconsin company first manufactured the Stereo Realist?
a. White and River b. David River c. Mogen David d. David White

« * « « *
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« » * « *

Greetings From The Officers

May the Christmas Spirit of giving
carry over to your sharing in
photographic experiences, and may
the world of photography enrich
your life in the New Year...
through good fellowship in the
Club and visual excitement through
the lens.

May you have the spirit of Christmas,
which is peace;

The gladness of Christmas,
which is hope;

The heart of Christmas,
which is love.

May the Spirit of Christmas live
throughout the New Year in our hearts
and actions and may we all enjoy
good health and happiness to make
this the best year yet.

May your Season glow
And be free from woe:

And, from those you know
— Friend or foe:

A warm hello

Wherever you go;
And a Ho! Ho! Ho!

In Stereo.

(frhd0tmii0
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STEREO ACTIVITY CALENDAR

THU JAN 5 - Copy Deadline - January 3-D NEWS
FRI JAN 13 - Sequence Workshop - Stergis* home - 7:30 FM
SAT JAN I'f - Closing - Oakland International Stereo Exhibition
THU JAN 19 - Club Meeting - Photo Center - 8 FM - 3rd Club Competition
SUN JAN 22 - Winter PSA Roundup - LA Hilton Hotel - 9 AM
MON JAN 23 - Closing - Cordova International Stereo Exhibition

* * « • *

STEREO QUICKIES

Club membership anniversaries for December; Charles Piper - 11 years;
Ursula Sylvan - 4 years; Fred and Thelma Wolfe - ^ years.

Please add to your November 5th Membeyship*Directory the naune of the following
member who v/as inadvertently omitted;
J« David V/ood 9/71 (Yvonne), 30^5 Ladera Rd., San Bernardino 92405 (714) 883-1577

George Pond tried out his new electronic marvel ~ a scoring computer that stores
and displays score data at the press of a few buttons — at the S^ Stereo
Exhibition judging on November 12. ^ ^

Please welcome as a new member the other half of the Rheingruber household;
Herb Rheingruber. l640 Lafayette Road, Claremont, CA 91711 (714) 624-5552

* * * 4> «

78 MEMBERS AND GUESTS ATTEND THE CHRISTMAS BANQUET

Banquet Chairman Marshall Stewart did a super job of getting the message out
concerning this affair, and we enjoyed having so many guests. It was a special
delight to welcome three guests from far out of town: Sally Maurer, APSA,
San Francisco, and John Chord, APSA and John Shafer, Prescott, Arizona. We trust
they found our hospitality as warm and congenial as we found their presence with
us. The Banquet at Michael's on Los Feliz began with a great warm-up period where
the good fellowship was evident, followed by a tasty Fillet Mignon. Then, with
excellent dispatch. Rick Finney wrapped up the November Club competition by
projecting 30 of the 33 Award and HM slides for all of us to savor, and distributed
the ribbons. Thanks to all the members who again dug out their winning slides
and brought them to make this presentation possible.

Following this, those attending were treated to the flavor of over 15 countries in
the evening'^ "once-in-a-lifetime" stereo slide program titled "Scrambled Exotic".
The show featured slides loaned by these 14 Club members; Joe Abramson, Don Cast^
John Chord APSA, Oliver Dean, Rick Finney, Zane Haag, Conrad Hodnik FPSA,
Catherine Laursen, Sylvia Sikes FPSA, Stergis Stergis, Hugh Stilley, Ursula Sylvan,
Russ Terrill APSA, and Jerry Walter. Oliver Dean gives us this exclusive behind-
the-scenes report on the show:

"After Program Chairman Oliver initially assembled the show from slides
picked up from members through November 25, he spent an enjoyable creative
weekend on November 26-27 at the mountain hideaway of Rick and Jerry. There
Oliver completed the slide editing and narrative, and jointly selected the
recorded music with Jerry, whose talent and the Rick and Jerry record
collection supplied 2/3 of the selections used. Jerry performed his
miracles as sound technician by doing the recording and mixing, while
master chef Rick turned the short meal breedcs into such goumet delights
as fish dishes, brussels sprouts, Norwegian cheeses and breads, and a
slurp-worthy cheese omlet. Final timing and the only two rehersals of the
show were performed back in Los Angeles on December 1 by the 3 collaborators,
and after a few pre-planned slide additions, the show was displayed three
nights later without a hitch for a pleasantly beguiled audience."

Thanks to all who made our 1977 Christmas Banquet such a memorable success.
* * « « »
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November Club Competition

It looked for awhile on November 17 that the competition tiger was going to get
away from us, but we held on and finally whipped him into place. The minor
problems worked themselves out about 8:30 and we were off on one of the biggest
and best Club competitions ever! 17^ s-lides! 31 members participating! Fantastic!
What a delightful madhouse of slides. No wonder we didn*t get out of the Photo
Center till 10:13 (we won't let that happen again). The 176 slides included 31
make-up slides from the September competition.

Let me first thank the judges Lillian Garton, APSA, Max Bruensteiner, and Charles
Piper. They were called upon to do much more than normally expected of Club judges,
and they did it in excellent style. Tnanks^'to Sylvia, Marilyn, Ursula, and Oliver
for great assistance on the table; Marshall, Don, and David for assistance on
cables, and Floyd for calling scores. Thanks to Charlie Piper also for reviewing
on "The Technical Page" of this issue all the major problems we saw in some of the
slide mounting (we're all learning together — remember?) And thanks to Conrad
Hodnik, FPSA, Sylvia Sikes, FPSA, and Richard Ogle for sharing with us some fine
information on their winning slides. And ... The Competition Chairman's special
recognition for the most creative slide title goes this month to Chuck DeLongfield
for "RU3D Oversees the Shuttle Relesise".

— Rick Finney, Competition Chairman

STATISTICS WITH GROUPS COMBINED

Points

No. Standard Slides

No. Non-conventional Slides

23122121120IIQllBI17|l6[13
1 "ZTTrITb?' 35 10 T" 3
1 8 11 10 1^ 12 k 2 1

Mean 19; Mode l8
Mean 8e Mode 19

A GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY (Awards 22 points; HM's 21 points)

Noy i*:
Conrad Hodnik FPSA 63
Rick Finney 6l
Sylvia Sikes FPSA 6l
Elmer V/eidknecht APSA 36
Jerry V/alter 38
Russ Terrill APSA 38
Chuck DeLongfield 36
Catherine Laursen* 38
Joe Abramson 59
Ward Clark 37
Don Cast 38
Marjorie Adams 37
Ken Fordyce 37
Oliver Dean 6l
Stergis Stergis 60
Charles Scarborough 36

♦Judges Scores Averaged

2 Awards - Winter's Magic Touch; The Totem Pole
KM - Along the Sognefjord
Award - Grist Mill Fantasy

HM - Lom Stave Church

KM - The Brown Robe

HM - Inspiration Point
HM - The Herd on the Sand Dune

HM - Hand in Hand

HM - Colorado River from Desert View

HM - Calm Day at the Boat Dock
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A GROUP Non-Conventional (Awards 23 points; ID/I*s 22 points)

NOV 17 CUM

Stergis Stergis 65 135 Award - Fluted Swallowtail

Elmer Weidknecht 61 131
Ward Clark 61 130 HM - Tranquil Epiphyllum
Chuck DeLongfield 62 128 HM - All Hallows Eve

Jerry Walter 64 126 HM - My Son Paul
Rick Finney 64 125 HM - Apples for Catherine
Sylvia Sikes FPSA 59 124 HM - Three Pinks

Russ Terrill APSA 57 122

Joe Abramson 59 121 HM - Butterfly on Thistle
Marjorie Adsuns 56 115
Ken Fordyce -- 69

B GROUP Stsindard Category (Awards 22-23 points; HM*s 20 points)

DECEIVER 1977

r

Zane Haag 56 115
Ursula Sylvan 59 114
Hugh Stilley 58 114
Dennis Lockwood 60 112

Tim Cardinale 52 111

Abraham Leibowitz 52 111

Hal Stanton 55 110

Marshall Stewart 53 108
Paul Voorhees 53 108
Hairold Cosel 56 , 107
Richard Ogle 62 101

George Chott 52 101

Kermit Westbrook — 59
Lewis Chidester — 56
Roz Freund — 56
Margaret Hutton 56 56
Herb Guttman 55 55
Joe Ebin 53 53
David Starkman(2 slides) 36 36

H14 - Dancing Through the Tulips
2 HM*8 - A Covered Bridge; Piazza dei Miracoli '
2 HM*s - Kalalau Valley; Reflections of Tranquility
kvaofd' -• Tie 8e My Pal; HM - Swimming Hole

Award - Soap Bubbles; HM - Waves 8e Rocks

HM - No Title #2

B GROUP Non-Conventional Category (Awards 22 points; HM's 21 points)

Don Cast

Richard Ogle
Paul Voorhees

Tim Cardinale

Hugh Stilley
Dennis Lockwood

58 121 Awaord - Glassware #1
58 119 HM - City Glow
55 119 HM - Ice Plant
56 116
56 111 HM - Let*8 Stick Together
53 103

MEMBERS TALK ABOUT THEIR SLIDES

"The Totem Pole" was made diiring a fall visit to Monument Valley, Arizona. As
I recall it was a beautiful day with wispy clouds in a blue sky. Several other
people rode in the Jeep for a tour through the Valley. As we approached this
scene I asked the driver to stop for a bit. I ranged around to find the most
suitable camera position,and using a Realist on a tripod and skylight filters I
made several exposures. But I was not satisfied, because the scene looked so
bright sind colorful — better than I had ever seen it. So I decided to mount
Pola screens on the camera together with warming filters, adjusted the exposure,
and made one photograph — on account of the group yelling for me to hurry up.
Later, when I saw the picture, I was indeed satisfied that it did justice to the
scene as I saw it. Other data; film was Kodachrome Exp. Index 10, 1/2 sec. at f.l6

more...

(Ml
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(normal reading 1/50 at f«8). I metered the scene and allowed 2 stops for the
Pola screens. Did not bracket as I usually got predictable results with K-1.
Had the full spectrum of the sun on the scene, which gleamed colorfully. It
is interesting to know that three others in the party did not even try to make
a picture here. — Conrad Hodnik,FPSA

"Grist Mill Fantasy" is a composite slide. In September 19^9 while returning
from the Waishington, D.C. PSA Convention with a "Camera Caravan" chartered bus
tour group, we made a one-hour picture stop off the Blue Ridge Parkway to this
Mabry Mill in the Blue Ridge Mtns. I immediately recognized this photogenic
mill from seeing it in several 33^ exhibitions, but never knew its location.
Time was mid-morning, no wind, so there were nice reflections in the water. I
moved around,making exposures from all angles, which we always should do; in
all I took about 35 to 50 stereo pairs. I used two Iloca Rapid V/ind stereo
cameras I imported from Germany (no longer made) using different type film in
each; I think this slide is on Ektachrome X, with haze filters. I use a G£
Golden Crown light meter, which registers excellent exposures, but for this
"once-in-a-lifetime" trip I bracketed 1/2 to 1 stop over and under with a few
shots. Two attractive little children in dresses stood looking into the pond
and I used them for good foreground, but later discovered humans did not fit
into that country environment — we le^n by*" trying. For the composite, I made
from the transparencies a black and white contact negative film and from that
negative made a contact positive image on a violet color Diazochrome film. I
then mounted the violet film image over the transparencies and just off-registered
them very slightly. To successfully make these composite slides requires a lot
of time, patience said exactness; there is nothing easy about them.

— Sylvia Sikes, FPSA

The slide "City Glow", a hyperstereo, was taken at night from the 90th floor
of the Hancock Tower in Chicago. A 35mm rangefinder camera was used, mounted
on a tripod with a cable release and Kodachrome 25 film. The exposure was made
at 25 seconds at f. 2.8. Four exposures were made sequentially at intervals of
about 30 feet apart. Then the best 2 exposures were selected for mounting.
Since the observation deck was fairly dark, it was difficult lining up the
buildings in the viewfinder in order to keep the camera line-of-sight parallel
between exposures. Some of the lights, especially the colored ones, had halos
around them, adding to the color of the scene. No filters were used.

— Richard Ogle

* * * * %

THE STEREO QUIZ

Answers for last month: Jerry's Restaurant for after-meeting
coffee and calories is located at 6th & Vermont. When stereo
lenses are placed farther apart than normal, it is called hyper
stereo. There were l8 PSA International Stereo Exhibitions in 1977
(the answer 19 is close enough). David White manufactured the
first Stereo Realists. Now for this month:

1. What Queen was captivated by the stereo exhibition in London in I85I?
a. Elizabeth b. Victoria C. Anne D. Isabella

2. 'jVhen the Stereo Club of Southern California was founded it had several

initials preceding the Club name. They were a. S^ b. QED c. PSA d. TWA
3. What was the list price of a new Stereo Realist in 195^?

a. S69 b. $99 c. $129 d. $159
In order to move the image farther behind the stereo window, the chips
should be moved a. farther apart b. closer together d. clockwise d. downward

Answers and guesses due by January 1, 1978. Submit to the Editor. It's not too
late to join in the Quiz for this Club year.

*****
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SEQUENCE WORKSHOP REMINDER
.. P

Date: Friday, January 13, 1978 7:30 PM
Place: Stergis* home, 601 S. Saltair, V/est LA
Notify: Stergis at if72-5^65 or Sylvia at (805) 498-0321 ^
This evening v/e*ll see and discuss selections from the 1977 PSA Stereo Sequence
Exhibition# It's been said that the 3 top sequences of this year are perhaps
the best ever created, so don't miss this opportunity to see them and to start ^
getting ideas for the Club Sequence competition in March.

— Sylvia Sikes FPSA, Club Sequence Chairman
— Don Cast, Workshop Chairman ^

• * •

FIRST NATIONAL CLUB COMPETITION RESULTS
• ' ' " • m

Each year the Stereo Division of the Photographic Society of America conducts
a National Club Competition for Stereo Clubs throughout the country.. There su?e
three competitions each year to which each Club submits 6 slides. The results ^
of this year's first competition among 10 Clubs placed our Club in First Place
with 6o points, Kodak Camera Club Sec^d EJace with 51 points, and the Oedcland
Camera Club Third Place with 4-9 points. The six slides I chose to submit from
our members, with the results, were; "Almost to the Summit" (1st Place) by "
Rick Finney; "Blue Danube" (3rd Place) and "The Birds" by Stergis M. Stergis;
"Icebound" (HM) and "Net Handlers" by Conrad Hodnik FPSA; and "Two Faces" by
Jerry Walter. m

— Ken Fordyce, National Club Competition Chm.

« * ♦ *

S4C INTERNATIONAL STEREO EXHIBITION REPORT

Here's how our Club members fared in the Exhibition: Joe Abramson (2) acceptances;
Marjorie Adams (2); John Chord APSA (3); Ward Clark (3); Chuck DeLongfield (2); ^
Oliver Dean (1); Rick Finney (1) HM; Ken Fordyce (3); Floyd Garton (1); Conrad
Hodnik FPSA (1); Charles Osborn APSA (4) with 1 HM; Stergis Stergis (4) with
3 HM's and the S4c Gold Medal; Hugh Stilley (1); Russ Terrill APSA (2); Jerry
Walter (3)» Elmer Weidknecht APSA (3) with 1 HM. There were a total of 111 ^
entrants including l4 from Australia, 4 from West Germany, and 1 from Uruguay.
90 entrants gained acceptances, with a total show of l86 elides. Our jugdes were:
Catherine Laursen,AS4C, Cecil Wilson, Hon. Drs4c, APSA, and Sylvia Sikes, FPSA, (i
FS4c. Two judges selected originally were ill: Dorthea van V/estrienen, FPSA,
and Arthur Maddox, FS4c, requiring the services of Sylvia Sikes, alternate, and
Cecil Wilson, a replacement who graciously consented to serve at the last moment.

I wish to thank the following Club members who assisted at the judging on
November 12: Marilyn Weidknecht, Maudie Stergis, Marjorie Adams, and Oliver Dean
on the scoring table; Rick Finney, Jerry Walter at the controls along with Floyd ^
Garton who also called scores from the machine furnished by Elmer Weidknecht;
Joe Abramson and Bert Laursen who returned slides to the new neat tray assembly
furnished by Bert. Judging was followed by a happy hour at Russ Terrill's; and
dinner at the Thistle Inn for all S4C divisions. Showings were at the Pasadena "
Stereo Club (high scoring slides only); and the Long Beach Camera Guild (entire
show), where Marilyn and Elmer Weidknecht, Ken Fordyce, Gerald Church and Lillian
Garton assisted. ti

George Pond will be next year's S4C Stereo Division Chairman and will need help
as we all do for these exhibitions. Let's all pitch in and make him glad he
accepted the job. ««

— Russ Terrill, APSA, FS4C, S4C 1977 Stereo Div. Chn
• * 4> * «



THE TECHNICAL PAGE CHARLES PIPER, EDITOR INSTALLMENT m
MOUNTING FOR PROJECTION, THINGS TO ViATCH OUT FOR
This month's column was brought on by some examples of bad mounting, bad cropping, or
just plain bad slide bar technique, exhibited at the Monthly Competition. Most of
what is to be said here was previously taken up in INSTALLMENTS 2,3,5,7,10,25,26. If
you don't have the back issues, $3 to the Editor will get you a complete set post
paid. Individual back issues are $.10 plus postage.

WHAT CONSTITUTES PROJECTABILITY ?
There are subtle differences between the left and right members of a stereo pair,
which provide the viewer with clues as to shape and distance. The key word here is
subtle. Two pictures which are not almost identical can never make a projectable
stereo pair. The corresponding images of any object in a 35mm stereo slide must be
at the same height within .005" (.12mm), which i;s 1/20 of the height of a capital
letter on this page. The horizontal displacements of the corresponding images is
what gives the stereo effect, but it must not be overdone I The apertures of a stan
dard mask are 62.3mm apart, and the two images of the foreground object must be at
least this far apart, if the object is not to come through the window. However, and
this is important, the images of the most distant object should not be more than
63.5mm apart, forbest projection, or 64mm for acceptable hand viewing.

STANDARD'STEREO PICTURES; ,
Pictures shot Witft a staMard stereo camera will project properly in a DISTANT or
NORMAL mask, if the foreground material is no closer than 10 feet. Pictures with
foregrounds no closer than 5 feet, and backgrounds no farther than 10 feet will pro
ject more or less acceptably in a MEDIUM mask; with more distant backgrounds, such
pictures can still be hand viev/ed, but will project poorly because of excessive in
finity separation. Don't ever try to project any picture made with a standard cam
era if there is any subject matter closer than 5 feet. A picture which requires a
CLOSE-UP mask to get the foreground behind the window should be hand viewed only .'

SLIDE BAR PICTURES
If you have been getting bad judges' comments on your slide bar work, go back and
read INSTALLMENTS 3,15,16 again. The important points are: lens-to-film distance
approx. 85mm, baseline spacing 1/40 of subject distance, camera positions strictly
parallel, strobes off the camera. The most common error in slide bar stereography is
a flov/er close-up or other table top in which some out of focus background material
appears with excessive separation. The safest way to avoid this is to hold camera
displacement down to 1/50 of the distance from the lens to the foreground subject
matter, and avoid distant background material showing any pattern or shadows. Other
errors are lenses too long or too short, and the use of toe-in.

CROPPING
A cropped picture should not look butchered or tampered with. For cropping at top or
bottom the biggest problem is maintaining the cropping line the same height in both
chips. The only satisfactory way is to overlay the slide with an identical mask
displaced up or down as required. Never try to crop with masking tape; it just won't
fly .' Cropping a small amount at the sides is easily accomplished by using a CLOSE-
UP or 4-P mask. For more severe cropping, use an identical mask displaced horizon
tally. Do not try to crop both vertically and horizontally by displacing a cropping
mask in both directions. The tv/o round and two square corners are a dead giveaway.

ROTATION ERROR
Rotation error can easily occur in any non-standard stereogram or one which has been
cropped, copied, derived, etc.; it is murderous to an audience. With the slide in a
projector, and your glasses off, cover first one lens and then the other. The image
will rock back and forth if there is rotation error. For correction of rotation error
using a hand viewer, learn one of the methods outlined in INSTALLMENT #7.

Let's have better non-standard stereos at the next Club Competition !
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• « * • •

Jerry's. Journat — Stereo Dreams
Does the Club President dream? He certainly does. Akin to the debate of whether
or not we dream in color is the equally intriguing question: do we dream in
stereo. Well, who knows. But I can assure you I dream about stereo ... mostly
day dreams ... such as *...

... within a few years the Club will have so many enthusiastic members that when
it comes time for officer nominations there will be so many volunteers that the
Nominating Committee will really have a difficult time selecting the most-
qualified people ...

... that there might be at least 20 strong stereo clubs around the country, and
world, all producing new and exciting work ...

... when a decision is reached within the Club, all members respect that decision;
when judges' decisions are given, everyone respects those decisions and gives the
judges all the respect to which they are entitled ...

... at every Club competition we will continue to see some inovative stereo ...
new visual images ... new ground covered ... new experimental work ..«

... that many members will assemble stereo shows so when a program is needed there
are always a number from which to choose ...and these shows will be liberally
displayed to the public to spread the word of stereo ...

... that we'll soon have enough stereo activity in all of California to make
feasible (and fun!) an Annual California Stereo Convention, a 3-day weekend affair
at some photogenic spot, the affairs sponsored alternately by Northern and Southeim
California ... shows ... technical discussions ... field shooting sessions ...

... that in years hence there will be a line—up of Southern California stereographers
who want to be Chairmen of the International Stereo Exhibitions just for the
challenge and opportunity to assemble a creative show with an ever-changing 200 of
the best stereo slides in the world ...

... that as our newer members are now taking advantage of the workshops and
shooting sessions, they will appreciate and remember the value of personal
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one-to-one instructions, and in a short time, after they've gained nominal
proficiency, they will in turn offer to give personal assistance to the then-
newer members, thereby pyramiding the Club's instruction in stereo photography
Stereo dreams, yes. But sometimes dreams do come true.

— Jerry Walter

FRI JAN 13
TUE JAN 17
THU JAN 19
SUN JAN 22

MCN JAN 23
WED FEE 1

THU FEB 2

SAT FEB k
TUE FEB 7
THU FEB 16

STEREO ACTXVTTY CAT.Tr.NT^AP

Sequence Workshop - Stergis' home - 7:30 PM
"Scranbled Exotic" - Pasadena Stereo Club - Alhambra
Club Meeting - Photo Ceiiter —8 PM - 3rd Club competition
PSA Roundup - LA Hilton Hotel - 9 AM
Closing - Cordova International Stereo Exhibition
Closing - Hollywood International Stereo Exhibition
Copy deadline - February 3-D NEWS
Judging - Hollywood Exhibition - Long Beach - 9:30 AM
S4c Stereo Competition - 8 PM - Photo Center
Club Meeting - Photo Center - 8 PM - Showing of Hollywood Exhibition

• * « • «

LAST MINUTE REMINDER

The sequence Workshop will be at Stergis' home, 6OI S. Saltair, West LA on
Friday January I3 at 7:30 PM. All members, new or well-seasoned, welccme. See
some top-rate sequences, discuss idegis for the March competition, and get rid
of the tensions of the week. If you plan to attend please call Sylvia Sikes at
(805) ^98-0521 or Stergis at 472-5^65«

ALL CLUB COMPETITORS PLEASE TAKE NOTE

In order to aJJLeviate the problems encountered at the November
competition, let's all do the following:

••If you are bring slides, please, if at all possible, arrive
no later than 7:^5 PM. and immediately submit your slides
to the competition table.

••Have your name on the back of each slide.

••Have a slide title and a number on the front of each slide
to correspond with the entry cards.

••Have a pro.jection spot (small bit of self-stick label) on
the slide in the far- lower left corner as inserted in a
hand viewer.

••Make out two entry cards for each category entered. Use
white cards for the standard category (ordinary stereo
camera used) and orange cards for the non-conventional
category (slide bar, table-tops. Kinder, etc.) You may
enter 3 slides in each category.

If our newer shooters have any questions, please come a little
earlier and we'll have time to get everything straightened out
and get you off on the right foot.

Above aJLl, lets keep those slides coming! The third
competition is this month on the 19th.

— Rick Finney, Competition Chairman
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STEREO QUICKIES

Happy New Tearl Stereo Sam reminds all members to mark their
new 1978 calendars for the third Thursday of each month except
July and December for the up-coming Club meetings. And while
you are at it, mark Sunday July 23 for the 1978 Awards Banquet
and Sunday December 10 for the 1978 Christmas Banquet, both at
Michael's,of course# Do it now!

Club membership anniversaries for January: Max Bruensteiner -
22 years; Tim Cardinale - 1 year; John Chord APSA - 9 years;
Julie and Chuck DeLongfield - 3 years; Floyd Garton - 9 years;
George Button - 2 years; George Pond - 22 years; Paul Voorhees -
2 years; Elmer Weidknecht APSA - 20 years#

iert APSA and Catherine Laursen will present their stereo show "A Stereo
Showcase" at the Winter PSA Roxmdup at the LA Hilton Hotel on Sunday January 22#
The all-day Roundup affair will begin at 9 AM and will offer a choice of 7 other
stimulating photographic programs, plus lunch, for S7.50. The afternoon program
will be the new Kodak spectacular "See Hawaii — The Picture Islands". If you
have never seen a Kodak show, you've denied yourself a real treat! Reservation
forms available from Pauline Linton, 628 Lillian Way, L.A. 9000^ (213) ^3-5758.
"" is welcome# ^

the insistence of several individuals, the Club Christmas Banquet's featixre
program "Scrambled Exotic" will be presented one more time, on Tuesday Jan 17,
at the Pasadena Stereo Club, which meets at Rickey's Restaurant, 323 West Valley
Blvd., Alhambra. Call Park Hyde at 255—9871 to make 7 PM dinner reservations,
or you're welcome to come after dinner just to see the show#

Available from the Club President: copies of the small booklet titled "BeUter
Pictures Through Good Composition" by Ray E. Koken for a pittance — 51.10 each#

Congratulations to these Club members who are fairly new newlyweds:
David Starkman and Susan Pinsky were married on August 29, 1977
George and Dolores Chott were married on October 1977

Also, congratulations to David and Susan on their first issue of "Reel 3-D NEWS".
The newsletter is devoted to three-dimensional photography and collectors with a
special emphasis on View-Master products. For those of you who have not seen
their 12-page Vol. 1 No. 1, their business address is Reel 3-D Enterprises,
P.O. Box 67^86, Los Angeles, CA 9OO67.

Between 19^8 and 1978, Ansel Adams produced seven splendid portfolios of
photographic prints. By their very nature, these had to be limited editions,
collectors' items. None was issued in more than 250 copies. Virtually all are
now locked up in the clutches of private or public collectors. But we of the
general public now have a crack at them, thanks to reprint publishing. "The
Portfolios of Ansel Adams", edited by John Syarkowski of the Museiim of Modern
Art in New York (Little, Brown/New York Graphic Society, Boston, 519.50), contains
all 90 pictures. They are brilliantly reproduced in double-impression photo
lithography in order to approximate as closely as possible, the original prints#
Most are California views, and anyone who has ever studied the poetic photo
graphic art of Ansel Adams has never again viewed the natural landscape or its
photographic interpretation the same#

« « * « «

THE UPCOMING HOLLr^OOD EXHIBITION

It is great to see newer members' slides in our Club competition and to see these
slides receiving Awards and HM's. Now how about the challenge of entering an
International Exhibition?! Entry blanks will be available at our meeting on
January 19th. Closing date is February 1st, Judging will be held on Saturday
February 4th at 9:30 AM at the Palo Verde Christian Church, 2501 Palo Verde Ave.,
Long Beach# If you have any questions what-so-ever, please ask me...

— Catherine Laursen, I978 Chairman

JAN.
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2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13-14-15-16-17-18 r.
What's expected from the members at the March l6 meeting: Sequences1 We're having!
a sequence competition. What this means is that every member is invited to bring
a sequence — a group of slides — from 2 to l8 — that are in come way related. n
and to provide a script — no more than 50 words per slide, preferably less —
for reading while the slides are projected. Simple cub that! Your are even
invited to bring more than one sequence if you wish. ^
Okay, how should the slides be related? There are hundreds of ways! Let your
imagination w^der ... you are bound to think of something, and it will probably
be quite original. A day in the desert (or mountains, or Italy) ... illustrations
to fit a favorite Robert Frost poem ... a humorous episode (at the zoo?) ... I
kids growing up (the pants have gotten shorter) ... a love affair between a peach
and a pear .. messages in clouds (with appropriate foreground for stereo) ...
a construction project ... a sentimental reflection on the past (bibles and hands?)P
• •• urban landscaping ... how to build a sand castle ... my geranium garden ...
go fly a kite ... certainly as you've just read this baker's dozen of ideas many
visual images went through your mind. Well, jot some notes down NOW, and get P
crackin'! You have only 8 weeks to go.

And we will have prizes ... useful photographic things! Awarded to the creators
of the best sequences as selected by a panel of 3 judges. More about this in the
next two issues. And if you have any questions, contact me, the Club Sequence
Chairman ... Sylvia Sikes FPSA, 1710 West Hillcrest Dr. #3^, Newbury Park, 91320
or the Club President ... Jerry Walter, 225-80^-2 home, ^81-5501 work, IO98 P
Montecito Drive LA 90031.

GO!
« « * « *

MOUNTING WORKSHOP REVIEW

Susan and David, Marilyn,Ursula and Jeff; Eugene, Herb and Margo; George, Hugh; ^
Earl, Tim, Zane; and Rick — they all came during the week of December 5-8
for the mountdLng marathon. And presumably they all left a little wiser on the
techniques, problems, and pitfalls of stereo mounting. (And listen to how ^
critical they will be at the January competition!) Did the groups have fun?
You'd better believe it. Recall such delights aus: The Kissing Gargoyles (right
chip facing opposite direction from left); a black and white negative mounted
pseudo; a lily pond flowing into the viewer's lap; the hand of time through the
window. And we all got a little better acquainted, and a little more relaxed in
this strange, stimulating stereo world.

— Jerry Walter, Workshop Host ^
* *

THE STEREO EYE «-•

In the August 1977 issue of Camera 35, freelance writer Rick Sammon does a
cursory review of stereo photography today. One statement in the article stands
out above gO.1 others: "One rule of thumb in photography is when you are photo— ^
graphing a scene, place an interesting object in the foreground so the viewer has
something to which to relate distance. In stereo photography, foreground is the
name of the game. Placing an object in the foreground enables the viewer to be
"in the scene", and to visualize the true depth of the view more accurately."

Is foregroimd really the "name of the game" in stereo photography? Let's take
a closer look at the slides in the next competition and see if there is merit in
this statement. Then, what do you think? Drop the Editor a line if you have a
thought on this.

r
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HoW our members fared in a number of recent International Stereo Exhibitions;
GENESSEE VALLEY; Joe Abramson (2) acceptances; Marjorie Adams (2); Ward Clark (1);
Rick Pinney (3); Ken Fordyce (1); Floyd Garton (1); Conrad Hodnik FPSA (^);
Sylvia Sikes FPSA (3) with 1 HM; Stergis Stergis (3); Russ Terrill APSA (3) with
1 HM; Jerry Walter Cf); and Elmer Weidknecht APSA (4) with 1 HM«

MELBOURNE AUSTRALIA; Marjorie Adams (2); John Chord APSA (1); Sylvia Sikes FPSA (1)
with the PSA Best of Show Silver Medal; Stergis Stergis (3) with 1 HM: Russ
Terrill APSA (3).

STy3KT0N^0N«TEES, ENGLA^; Joe Abramson (1); Marjorie Adams (4); John Chord APSA
(3); Chuck DeLongfield (3); Floyd Garton (l); Conrad Hodnik FPSA (3) with 1 HM;
Charles Osborn APSA (2); Sylvia Sikes FPSA (3) with a Certificate of Merit;
Stergis Stergis (^) with 2 CM*s; and Russ Terrill APSA (^). Among the judges'
comments on the slides were outdoor shots landscapes ... (should) strive
to look for a more imaginative approach and an adventurous spirit in the handling
of that paramount ingredient of the outdoor top quality salon slide — LIGHTl"
... "By far the biggest criticism we would make is the carelessness we saw in
mounting and masking ... It is not fair to subject an audience to visual discomfort,
and mounting is a integral part of the production of a stereo slide and as such
must be taken into consideration when a picture is assessed."

* 0 * m *

THE STEREO QUIZ

Answers for last month; Queen Victoria was captivated by the stereo
exhibition in London in lo31* Our Club name was originally the
PSA Stereo Club of Southern California. In 1954, a new Stereo Realist
listed for $159* The chips should be moved farther apart to move the
image farther behind the stereo window. Now for this month;

1. What percent of our members joined our Club in the past 3 years?
a. 299^ b. 3996 c. 4996 d. 5996

2. What is the highest normal ASA number for a slide film currently available
from Kodak? a. 25 b. 64 c. 100 d. 200

3* The Stereo Realist had a built-in light meter;
a. never b. from 1950-53 c. from 1954-57 d. from 1958-61

4. What only other Photo Club in the Los Angeles area holds regular stereo
slide ccmpetitions? a. Long Beach Camera Guild b. Jewel City Camera Club
c* Pasadena Stereo Club d. Torrance Terrors

Answers and guesses due by February 1, 1978. Submit to the Editor.
00000

WHAT MAKES A GOOD PHOTOGRAPH?

A young womaui was showing her mother around a photography exhibition. They
stopped at Edward Weston's "White Church at Hornitos", a picture of a small
building decades old with a worn black latch on the door and splashed with
brilliant sunlight. "I like this picture", the mother remarked. "Why, Mom?"
"I like this picture because it makes me feel good."

No one could have said it better. A good picture is one that gives pleasure.
You can analyze a photograph on several criteria; subject matter, balance,
composition, definition, etc. But the most important evaluation is the joy
and pleasure one gets from the' photograph.

— Jacob Deschin, in Time Magazine

"Composition is the strongest way of seeing."

— Edward Weston
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STEREO CLUB PROFILE
VICTORIAN 3D SOCIETY, MELBOURNE^ AUSTPALTA

The Society has been in existence for only two years. It is
slowly but steadily gaining ground in its a-iwft and ambitions
which are to take and enjoy stereo photography in all its msiny
facets and to provide the opportunity to meet others who have
the same interests at heart.

Evening meetings are held bi-monthly on the second Thursday of that month and
social events are held during the intervening month* At present we number some
thirty members whose welfare is looked after by a President, Vice-President,
Secretary-Treasurer and a small committee. Quite a few members belong to other
stereo organizations such as the Stereo Society of Australia, Photographic Society
of America and the only other stereo club in Australia, the Sydney Stereo Camera
Club. There is a very close liaison between Melbourne and Sydney and Charles
Jones of Sydney has been a great help by his continuous support in the form of
making available the audio-visuals sent to his club by stereo friends in USA.

Competitions have not been held to this date^ this is to allow newcomers to stereo
a chance to learn and practice and thus create a more even competition. The time
is fast approaching when the committee will be able to classify members and set
competition subjects. Meetings are largely taken up with showing of slides from
overseas, interstate or members* own work. A recent segment to the meetings has
been to introduce a question time where anyone in the audience may ask a question
of the President who nominates advanced workers to reply. This often promotes
lively discussion which benefits all who are present.

The Melbourne Royal Agricultural Society holds a photographic exhibition each
year and stereo has been a part of this for eight years, the last three being
International. Help in judging and staffing the show is al.ways needed and members
are taking an interest in this activity either by direct help or in entering the
®3chibition itself. We have several star ratings among the group and many exhibit
in the international circuit with varied success. Some of the group are very
active in technical matters and much of the eqiiipment used is home—made in the
form of projectors, viewers and mounting jigs. One member, Ray Kinley, is quite
famous for his home-made stereo macro cameras which produce slides second to none.

Wives and friends of members are always welcome to meetings which conclude with
coffee and biscuits and free discussion. So why don't you pay us a visit sometime?
We would be very happy to have you drop in.

— Keith HutchdLngs, APSA, President

(Thank you Keith for contributing this Number Five in a Series of Stereo Camera
Club Profilesi — Editor)

* « « « *

THE FINER POINTS

TEXTURE LIGHTING. Objects of all sizes have texture, from craggy cliffed
landscapes to almonds and walnuts. Texture is the relative roughness or
smoothness of a surface. Light is the key to delineating texture, but it is
actually the shadows cast by an uneven surface that produce varying effects.
Frontlight erases shadows and, therefore, does not produce a textural effect.
Extreme sidelighting casts long shadows and accentuates texture. Effective
texture lighting is that which just skims the surface of the object.

Sidelighting at an angle of 5 to 30 degrees from the surface plane of the object
is most effective. The closer the sidelight sixis is to the surface plane, the
longer the shadows and the more dramatic the effect. As one becomes more aware
of texture, you may find yourself stepping a few paces to one side when photo
graphing a tree, because from that position the sunlight will better show the
texture of the bark. Make shadows suid texture count 1

* 4t « « •
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THIRD QUIZ ON STEREO
This month we have a quiz on topics covered the past year, and some pre
viously discussed topics not yet fully understood by all Members.

1) A 1" X 1" slide is projected to fill a 50" x 50" screen, and the bot
tom of the slide carrier is out of square 3% or .03". To get an overall
sharp image we must: (a) tip the top of the screen 3?6 or 1.5". (b) tip
the bottom of the screen 30% or 15". (c) square up the slide carrier.

2) How can you know when taking a picture with a standard stereo camera
that it will be projectable ? (a) keep the subject matter between the
f/5.6 marks on the depth of field scale, (b) use a small aperture, such
as f/11. (c) use a tripod.

3) How much baseline separation should be used for slide bar close-ups ?
(a) one mm each way for each inch of distance, (b) l/30th to l/50th of
the distance to the-nearest object, (c) at least two inches.

(4) Given a pair of stereo chips, how can you tell without mounting them
which is left and right ? (a) there is no way to tell, (b) look for the
witness mark on one chip, (c) the chip toward the light will be darker.

5) How can twist or rotation in a stereo slide be detected? (a) see if it
hurts your eyes, (b) project left and right chips alternately, (c) note
the up/down differences in the lower comers.

6) A landscape with some foreground grass coming through the window will
always project OK if mounted in a MEDIUM or CLOSE-UP mask, (a) True
(b) False (c) sometimes

7) On slide bar close-ups, the camera should always be "toed in". (T),(F)

8) With practice most people can learn to free view a stereo card.(T),(F)

9) If the rangefinder on your Realist doesn't agree with the focus wheel,
it is safer to trust the focus wheel. (T), (F).

10) A vertical pink streak on the right chip of a Realist picture usually
means: (a) you should have used a lens shade, (b) your right lens needs
to be recoated. (c) you have a light leak at the back closure.

11) Your 3.5 Realist shows dark comers on shots with a lot of blue sky.
How can this be avoided ? (a) don't shoot pictures with a lot of sky.
(b) get another camera, (c) don't use the two or three smallest stops.

12) For outdoor flash fill the proportion of strobe light to sunlight
should be about: (a) equal (b) 1/3 to 1/4 strobe light (c) 3/4 strobe.

13) To avoid "red eye" in flash pictures: (a) don't photograph light-
skinned persons, (b) make sure the subject doesn't look at the light
(c) mount the strobe off the camera.

14) As a general rule which films give the more pleasing skin tones ?
(a) Kodachromes (b) Ektachromes

15) As a general rule which films give better rendition of green foliage?
(a) Kodachromes (b) Ektachromes

16) As a general rule which films give best tone separation in flower
close-ups ? (a) Kodachromes (b) Ektachromes

17) To best capture the shape of Grand Canyon in stereo one should use:
(a) a very long lens (b) the PEPAX rule (c) Shoot hyper from an airplane.

18) To best capture in stereo the shape of an insect one should: (a) use
a very long lens (b) use a very short lens (c) use a normal lens and the
correct baseline spacing of 1/30 to 1/50 th the distance.
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Jerry's Journal-- What's in 'em for Me?
What*s in what? Conventions. It was my fourth year with the Club. There was
a PSA International Convention coming up in relatively nearby Portland, Oregon.
I was very skeptical about devoting a whole week of valuable vacation time, and
a noticeable amount of money, just to a photographic get-together. Weren't there
better things that I'd like to do? Sure. But at the last minute the decision
was made to go to Portland in August '76.

Things haven't been the same since! It really was a true vacation — forcing the
thoughts of the work—a-day world out of the mind, and thinking photography most
of the time. But the most important aspect was the people met. Familiar names
now took on a real in—the—flesh being. With photography being the common interest
of everyone there, it was super-easy to get acquainted. And of course there were
the luncheons and dinners and parties and hallway conversations. And the Programs!
There are always several being presented at the same time, in stereo or in all the
other divisions of photography. Decisions, decisions ... which ones to see?
and then the disappointment on hearing raves about those you missed.

The Photographic Society of America sponsors one International Convention and
several Regional Conventions each year. You do not have to be a PSA member to
attend. There are two coming up in the next six months ... both in very photo
genic places, both within reasonable driving distances ... the Asilomar Regional
on the Monterey Peninsula June 7-11 ... the Denver International August 8-12.
Be skeptical like I was ... and then, attend ... and then marvel at the work
expended in assembling such an event ... and make friends who will last through
the years ... and get exposed to so many new photographic concepts it will make
your head spin ... and bring home lots of inspiration and fond memories ... and
this is a guarantee! Here in 197S the stars are right and we have the golden
opportunity to attend two conventions fairly nearby. Who knows v/hen we'll have
that chance again?

— Jerry Walter
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STEREO ACTIVITY CALENDAR

Club Meeting - Photo Center - 8 PM - Showing-Hollywood Stereo Exhibition,
Closing - V/ichita Inlrarnational Stereo Exhibition
Stereo Projector 'Workshop - Tim Cardinale*s - 7:30 PM
Copy Deadline - March 3-D NEWS
Closing - Rochester International Stereo Exhibition '
Closing - PSA Traveling Stereo Exhibition
Closing - Chicago Lighthouse Stereo Exhibition
Club Meeting —Photo Center —8 PM —Club Sequence Competition

STEREO QUICKIES

Club membership anniversaries for February:
12 years; Parke and Clara Hyde - 3 years.

Msiriorie Adams -

^ 2ane Haag, Rick Finney« and Jerry Walter enjoyed the fine
hospitality and friendship of the Cordova Camera Club while

^ attending that Club's Stereo International Judging on January 28.
Please welcome these new Club members:

David R. Fisher, 27326 South Warrior, Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 9027^ R 377-0223
James T. Pettit, Jr., l828)^ W, Silverlake Drive, Los Angeles 90026 R 662-0^10
Janet & Danny Rouzer. ^51 N. Mansfield Ave., Los Angeles 9OO36 R 935-6l2i|-
George Skelly, 28905 Geronimo Dr., Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 9027^ R 3^1-7lif3

In accordance with the Bylaws, the President has appointed these members to serve
as the Nomination Committee for 1978-79: Ursula Sylvan. Director, Maudie Stergis.
and Catherine Laursen.

A number of slide bars have been ordered from the Cordova Camera Club's chief
inventor and tinker Jim Chase. These will be for sale to our members, so hang in
there if you're looking for one.

Don Cast hosted the Club Board meeting at his home on February 2. The flu had
Oliver Dean in its grasp at the time and prevented him from attending; thankfully,
all others 7/ere in good health.

« • » « *

STEREO PROJECTOR WORKSHOP

Date: Thursday March 2 7:30 PM
Place: Tim Cardinale's home

6853 Costello Ave., Van Nuys, CA 91^05
Notify: Tim at 781-5222 if you plan to attend
Conducted by: Rick and Jerry

^ Interested in seeing how some of your slides will look on the screen?
• Bring some slides and find out.
^ Interested in seeing how projector controls work?
• You'll have the chance to v/ork them yourself.
f Interested in seeing some absolutely unprojectable slides, and learning why?
• 'We'll have those too.

f Interested in seeing a few variations in projectors?
• Would you like to bring your own, if you have one? Do so.
^ Interested in hearing of the four schools of thought on projector adjustments?
• V/e'll have a brief discussion.

V/hether or not you have a projector, or have been a member of the Club for a
month or 22 years, this workshop should be of interest to you. Join us.

— Don Cast, 'Workshop Chairman

» * « « «
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January Club Competition
This time we kept the tiger well under control. 127 slides by 3I different
members. I want to thank all the members who entered. Remember that no matter
how high (or low) you scored with your slides, you all helped to provide a
wonderful evening's entertainment and education for our Club. Thanks to our
judges Elva Hayward APSA, Elmer Weidknecht APSA, and Ken Fordyce. Thanks to
the crew: Marilyn, Sylvia, Ursula, Floyd, Oliver, Marshall, Don, George and
Tim. It takes a lot of members to make these evenings run smoothly. The next
Club competition is in April, and the fifth and final competition for the year
will be in May. The Competition Chairmsin's special recognition this month goes
to Janet Rouzer who attended her first Club meeting, became a member of the Club,
entered her first competition, and received an Honorable Mention ... all in
one eveningi .

— Rick Finney, Competition Chairman

STATISTICS WITH GROUPS COMBINED

Points
No. Standard Slides
No. Non-conventional Slides

26 123 |2^ 123 |22 |21 |20 |19 |l8 117 |l6 IIS
2 2 7081^ 91^ 12 2 k 3 Med. 21;Modes 218:19
03^^3118, 52220 Median & Mode 21

A GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY (Awards 26 points; HM's 25, 2k points)

JAN 1<

73

73
73
63
70

Sylvia Sikes FPSA
Rick Finney
Jerry Walter
Conrad Hodnik FPSA

Catherine Laursen*

Elmer Weidknecht APSA*

Russ Terrill APSA

Charles DeLongfield
Ward Clark

Don Cast

Ken Fordyce*
Stergis Stergis
Oliver Dean

Floyd Garton
Charles Scarborough
Joe Abramson

Marjorie Adams

Award-Grand Cyn Spectacular; HM-Mabry Mill Fantasy
2 HM's - Mountain Solitude; The Minarets
Awsird-Blue Fantasy; HM-Edge of Gold
EM - Sundown Glide

2 HM's - The Eye; Racing for V/ater

HM - Photographer and Models

A GROUP N0N-C0j^r7ENTI0NAL CATEGORY (Awards 25 points; mVs Zk points)

Stergis M. Stergis 6'
Ward Clark 6'
Elmer Weidknecht APSA* —
Jerry Walter 6<
Charles DeLongfield 6"
Rick Finney 6<
Sylvia Sikes FPSA
Russ Terrill APSA 6'
Marjorie Adams 6'
Ken Fordyce*
Catherine Laursen* 6]
Joe Abramson

• Judges Scores Averaged

Award - Touches of Pink Light

2 HM's - Green Apple; Laplander
HM - Reaching Out

Award - Lichen on Slate

HM - Ramon #1
Award - Rose Jewels
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B GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY (Award 2.k points; HM's 23» 22 points)

JAN 19 CUM

Ursula Sylvan 64 I7F HM - A Castle Surrounded
Hugh Stilley 6l 175
Zane Haag 59 174
Hal Stanton 64 17^ 2 HM's - Ski-Time; Snowmass, Colorado
Tim Cardinale 62 173 Award - Oats for Breakfast
Abe Leibowitz 62 173 HM - Canyon
Marshall Stewart 58 166
Dennis Lockwood 53 165
George Chott 5^ 155
Margaret Hutton 63 119 HM - Preparing for the Big Catch
Kermit Westbrook 51 110

Paul Voorhees 108
Harold Cosel 107
Richaxd Ogle -- 101 •

David Starkman 56 92
Roz Freund — 56
Lewis Chidester — 56
Herb Guttman 55
Joe Ebin — 53
Margo Rheingruber 53 53
George Hutton 51 51
Janet Rouzer 38 38 HM - Grand Palace, Thailand
Dave Fisher 35 35 .

B GROUP NON-CONVENTIONAL CATEGORY (Award 23 points; HM's 22, 21 points)

Award - Enjoying the Beach; HM-Harbor Patios
HM - Glassware #2

Richard Ogle 65 184
Don Cast 59 180
Hugh Stilley 56 167
Dennis Lockwood 55 158
Paul Voorhees — 119
Tim Cardinale — 116
Margo Rheingruber 51 51

MEMBERS TALK ABOUT THEIR SLIDES

"Preparing for the Big Catch" was made at the Club's L.A. Harbor Field Trip on
October 22, 1977* This particular shot was made very esirly when the air v;as still
filled with morning haze and the light was warm and diffused. The haze helped to
eliminate background distractions that are so common in this area. It was made
with a Stereo Realist on Ektachrome. V/e were lucky on that Saturday morning to
have so much activity on the docks. I have been in this area many times before
and think it helped me enjoy taking these pictures because I was comfortable
with the surroundings. I found myself getting fairly caught up in the excitement
of the day and this perhaps also contributed to the successful photographic
results. — Margaret Hutton

In last month's competition I received an HM for my slide "A Castle Surrounded".
It was a gift of a shot. Last summer Jeff and I took the "Sound of Music Tour"
in Salzburg. We saw assorted fronts and rears of houses and also this castle.
The castle's owner did not allow tourists near his property, so once a year the
tour drivers trim a hole in the hedge to allow a quick picture. The road is very
narrow and winding, the bus stops, and everyone quickly files out and takes a
picture from the appointed spot (tripod hole). As I got back on the bus, I stood
on the steps and turned very quickly and there, all of a sudden, was this view —
the castle surrounded by a moat full of water and beautifully framed by the
trees. Click!! — Ursula Sylvan

one more...
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"Green Apple" was made on one of those rainy December Sunday afternoons "when the
urge came to create but the time was not right for travelling". It is a compo
sition made with only a few simple elements: one green apple, one pewter mug,
two small rust-colored chrysanthemums, and a heavy striped dark green shirt for a
backdrop. Two blue photofloods in reflectors were used — the left one pointed
directly on the set-up at a 70 angle from the line between the camera and subject,
at c^era level; the right light reflecting from a drape giving just enough light
to fill the shadows. Canon EF with (borrowed) 50mm macro lens on a slide bar,
Kodachrome Daylight 25, f.22, probably 1 or 2 seconds. An entire roll (I8 pairs)
was shot of these elements arranged in I8 different ways, over a period of an
hour or so.^ The basic trick was to arrange the elements to fill the essentially
square Realist format. I consider this to be fairly inexpensive entertainment,
with something to show for after your done, and highly satisfying. — Jerry Walter

« « « » «

A NOTE FROM THE PASADENA STEREO CLUB

The special show "Scrambled Exotic" made up of members'
slides from the Stereo Club of Southern California was
presented to the Pasadena Stereo Club on January 17th.

program was well received and the dual projector setup
made the show especially professional. The Pasadena Club

is composed of generally senior citizens who are not as active in their 3-D
pursuits as they once were so a program of this nature gave them a lift since the
slides were chiefly travel slides, the sort most of the members would take on
vacation trips. It is the combining of ordinary slides and the selection of
suitable music with appropriate narration which can tai^ie the ordinary slide show
and put it in a class by itself, and the three members of the SCSC v/ho assembled
the show — Oliver Dean, Rick Finney, and Jerry Walter, as well as all the Club
members who contributed slides — are to be commended for bringing such a pleasing,
entertaining show into existence. May we see, and share, many more such programs
in the future.

— Russ Terrill, APSA
Secretary, Pasadena Stereo Club

THE STEREO QUIZ

Answers for last month: Would you believe ^9% of our members joined the Club in
the past 3 years. The highest normal ASA number for a Kodak slide film is 200.
Unfortunately, the Stereo Realist never had a built-in light meter. The only
other Photo Club in the Los Angeles area holding regular stereo slide competitions
is the Jewel City Camera Club. Now for this month:

1. Vfliat f-stop will give the shallowest depth of field?
a. f. 22 b. f.ll c. f. 8 d. f.5.6

2. In what year was the first Hollywood Stereo Exhibition held?
a. 1958 b. i960 c. 1962 d. 196k

3* V/hat part of the human eye performs the same function as the camera's film?
a. eyelid b, retina c. pupil d. lens
VJho created the Stereo Realist Camera?

a. Vladimas Vonstock b. Quentin Upjohn c. Seton Rochwite d. Roger Ephram
» • « « «

SEQUENCE VJORKSHOP REVIEW

Fifteen members and guests attended the Sequence Workshop on January I3 that was
so graciously hosted by Maudie and Stergis. The 1977 PSA Sequence Show was
shown, two sequences at a time, with breaks between each pair for comments. A
number of sequences elicited great response, with the six-slide entry "The Demise
of a Soap Bubble" being the most intriguing to the viewers. In the workshop
atmosphere we were able to project selected slides any number of times for the
attendees'study and comments. As typical of most workshops, no one got home till
after midnight, after consuming copious quantities of cake and ice cream.

* « « « »
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THE TECHNICAL PAGE

CHARLES PIPER, EDITOR

INSTALLMENT #35

ANSWERS TO THIRD QUIZ

YOU, THE NEW MEMBER, MAY HAVE
WAITED FOR THE CORRECT TECH
NICAL ANSWERS TO LAST MONTH'S

^qUIZ. YOU WILL FIND THE AN
SWERS ACTUALLY STAND OUT IN
YOUR MIND ABOVE THE WRONG AN
SWERS, IF YOU HAVE TAKEN THE
TROUBLE TO STUDY THIS PAPER
REGULARLY. IF NOT, WHEN YOU
HAVE SOME FREE TIME, INSTALL
MENT #27 SHOULD BE REVIEWED.

1.
4.

7.
10,
13.
16.

a b c

a b c
T F

a b c

a b c
a b

2.

5.

8.

11.
14.
17.

a b c

a b c

T F

a b c

a b

a b c

3.

. 6.

9.

12.
15.
18.

a b' c

a b c

T F
a b c

a b

a b c

CONSTRUCTED STEREO

WHAT YOU HAVE JUST EXPERIENCED
IS THE TECHNICALLY SIMPLEST
WAY TO GENERATE A STEREO MES
SAGE, SANS CAMERA, FILM, OR
DEVELOPMENT. TO PREPARE YOUR
MESSAGE, ALL YOU NEED IS A
TYPEWRITER IN GOOD MECHANICAL
CONDITION AND A OF PAINS.
TYPE YOUR MESSAGE ONCE WITH

ALL SPACINGS NOMINAL FOR THE
LEFT FRAME. TYPE THE RIGHT
FRAME WITH THE "HIDDEN" MES
SAGE OMITTED. FINALLY, SHIFT
THE PAPER TO THE RIGHT A TINY
AMOUNT, NO MORE THAN A FOURTH
THE WIDTH OF ONE LETTER, AND
TYPE IN THE MISSING WORDS. ' '

THE NEXT LEVEL IN CONSTRUCTED
STEREO IS STEREO DRAWING,
WHICH IS A FINE ART IF CARE

FULLY DONE BUT HURTS YOUR EYES
IF BADLY DONE. IN THE FUTURE
DO YOU CARE TO TRY YOUR HAND
AT THAT GAME?

THE TECHNICAL PAGE

CHARLES PIPER, EDITOR
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WHAT YOU HAVE JUST EXPERIENCED
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WAY TO GENERATE A STEREO MES
SAGE, SANS CAMERA, FILM, OR
DEVELOPMENT. TO PREPARE YOUR
MESSAGE, ALL YOU NEED IS A
TYPEWRITER IN GOOD MECHANICAL
CONDITION AND A OF PAINS.

TYPE YOUR MESSAGE ONCE WITH

ALL SPACINGS NOMINAL FOR THE
LEFT FRAME. TYPE THE RIGHT
FRAME WITH THE "HIDDEN" MES
SAGE OMITTED. FINALLY, SHIFT
THE PAPER TO THE RIGHT A TINY

AMOUNT, NO MORE THAN A FOURTH
THE WIDTH OF ONE LETTER, AND
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IF BADLY DONE. IN THE FUTURE
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Jerry's Journal--Sweetest Sounds
That really sounds like a good idea to me ... would you like me to follow through?

I got my first acceptance in an International. Where do I get forms for the next?

I'd like to have you meet these guests I brought to Club meeting ...

I found a shop that has all sorts of stereo equipment for sale.

Let me tell you about this perfect place for a Club outing ...

Anything I can do to help? I'd like to be your assistant.

How can we ever seat all those people at the Banquet?

I wish v/e could have more than one meeting a month.

Here's an item for the 3-D NEWS if you can use it.

Please introduce me to your Membership Director.

... eight ... eight ... eight ... twenty four!

Would you like to use my place for,a workshop?

There's no one deliquent in their dues.

... and all 29 were perfectly exposed!

Max has distant masks in stock again.

Of course I'll be at the workshop ...

... best judging I've ever seen.

Mounting stereo slides is fun!

See you at the Convention.

Let's take some slides!

—iti
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STEREO ACTIVITY CALENDAR

Judging - 1978 PSA Traveling Stereo Exhibition - Long Beach - 9:30 AM
Club Meeting - Photo Center - 8 PM (7^30 Tor those bringing sequences)
Workshop/Judging - I977 PSA Traveling Stereo Exhibition -

Joe Abramson's house - 700 PM
Canera Day - Orange Show - San Bernardino - 10 A>1
SkC Stereo Competition - Photo Center - 8 PM
Still Life V/orkshop - Rick Finney's house - 7:30 PM
Club Meeting - Photo Center - 8 PM - kth Club Competition
Closing - International Stereo Sequence Exhibition

* * « • «

STEREO QUICKIES

Club membership anniversaries for March: Joe Abramson - 11 years;
George Kirkman - 3 years; Lawrence Merrill - 1 year; Bert APSA and
Catherine Laursen - 13 years; David Magnan - 1 year; Steve Paley -
1 year; Chuck Scarborough - 6 years.

Please welcome these new members:

Carl and Marilyn Felling, P.O. Box 90, Topanga, CA 90290 R ^55-1886
Gary McVey, I920 Hillcrest Rd., Hollywood, OA 9OO68 R 876-828I
June Little, 2^5 W. Loraine #335, Glendale, CA 91202 R 2ifl-6l96 B 666-2^20

The Bylaws as mailed to the members with the February 3-D NE'/ZS were ratified by
the Club members at the February I6 meeting. All members are asked to keep
their copy available for future reference.

An impromptu family stereo affair came about when the Cast family, the DeLongfield
family, and Oliver Dean all got together to eat donuts and view and discuss stereo
slides of "space travel"subjects. Various techniques were demonstrated, and only
good stereo things can develop from such get togethers.

Oliver, Rick, and Jerry recently spent an evening with Stoneall O'Brien making
a, reconnaissance of some 5000 glass-mounted stereo slides, mostly of the 1950's
vintage, and older stereo equipment. Mr. O'Brien is willing and anxious to
show some of this material to the Club, and steps were made for the Club to
take advantage of this generous offer.

The 1978 Hollywood Stereo Exhibition was shown ^ times,- at the Long Beach Camera
Guild, the Stereo Club of Southern California, the Thunderbird Villa Mobile Home
Clubhouse, and the Pasadena Stereo Club. The Show was produced by Oliver Dean,
with assistance from Catherine Laursen, Exhibition Chairman. All who saw the
show appreciated the tremendous amount of work evident in selecting the music,
writing the script, sequencing the slides, memorizing the cues, and bringing the
whole thing off in a unified production. Hat's off to all who made the Show
possible, and who gave us. another memorable stereo happening.

A funny from Ursula: Once upon a time there was a fellow named Art who was a
Leica expert, working at a camera store with me. He was in the middle of a
long-winded and big sale when another salesman walked up to Art's customer and
said: "I don't want you to think that Art thinks of Leica as a religion, but
his favorite passage in the Bible is when God said 'Let there be Leitz'I"

What makes a good photograph? A photograph is made good ;vhen the photographer
looks at the subject and responds emotionally with skill and a sense of discovery.
The photographer will attempt to show the subject in such an unusual way that,
even when familiar, it appears new and different. Because of the photographer's
creativity and insight, a person-looking at the photograph learns something about
the subject he did not know previously. The viewer experiences a visual
enlargement of his own emotions. — Jacob Deschin, in Time Magazine

SAT MAR 11

THU MAR 16
MON MAR 20

SUN APR 2

TUE APR k
THU APR 6

THU APR 20

FRI APR 21
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MARCH MEETING - SEQUENCE COI^ETITION

There have been enough questions to warrant putting together these guidelines;

1. There may be from 2 to l8 slides in each sequence.
2. Two members may collaborate on a sequence.
3* The maker(s) v/ill be responsible for the reading of the script while

the slides are being projected. No pre-recording will be allowed.
There is no limit on the number of sequences a member may submit.
There should be nothing in the sequence to identify the maker.

6, Each sequence will be rated by a panel of 3 judges and comments will be
made as time allows.

?• Prizes will be awarded to the makers of the highest-rated sequences.
If you plan to bring a sequence, if at all possible try to be at the Photo Center
by 7:30 PM for special instructions and to help assure that the meeting can get
underway by 8 PM. ALL MEI'IBERS are invited to get in on the action. It takes
only a few slides and a little thought. There's nothing to loose, and you'll be
contributing to.a fun-filled Club evening. Direct any questions to Sylvia Sikes
or Jerry Walter.

•••
THE PSA TRAVELING STEREO EXHIBITION

What is it? A group of about 100 slides
that circulates among clubs all over the

**•» country for a one-yeajr period. Each club
that receivfis •? "h Viass +'.Vit*oo momthat receives it has three members judge

•13^ the exhibition and pick a number of award
slides. All slides are returned to the makers at the end of the year tour.

VJhat happens on Saturday March 11? Entries from stereographers all over the U.S.
and some foreign countries v/ill be judged and the 100 slides to make up the new
1978 Traveling Exhibition for the year will be selected. Judging v/ill be held on
Saturday March 11 at the Palo Verde Christian Church, 2501 Palo Verde Ave., Long
Beach starting at 9:30 AI-I. Selection will probably be completed by 12:30. Entries
will be accepted through March 10 by Elmer Weidknecht, and all Club members are
urged to submit an entry. Everyone is welcome at the judging.

What happens on Monday March 20? The 1977 (last year's) Exhibition will make one
of its final stops at our Club. This will be in the form of a judging by 3 active
Club members and a workshop in which all in attendance will score the slides on
their own. Only the scores of the 3 Club judges will count, of course, but all
other scores will be tallied and there v/ill be a discussion of all the results.
The Judging/Workshop will be held at the beautiful home of Joe and Dorothy
Abramson, 65I S. McCadden Place (just north of Wilshire and 1 block east of
Highland). If you plan to come, please call Joe at 93^-9383. The evening will
begin at 7^30 PM. Come by to see a fine group of slides, try your hand at
judging, and participate in the discussion.

m * m * m

WORKSHOP ANNOUNCEMENT

Subject: Let's Do A Still Life
Date: Thursday, April 6 7:30 PM
Place: Rick Finney's home, IO98 Montecito Drive, Los Angeles 9OO3I
Notify: Rick at 225-80A-2

Material to be covered will be the very basics of doing a still life stereo.
Explained will be the fundamental operation of the slide bar, elementary lighting,
and subject arrangement. Everyone attending will be given an opportunity to take
a few slides. Attendees should bring: any regular 35nim camera capable of focusing
down to 18 inches or so, a roll of daylight film, and one simple still life object.
Rick v/ill provide the lights, slidebar, tripod, and background. Contact Rick if
you plan to attend. No Experience necessaxyl
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PROJECTOR WORKSHOP REVIEW

Th.e evening of March, 2 was rewarding for "those laembers who braved continuing i
threatening weather to come to Tim Cardinale*s for a thorough discussion of
projector components and projection techniques. An assortment of projectors
were inspected;•controls were explained, demonstrated, and discussed during
projection and manipulation; everyone got a chance to work each cable during
projection of a new set of TJtah slides; and 2 platters of Katy*s super cookies
were devoured. Good Showl fm

Upcoming V/orkshops:
0

Monday March 20; V/orkshop/Judging of the 1977 Traveling Stereo Exhibition ^
Thursday April 6: Let»s Do A Still Life
May: New Member Discussion Group
Jiine; Taking Better Summer Vacation Stereos

n
« 4> « « 4{

NATIONAL ORANGE SHOV/ AITD STEREO SLIDE COMPETITION

•Here*ST- an" oppbrtunity for "a •dey'away from L.A.k 'photographic' chaileiige, 'and a "
chance to win some cash prizes with stereo slides I The National Orange Show will
be held March 30 through April 9 at the show grounds at 689 South "E" St., San
Bernardino. In conjunction with this annual event is a photo competition for
stereo slides, color slides, and black and white photos. The rules pertaining to
stereo slides are: Open to all amateur photographers; slides must be made on the
grounds during the 1978 Orange Show; stereo slides may be entered in the following
section: (la) citrus features, flower, hobby and craft, and commercial and
industrial exhibits; (2a) Best General; (3a) Midway and Kiddieland; (^a) Profes
sional and Amateur Entertainment; (3a) Best Human Interest; and (6a) Orange Show
Queen & Court on Camera Day (Camera Day is Sunday April 2 with the Queen and Court ^
posing for photographers in the Lagoon area from 10 Al-I to 1 PM); up to 20 (») stere<
slides may be entered in each separate section; entries must show the maker's name,
address, and section entered. Closing date is l*Iay mail to National Orange Show
Photo Competition, 689 South "E" St., San Bernardino 92408. Slides must be '
accompanied by a self-addressed return mailer with sufficient postage. Cash
prizes in each section are: 1st place $10, 2nd place $5, 3rd place $2.50. Only
one place per section per entrant. Special trophy to entrant who has not won an T
award in any previous Orange Show photo competition. Plan a trip to San
Bernardino and get in on the action!

« « « » 41

THE STEREO QUIZ

Answers for last month: Of the stops listed, f.5a6 will give the shallowest ^
depth of field. The first Hollywood Stereo Exhibition was held in I938. The
The retina of the human eye performs the same function as the Ccunera*s film.
The Stereo Realist was created by Seton Rochwite. EPSA. Now for this month; _

1. What famous movie star was once a member of our Club? '
a. Harold Lloyd b. Charlie Chaplin c. Myrna Loy d. Lou Costello

2. V/here will this year's PSA International Convention be held? p
a. Detroit b. Denver c. Dubuque d. Dublin I

3. Who won the Club Slide-of-the-Year Trophy in I976?
a. Marjorie Adams b. Catherine Laursen c. Conrad Hodnik FPSA
d. Russ Terrill APSA

4. VJhat is the world auction price record for a camera (it happens to be a
stereo camera)? a. $367.50 b. $3675 c. $36,730 $367,300

* « « «

r

r
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THE FINER POINTS - PHOTOGRAPHING STILL LIF]^

Artists and photographers of every land and historical period have left us a vast
legacy of still life art, from the frescoed walls of ancient Pompeii to the display
halls of the County Museum. Why is still life so fascinating? A photographer
doesn't do still lifes solely to duplicate them for the record. Whether on the
conscious level or not, he is using these objects as the focus of his personal,
subjective search for beauty ... of color, line, composition, balance, and other
abstract values universal to any art form. It's not the thing you photograph
that matters so much as how you capture it. Because of its concentration on
detail, still life photographs are often more real than life, especially in stereo.^
What photographic subject offers a more practical opportunity to learn and grow
on every level than still life photography?

It's the only photographic art form you can work at right here and now, under any
circumstances. Unlike landscape and photojournalism work which calls for travel
and many advanced preparations, you have the ingredients for a still life study
all around you — in your kitchen, living room, attic and workshop. The mainstay
of still life photographers is the spherical and free-flowing contours of.the
container r 'jiigs, vases," iiots kinds. Fruits and Teget.ables'"ire ''
colorful and challenging subjects. The rich textures of such ordinary things as
old purses, clocks, a v/orn-out boot or piece of harness, and rusty tools are
intriguing to capture. Seashells, driftwood, and lanterns are useful props;
antique trays aind pitchers of copper, brass, pewter, and wood are almost indi-
spensible to the still life photographer.

Still life items won't walk away or change color or loose their illumination
while you work. Tour subjects will wait for you, obedient and motionless, while
at your leisure you study and experiment with the values and lighting that define
three dimensional forms and work out ways to create color and texture effects.
Whatever objects you select, don't use too many of them or pick complex intricate
forms. Avoid busyness; keep it simple and close to the basic forms of geometry.
For most purposes the objects should be set a little below camera level. Back
grounds often set the mood. Consider the use of a drape; it can be a velvet-
type cloth, a thick bxjrlap weave, or other fabric that is heavy enough to hold
its fold and drape into graceful curves without many small wrinkles. Backgrounds
are generally tacked onto the back surface and brought out horizontally with a
few folds to pull the arranged objects setting on it into a linear flow with no
sharp dividing line between vertical and horizontal planes. Arranging the objects
and the drape calls for some experimentation, but it's worth the time to get.it
right, because folds and movement add action and drama.

Don't have objects just touching or tangent to each other; they should definitely
be either overlapping or separated. When you have finished planning the still life
it shouldn't look as if it's going in all directions; the elements should work
together to carry out a basic overall design pattern.

Lighting the still life, too, deserves some attention. It pays to 4ave a couple
of moveable light stands to try out in different positions. Usually the worst
possible light is one which shines directly onto the setup in the direction you
are viewing it because it produces few highlights or shadows to bring out the
forms. Nor is one strong light at right angles the answer; it will create harsh
contrasts and deep shadows. Usually the most favorable principal light source is
a bit above the still life and partly to one side. If there is no reflected light
illuminating the other side you may wish to set up a small lamp to throw a subdued
reflected light from that opposite direction; it will illuminate shadow detail and
accent the roundness or other dimensional aspects of the objects.

You may find that your still life photographic art is only a by-product of your
activity, with the real value being the illusive search for beauty and creative
expression. Whatever the end product, you will find the process rewarding.

— Adapted from "Today's Art"
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SOME USEFUL TIPS

First, for those of you who still cannot free view, the answers to
last month's quiz: Ic 2a 3b 4b 5b or c 5c 7f 8t 9t 10c 11c 12b 13c
14a 15b 16a 17c 18c.

Tips on shooting When shooting a landscape you know will have, to be
cropped to a more horizontal format, lower your camera angle so the
part to be cropped will be at the bottom and the remaining part will
project at the top of the screen. If tripods are forbidden, or to
carry one would be a nuisance, use a unipod; it will be nearly as

• good as a tripod, and extremely portable. Use your unipod as a tool
to bend over or knock down foreground stalks of grass etc which will
otherwise come through the window. To set the best compromise focus
for depth of field, instead of removing the camera from the shooting
position so you can look at the depth of field scale, just set the
rangefinder so as to split the difference between foreground focus
and background focus; it will save a lot of shots which won't wait

a., lqt»-of. q^rai^ra ..i^djustmen^ .yi^hen. shoptingvhype^;stere^^ from, an
-- airplane,' sit ahead" of the engines' to' avPid \he 'invisible but refrac

tive exhaust pl\imes; point the camera exactly broadside to the plane's
motion and fix on a distant item.

Tips on cropping and mounting To crop any slide, use a mask of the
same type; don't crop an Emde slide with a Realist mask or vice versa;
the comers won't look right. For the same reason don't try to crop .
both ways with one mask; you will have two round and two square cor
ners. . When using a Realist mask to mount a slide bar shot, after
deciding where you want each chip, mark each chip with a scriber and
trim it off on both sides so it will fit in the embossed nest at the
window aperture. You may then put the chips in an Emde mask if you
wish, and be more certain to avoid Newton's rings,. To crop a Realist-
masked slide in a vertical direction unfold a Realist mask and cut
off the top and bottom on a print trimmer so the cropping mask will

• be a snug fit top and bottom in the metal frame; the cropping mask
will not need to be cemented in place, as the frame will hold it..
All slides get dirty on the inside of the glass due to condensation;

• to make it easy to refurbish them, use only self adhesive labels, and
put them on the mask, not on the glass; don't use tape for mounting;
now to refurbish all you do is slip off the old frame, put on new
glass and refold the frame. To reuse a frame without breaking off

.. the lip, open the end which was originally closed and which is not
scribed with lines for folding, and when opening it straighten out
the first fold while holding the slide against the table, and then
straighten out'the second or inner fold; do not take this one past
the point where it is straight or it will break off when refolded.

^ To reuse an Emde mask.from a slide you wish to discard, do not unfold
the mask; instead spring it open just enough to get a pair of tweez
ers in to lift the chips out from the bottom comers; to put other
chips in the mask again without opening it, spring it open, insert
the chip in the top comers of the mask while holding the chip with
the fingers at the bottom comers; finally use the tweezers to insert

•^^the bottom comers of the chip in the mask; with a little practice
' you will find you are doing this faster than you could mount in a new

.. mask! When.breaking, off the front of an Emde mask to use for crop-
•ping, don't discard'.the back half; two backs laid together are just
as good as a new mask, and you may wish to take advantage of the fact
this gives you some other widths to use for side cropping, since the
front and back windows are different sizes.

Send me the tips you have discovered, and I will publish them."
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m * * * *

Jerry's Journal--Now What Do I Do With 'em?
Do with what? Your good — very good — stereo slides. Put *em away in a file
to collect dust and be dragged out on holidays when the relatives are in, and
who probably won't appreciate their true worth anyway? What a waste. No way!

Your very good stereo slide^ are your keys to a whole 'nother world of stereo
involvement, which is the rather ominous-sounding Photographic Society of America
(PSA) International Stereo Exhibitions. (You don't have to be a member to enter.)
There sure 15 to 20 of these each yesir: 5 in So. Calif., 2 in No. Calif., 8 to 12
scattered around the U.S., and a few across the oceans.

Chances are that your slides that have scored 21 points or better in Club compe
titions have a better-than-even chance of being accepted in the Exhibitions,
which accept about 40 per cent of the entries. This statement of course is
subject to some qualifications. 1. The scores at our Club vary, some evenings
quite high, some low, so watch the median scores as published. 21 is only a
suggested starting point. I've had slides accepted in Exhibitions that have
scored only 17 points in Clubj and had slides rejected that have scored 24 points.
2. All Exhibition judges axe human (!) and consequently each sees slides
differently. There is nothing absolute in judging. So slides that get rejected
in one Exhibition may get a medal in another, which should give you the assurance
that there will always be room for original stereo work, and the frequent
divergence of judges' opinions add to the challenge and fascination of the stereo
photographic-art in the Exhibition world. Whatever you do, don't lose heart.

There's am assortment of motivations for entering: satisfying your competitive
urge ... the thrill (or horror) of getting a report card back ... the collection
of ribbons or medals ... the collection of PSA Star Ratings for certain numbers
of slide acceptances, a life-long activity if you're so inclined ... the people
met around the country through sharing your slides ... the fun of seeing your
slide on the screen next to a real "biggie" (or loser) ... the fun of participating
in a judging and related social activities (stereographers definitely believe
that all work and no play makes stereo a dull game) ... the lift in finding out

more.
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your accepted slide really was good, in spite of what the local judges thought

the glory of having your slide publicly exhibited in a distant city ... m
simply sharing your slides with others... or getting involved in the endless
possibilities of assembling a "show" v/ith the accepted slides set to music,
a new trend as seen at the February meeting and at our 1977 July Awards Banquet.
V/hatever your motivations there*s lots of room and an open invitation for you to
get involved.

How to get started? Anyone in the Club who is currently entering Exhibitions, ^
as listed under the "How Our Members Fared" column, will be more than hapoy to
help you get started by showing you how to get entry forms (entry fees run about
$2.00 for k slides), how to pack your slides, what to expect, and perhaps even
assist you in selecting your slides if you wish. P

i

Don't keep your very good slides buried; share them! Use them as keys to open
up involvement in another stereo world. ^

— Jerry i

* « « « *

STEREO ACTIVITY CALENDAR

THU APR 20 Club Meeting - Photo Center - 8 PM - kth Club Competition
FRI APR 21 Closing - International Stereo Sequence Competition
THU MAY k Copy deadline - May 3-D NEWS
SUN MAY 7 Spring PSA Roundup - Hilton Hotel - 9 AM
THU MAY 11 Workshop - New Members Discussion Session - Don Cast's - 7:30 PM
THU MAY 18 Club Meeting - Photo Center 8 PM - 3th (final) Club Competition

« « * « «

STEREO QUICHIES

Please welcome these new members:

Earl Colgan. 637 N. Myers St., Burbank, CA 91506 R TH6-3149
George Walker. 1225 Tropical Ave., Pasadena CA 9IIO7 R 351-9478 B 579-7620
Ruby Steins. P.O. Box 104, South Pasadena, CA 9IO3O R 799-6437
Chuck Reincke. l8l22 Shadel Dr., Santa Ana, CA 92705 R (7l4) 832-8563
Maurice 8e Ayala Fishmain. I7OOO Addison St., Encino, CA 91316 R 990-2522 P

The Fishmans are very eager to purchase a stereo projector, so if any reader
has one or knows of one for sale, please ccmtact them at the above address.

Glad to see that Eugene Wackowiak is back with us after a brief stint in the
hospital. And sorry to report that Ward Clark has been Hospitalized; the entire
Club wishes him well. Margo Rheingruber is recovering from a long siege of ^
Russian flu, complicated by a nasty fall; she'll be back with us soon.

Stergis M. Stergis will present his stereo show
"Colorado - Rocky Mountain High" at the Spring PSA ^
Roundup at the L.A. Hilton Hotel on Sunday May 7*
The all-day Roundup affair will begin at 9 AM and
will offer a choice of 7 other stimulating photographic
programs, plus lunch. Reservation forms available
from Gladys Riggs, APSA, 613O Coldwater Canyon #14,
North Hollyv/ood, CA 91606. Everyone is welcome.

David Starkman has accepted the appointment to the new Club office of Equipment i
Director which v/as created in the revision of the Club Bylav/s. The duty of this
Director is to keep abreast of the sources of all available stereo equipment and
supplies and make this information available to all members as requested. David P
will be assisted in this endeavor by his wife Susan Pinsky. ^ '

Quote-of-the-Month: "Seems like ages between Club meetings."

r

P
I
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THE APRIL MEETING - AND DON'T BE CAUGHT OFF GUARD

At our April 20 meeting we*11 have our ^th Club Competition for the yeair. But
don*t be caught off guard* Because of the sequence competition in March the
competition cycle "was interrupted, and consequently the 5th and final competition
will be held in May, just one more short month away. Are 5 competitions per
year too many — 15 slides in each category? I don*t think so. After all,
that*s what our Club is all about — the taking and showing of stereo slides.

And advanced notice: Our annual slide-of-the-year competition is coming up aind
1*11 want your entries at the May meeting. All comnetitors are urged to enter
a total of 4 slides — any mix of standard or non-conventional slides. The
slides must have been entered in one of this year*s 5 Club- Competitions
(including May*s). Judging will be held out of town. More details next month.

— Rick Finney, Competition Chairman
« « « on «

DISCUSSION WORKSHOP FOR NEWER MEMBERS ONLY

Date: Thursday May 11 7530 PM
Place: Don Cast's home, 5001 N. Buena Vista, Burbank
Notify: Don at home 767-O658 or worJi ^81-^792

New members — this is your chance to speak out and do a little
crystal ball gazing into the Club's future. Now, all our Club
workshops are for everyone — except this one! This discussion
workshop will be for newer members only, plus the elected Club
officers. We'll devote the evening to a mutual discussion session
that concentrates on defining the motivations and goals of Club
membership. V/e'll explore the reasons, that bring new members into
the Club, and what you, the newer members, expect from the Club auid
what you expect to give the Club. So, all newer members, please
come by to get acquainted and talk about the Club and stereo. And
thereby we'll all see what may be in the future for our Club.

— Don Cast, V/orkshop Chairman

* « « * *

SEQUENCES; I8 ENTRIES — I8 AWARDS

It was a big night at Club on March I6 with the Sequence Competition being a
big HIT! In the B Group (those members who had never had a sequence accepted in
the PSA International Sequence Competition) top prize went to "Eggery", created
by Ruby Steins in collaboration with Russ Terrill; it received a perfect 9-9-9
score. Second place to "Hoover Dam" by Don Cast; third to "Eternity in Stone"
by Janet Rouzer. Runner-ups were "Hotel La Grand" by Zane Haag; "Fountains of
Vsiriety and Design" by Hugh Stilley; "Snowmsiss" by Hal Stanton; "Ancient and
Modern Rome" by Ursula Sylvan; "No Regrets" by Susan Pinsky and David Starkman;
and "The Diver" by Roberta and Hugh Stilley. In the A Group, top prize went to
"Lost" by Rick Finney,.which also received a perfect 9-9-9 score. Second place
was shared 3 ways by "A Dresim of Danby" by Catherine Laursen, "Goblins at the
Zoo" by Rick Finney, and "William at the Canyon" by Jerry Walter. Runner-ups
were "Making Diazac^cane in Stereo"Marine Life at Scripp's Aquarium", and
"Variations of the Fremantle Star" all by Sylvia Sikes; "Hovenweep - An Epitaph"
by Rick Finney; and "Say Hello to Oscso'" by Jerry Walter. I8 prizes varying from
rolls of Kodachrome 25, stereo masks and frames and exhibition mailer envelopes
were contributed by Maix Bruensteiner, Alhambra Camera Shop; Emde Products, 20^0
Stoner Ave., W. LA, and several ananymous donors. Much thanks goes to the 3
judges Elva Hayward APSA, Max Bruensteiner, and Elmer Weidknecht APSA, who
expertly concentrated and deliberated over each sequence and score. And

more.
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congratulations to all the entrants who chose I65 slides to make up I8 sequences
of incredible vairiety# It would be difficult for the Club management to ignore
the success of this evening —• in other words, start getting your thoughts
sequenced for a similar activity next yean.

All entrants are reminded of the closing of the 1978 PSA Sequence Competition ^
on April 21, and urged to enter their sequences in this annual competition.
John Chord of Prescott,Arizona, Chsiirman, is all ready to start opening your
sequence packages. m

« If * «

PSA TRAVELLING EXHIBITION WORKSHOP REVIEW

Twenty members and friends met at the Abramsons* home on March 20 for the
Club*s judging of the 1977 PSA Travelling Exhibition. The three active UiT*
stereographer-judges were Ursula Sylvan, Chuck DeLongfield, and Rick Finney.
Chuck found the judging so stimulating he was compelled to write about it
(see below). A number of attendees also rated each slide and at the end *

.1 ^
and lively stereo conversations developed throughout the house. The 1
Fishmans became Club members (see Stereo Quickies)• Thanks to Oliver Dean ••••
for coordinating the activity and to Joe and Dorothy for their fine
hospitality.

10;36 PM 3/20/78 JUDGE NOT. LEST YE BE JUDGED
4

Tonight, for the first time, I judged slides in an official capacity, and '
driving home afterward my mind was reeling with confusion. Was my joke taken
literally? After the judging was over I had told Jerry Walter, amidst a
few other people "I didn't want to show any prejudice in my judging so I
deliberately downgraded familiar slides." Of course I was joking; what I
wsLS trying to convey was that even this possibility had crossed my mind
earlier when I had decided not to allow myself to be swayed, by any means,
from making an honest evaluation of each and every slide that I was to view. ^
Even if I had seen them before, I had to look upon them as if I were seeing ^
them for the first time. As the judging proceeded I slowly became aware of
the fact that at least a few people present had entered some of the slides
I was judging. But I persisted in analyzing the slides by their impact,
color, exposure, composition, line, form, etc., rejecting only those I felt
had some ingredient that made the slide displeasing to me. In other words,
I voted for the ones I liked, being the individual I am, and having likes
and dislikes which are the products of my relationship with my environment,
since birth. Anyway, I hope everyone knew I was joking.

— Chuck DeLongfield
* ♦ « * «

STILL LIFE WORKSHOP REVIEW

On April 6, 12 members gathered at Rick and Jerry's to view, discuss, and most
importantly, shoot still lifes. Interesting setups were assembled from the
potluck variety of subjects brought by each member. Sylvia and Russ were on
hand to participate and offer advice gleaned from their years of stereo
experience. Did the hosts learn anything? Naturally. The maximum number
for a workshop of this type is 12, then go to double sessions; have as many
different setups at one time ais possible — try for members like coffee
ice cream better than chocolate mint. Some left at 10:30; the experimentalists
stayed on till midnight. V/e're now bound to see some strawberries in future
Club showings.

* « « * «

n

Y
of the evening the judges* choices and the populeu? choices were each
projected* A very fine refreshment period was hosted by Dorothy and Joe,*r

Y
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SECOND NATIONAL CLUB COMPETITION RESULTS

The cumulative results for the top four Clubs after the second National Stereo
Club competition are: Our Club in First Place with 126 points; the Chicago
Stereo Camera Club and the Oakland Camera Club tied for Second Place with IO3
points each; and the Long Beach Cajnera Guild Third Place ?/ith 99 points• The
six slides I chose to submit from our members, with the resxilts, were:
"Frosty Pink" (1st Place) by Stergis Stergis; "The Totem Pole ?9^3" (2nd Place)
and "Winter's Magic Touch" by Conrad Hodnik FPSAj "Grist Mill Fantasy" (HM)
by Sylvia Sikes FPSA; "Edge of Gold" (HM) sind "Blue Fantasy" (HM) by Jerry Walter.

— Ken Fordyce, Nat'l Club Competition Chairman

« « * * «

HOW OUR MEMBERS FARED

PSA Travelling Stereo Exhibition; Joe Abrsimson (2) acceptances; Marjorie Adams (1);
Rick Finney (2); Ken Fordyce (^); Conrad 'Hodnik FPSA (2); Catherine Laursen (2);
Charles Osborn APSA (3); Sylvia Sikes FPSA (2); Stergis Stergis (3); Hugh
Stilley (1); Russ Terrill APSA (1); Jerry Walter (2); Elmer Weidknecht APSA Cf).
Thanks to Elmer Weidknecht APSA, Chairman, for this information.

Chicago Lighthouse; Joe Abramson (2); Marjorie Adams (2); John Chord APSA (2);
Waxd Clark (2); Chuck DeLongfield (2); Rick Finney (2) with the Lighthouse Trophy
for Best of Show (!); Ken Fordyce (2); Floyd Gaurton (1); Conrad Hodnik FPSA (2);
Bert Laursen APSA (2); Charles Osborn APSA (1) HM; Sylvia Sikes FPSA (3);
Stergis Stergis ik) with 1 HM; Russ Terrill APSA (2); Jerry V/alter (1); Elmer
Weidknecht APSA (1) HM. This Exhibition had 1^9 entrants. Thanks to William
Lange, Chairman, for this timely information.

« « « ♦ *

THE STEREO QTTIZ

Answers for last month: Harold Lloyd was a very active member of
our Club from 195S to his death in 1971« The world auction price
record for a camera is S36.750. This was a stereoscopic caimera
patented in I856 by George Dancer of Manchester, Englaind, and was
sold by Christie's (London) Auctioneers in October 1977*
Conrad Hodnik FPSA won the Club Slide-of-the-Year Trophy in 197^.

The 1978 International PSA Convention will be held in Denver August 8-12. Now
for this month:

1. When did the first Stereo Realist reach the market?

a. b. 19^7 c. 1950 d. 1953
2. Who invented the technique of holography?

a. Essex Elliott in 1927 b. Elliott Dennis in 1937 c. Dennis Gabor in
19^7 d. Gabor Essex in 1957

3» For comfortable stereo viewing, what is the absolute closest that a subject
may be when there is also an infinity object in the same stereo picture?
a. k feet b. 7 feet c. 1^ feet d. 21 feet
The KinDar/Hyponar stereo lens, which has a fixed focus at 9 inches, was
made expressly to fit:
a. Canon b. Nikon c. Realist d. Exakta

* « * « «

THE BASIC EXPERIENCE OF A PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB

"When you really get into a photography club, you get into this big group of
people with all kinds of abilities. Some can do things a lot better than you,
some can't, and you all want recognition. Well, the only way you get recognition,
is to try harder. You've got to accept that as the basic experience of a club.
Trying harder. To learn enough to handle brand-new situations. To grow enough
to like and understand people with one thing in common: they've trying too."

—Notebook of thoughts on Photography
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A DOUBLE STEREO EYE

by Sylvia Sikes, FPSA

APRIL 1978

"Ever Thoup:ht of Attending a Workshop?" Has any member ever asked you if you
were going to attend one of the workshops? Perhaps your reply has been "\Vhat»s
there in it for me?" Well, if you and I had been the persons in this discussion
I would have replied "Plenty!" For instance, of the l8 sequences entered at
Club in March, 13 sequences came from those 15 members who attended the sequence
workshop held in January. These members got plenty from the workshop, and I
also experienced the keen enthusiasm generated and the comradeship during the
social hour of refreshments. I»m sure you too would have said "Gee, I*m glad
I came.'^

I have also attended the past few other workshops with great interest, smd I
must say I have been very impressed with all of the excellent technical
instructions presented. There afe explanations of the basics; demonstrations;
and performance by those attending. Frankly, I know of no other stereo club
or group offering this invaluable type of instruction with all aspects so
intelligibly and fully explained, where one has the opportunity to "get in" and
learn by doing. This is a rare treat we all should take advantage of while
freely offered.

"Are We Stereotyped?" I*ve heard that some of our newer members think that our
competition stereo slides are somewhat — well — "stereotyped". Our competitions
are nothing more or less than what the members submit. I hope the newer members
will bring slides they think are worthy of competition recognition regardless
of whether or not those slides are different from the standard, and get the ball
rolling on new ideas. Judges can't be expected to give recognition to a new
type of work if they are not exposed to it. Recognition may not be given right
off, but we didn't receive recognition in PSA Contemporary either and I might
say still aren't always today. I was one of the pioneers with stereo derivation
contemporary slides in I96O, then gave up for a number of years because the
slides were always turned down. Now finally they are recognized. The more that
is entered the more recognition will be given to creative work that is well done.

* * * « «

HEAVY THOUGHTS ON LIGHT

"The daguerreotype is not merely an instrument v/hich serves to draw Nature; on
the contrary, it is a chemical and physical process which gives her the power to
reproduce herself with light."

— Louis Jacques Mande Daguerre, 1839

"Ansel Adams is not much interested in the traditional
concept of composition, which is a way of relating the
discrete parts of a picture in terms of mass, torque,
inertia, and other similar mechanical notions. He hsis
what is for him a better system. His pictures are
unified by the light that describes a coherent space,
in which individual objects play only supporting roles."

— Introduction to "The Portfolios of Ansel Adams"

"The landscape does not move in the conventional sense,
but it changes constantly in other v/ays, most notably
through the agency of light."

"The eye follows lines of light, goes from shadows to
light spots, and will be most strongly attracted by a
white spot on a black ground. The greater the contrast
the greater the attraction."

* « « * *

POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY

L



THE TECHNICAL PAGE CHARLES PIPER, EDITOR INSTALLMENT #37
It ts now over four years since the Technical Page first went to press as an aid in
bringing new Members up to speed in stereo. And many of the current New Members have
not had the opportunity to read some of the material contained in the early issues of
the column. Accordingly our leader has suggested that the time was ripe for a review
of fundamentals, not merely of stereo, but of photography in general. This month I
shall try to recap some of the underlying principles of the art, and , in later is
sues touch on the mechanics of making a stereo picture.

IMAGE FORMING - EYE AND CAMERA
It Is customary for non-professionals to make the casual assumption that a camera is
some kind of mechanical recording eye, and by extension that a stereo camera is two
mechanical eyes coupled together. There is just enough validity in this assumption
to create many false conclusions, especially for stereo. The eye is in fact only a
pinpoint imaging device with scanning capability. Except in the very center of the
retina there is no resolving power at all, merely a broad sense of form and color.
The eye sees therefore by scanning the scene a point at a time. The camera in con
trast makes an extended image of good resolution throughout, which is viewed by the
eye using the scanning technigue^

IMAGE "PERCEPTION" - STEREO
A stereo image either in the real world or in photography exists only in the mind of
the viewer. It is created by his brain using-the.inputs of-his two pinpoint scanners.
Accordingly stereo photography must provide the means for getting two sets of inputs
to the brain of the viewer which are as nearly as possible like those it would have
received from a real scene. This it does by providing two extended images which the
viewer can scan as he would the real scene. Obviously they must be sharp throughout
so that wherever the viewer elects to direct his attention he will perceive as. nearly
as possible what he would have perceived from the real scene. The only thing we can
not provide him is the sense of focusing for distance, because the camera images are
located a fixed distance from his eyes. We do provide him with the sense of conver
gence, and he must get used to the fact that focusing does not accompany it.

DEPTH OF FOCUS - DEPTH OF FIELD
The image in a camera is produced by a pencil of light whose angle depends on the
lens aperture, that is,each point of the image receives light from all parts of the
lens aperture. Where this pencil just touches the film a sharp image is formed. At
other points nearer or farther from the lens only a small circular blur is formed for
each point of the subject. The depth over which this blur is small enough to be
considered acceptable is called the depth of focus. The smaller the cone of light,
the greater will be the depth of focus. What we are looking for in stereo is for the
depth of field from the nearest point of the subject to the farthest point to corres
pond to an acceptable depth of focus. This will only happen if lens focal lengths
are kept short and apertures are kept small, the latter to restrict the pencil angle
mentioned above. The camera manufacturer has thoughtfully included a scale on the
focusing mount to tell you when the depth of field reguirement has been met. To get
a properly viewable stereo picture you need only conform to the reguirements of this
handy scale.

PERSPECTIVE IN STEREO
Whereas in planar photography we get only indirect inferences as to dimensions in the
line of sight, in stereo the process provides us with the same depth perception input
as if we were looking at the real scene. What, you may ask, does that have to do with
perspective? In planar photography when we use a telephoto lens things in the far
distance look too large compared to things in the foreground. We accept this and say
the picture has telephoto distortion, but it doesn't change our perception of the
solidity of the objects, because that is largely generated in our brain from our rec
ognition of the objects. However in stereo a specific depth message is delivered to
the viewer. Therefore telephoto lenses will deliver a perceived shape which is too
shallow and therefore unacceptable. The reverse will be the case if we use too short
a focal length. The rule must be in stereo: vt^w the picture with the same included
angle under which it was taken, whether hand viewed or projected.
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* * * •

Jerry's Journal--Scratching The Surface
Occasionally I hear comments to the effect that it's all been done — every
thing's been thoroughly explored and photographed ~ there are no frontiers
left in stereo. Nothing could be further from the truth. I believe we have
barely scratched the surface of the potential of stereo photography. Consider
for instance;

People. Noticeably absent from the slides we see at Club are people pictures —
working and playing, portraits, group shots, action, recording the human side
of life. Granted they are difficult with our wide angle 35 nim lenses, but that
makes them all the more challenging and valuable.

Slides and Sounds. We've only just begun to explore this device to bring our
other senses into play. Audio-visual techniques are in their infancy,
especially in stereo. Instrumental and vocal music, the spoken word, sound
effects and stereo slides •• the combinations are limitless ... and the

first time you see your own creation you won't believe itI

Trick Stereo. Very popular some years ago, now rarely seen. Split images,
suspended objects, careful double exposures. These will make your audience
wonder and prove that stereo is the only way.

Travel/Vacation Episodes. There's lots of room for the assembly of short,
hard-hitting travel/vacation sequences, episodes thst quickly transport the
viewer to the happening and give him the essence of the people and locale.
Stereo takes us there as no other medium can.

Sandwiches. Combining two or more pairs of chips to form one stereo image.
Tricky to mount because the distsince between each pair controls the relative
placement in space. But doubly rewso^ding because this spacial relationship is
possible only in our stereo world.

And there are others: selective focus ... the world of motion ... blacklight
humor ••• light and color fantasies. Stop to look at the world around you and
you'll see plenty of places where stereo has only scratched the surface.

— Jerry
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STEHEO ACTIVITY CALENDAB

THUES MAT l8 Club Meeting - Photo Center - 8 PM - 5th (final) Club competition ""
WED MAT 51 Vacation Photo Workshop - Jerry Walter's - 7:50 PM
THDRS JOT 1 Closing - Club Slide-of-tho-Tear Competition
Jiine 7-11 Regional PSA Convention • Asilomar (Monterey) n
THURS JUN 15 Closing - PSA Denver Stereo Exhibition [j
THURS JUN 15 Club Meeting — Club members' "Personal Treasure" Show
SOT JUL 25 Club Awards Banquet - Michaels Los Feliz - 6:50 PM

* • • • «

STEREO QUICKIES

Last Minute Reminder: Newer Member Discussion Workshop on Thursday May 11 at
Don Cast's home# Call Don now and get involvedl

Club membership anniversaries for May; Herb Guttman - 4 yeaurs} Dennis Lockwood-R yrs,—

Please welcome these new members:
Duane A# ^d Kathryn J# Kesler. 10456 Santa Marta, Cypress, CA 9065O (714)826-8204
or (215) 431-6629# Duane and Kathryn have the distinct honor of being the first "
paid-up Club members for the 197S-79 year# (Dues due July 1)#

On May 5 the Club's hard-working Board treated themselves and spotises to a
potluck Board meeting graciously hosted by Maudie and Stergis# The formal
4th-Quarter meeting was squeezed in between "beverages", a full table of super
casseroles, salads, deserts, and lively conversation. Why didn't we think of
this before? m

Over the weekend of April 29-50, members Joe Abramson# Charles Osborn# Rick F'tTiwey#
Jerry Walter, and Elmer Weidknecht joined 50 other stereographers from Virginia,
Illinois, Colorado, Arizona, and California in Prescott, Arizona for the 1978 "
International Stereo Sequence Judging, John Chord Director# Added attractions
were cocktail parties, an endless array of food, tons of conversation (some heavy,
much light) and the chance to see Rick on Saturday Night Feverishly dancing with ••
Marilyn, Dorothy, Sally, Jane, Ruth, the Putnam girls ###

Congratulations to member John Chord APSA on earning his fifth PSA Stereo Division
staur# This represents 480 acceptances in International Stereo Exhibitions with "
96 different stereo slides#

Janet Rouzer and Jim Pettit attended an impromptu slide mounting session at Jerry
WsuLter's a few days before the April Competition. It paid off#

22 members opted for coffee and calories after the April meeting at
Jerry's Restaurjint (6th & Vermont). Those fortunate to be sitting
at the correet end of the table were stunned by Rouzer's
magic tricks#

Rubs Terrill reports that the poppies are an absolute mass of color along the
road between Lancaster and Gormaui# He made the drive April 26 with Ruby Ste-^-nn
and Harold Hawkins on# and figures the poppies may stay that way for a few more
weeks if it stays moist and cool# Hint: use a model as a center of interest#

Sorry to hear that George and Dolores Chott will be moving to "someplace between
Seattle and Tacoma" in June# If anyone knows of einy stereographers in that area
please let them know, because our Club has gotten them "hooked". We have enjoyed
them as members and wish them success#

How our members fared in the Wichita International Exhibition: Joe Abramson (5)
acceptances; Mar.iorie Adams (2); John Chord APSA (1); Rick Finney (3); Ken Fordyce(2),
Floyd Garton (1); Conrad Hodnik FPBA (2) with 1 EM; Catherine Laursen (2); Charles
Osborn APSA (4) with 1 HM; Sylvia Sikes FPSA (2); Stergis Stergis (4) with 2 HM's
and the Wichita Silver Medal; Hugh Stilley (1); Russ Terrill APSA (2) with 1 HM;
Jerry Walter (4); and Elmer Weidknecht APSA (2) with the PSA Medal for Best of '
Show#

* • * • «
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APRIL CLUB COMPETITION

W« had 126 different slides by 28 different members, which gave us another fine
competition. Thanks to our three judges Lester Lauck, APSA, George Pond, and
Russ Terrill, APSA# Thanks to the competition crew: Marilyn, Ursula, Floyd,
Oliver, Marshall, and Elmer for their capable assistance; and the Competition
Director's special recognition for this month goes to Dorothy Westbrook, Tim
Cardinals, and Jim Pettit for being part of the competition crew for the very
first time# Our Club is becoming noted for getting the newer members involved in
all aspects of Club activity. And thanks to Catherine, Janet, and Don for sharing
their thoughts about their award slides with us#

The May meeting will be the fifth and final competition for the Club year. Bring
3 slides for each category as for the previous four competitions. The categories
are defined as: Standard - slides made with a regxilar stereo camera; Non-
conventional - slide bar, KinDar, hyper, macro, or any other slide with modified
interocular. This could very well be the best competition of the year, with the
top of the heap, continuing to battle it out, and the bottom of the heap -going for
broke! Join us.

A GROUP STANDARD CATEGORY

(Aw^t^ds 2k points; HM's 23)

APR 20 CUM
Rick Finney 6^ 26k
Catherine Laursen* 68 26l

Award - Monument Valley View
HM - Sheperd and His Herd

Sylvia Sikes FPSA 6l 26l

A GROUP NON-CONVENTIONAL CATEGORY

(Awards 25 points; HM*b

APR 20 CUM

Stergis Stergis 71 270
Award - Vulcan's Realm

HM - Rising Star
Ward Clark 71 268

Award - Tranquil Epiphyllum
Jerry Walter 6k 261 HM - Flaming Beauty
Conrad Hodnik FPSA 65 260 Elmer Weidknecht APSA* 68 265

HM - Snergency Repair Award - Fuzzy Kitten
Elmer WeidSsnecht APSA* 69 260 Jerry Walter 69 264

Award - Both Hook Up Rick Finney 62 253
HM - Did He Win? Russ Terrill APSA* 252

Russ Terrill APSA* 2'f7 Chuck DeLongfield 58 249
Chuck DeLongfield 59 2k0 Sylvia Sikes FPSA 60 249
Don Cast •61 235 Marjorie Adams 66 248
Ward Clark 57 231 EM - Strawberry Basket #1
Stergis Stergis 63 188 Catherine Laursen* 6k 191
Floyd Garton 63 186 Ken Fordyce — 132
Charles Scarborough 63 182 Joe Abramson 121
Ken Fordyce*
Oliver Dean

Joe Abramson

—

170

125
115

Marjorie Adams — 113

* Judges Scores Averaged

STATISTICS WITH GROUPS COMBINED

Points 251
?CTfi?r

1 20 19 18 17_ 16

3 10 k\ 3 2.
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B GROUP STANDABD CATEGORY

Awards 22 points; EM's 21 points)

APR 20

60

CUM

235

B GROUP NON-CONVENTIONAL CATEGORY

Award 24 points; HM*6 23 & 22 points) p

APR 20
Ursula Sylvan

HM - Cones in the Making
EM - He Nuzzled Me

Hugh Stilley 60 235
Award - Cacti at the Homtington

Tim Cardinale 6o 233
HM - Man Flying a Kite

Zane Haag
Abe Leibowitz

58
59

232
232

Award - Night at the Fair
5^
59

55

58

228
224
166
165
155
150

119
108
107
102

Hal Stanton

Dennis Lockwood

Marshall Stewart
Kermit Westbrook

George Chott
David Starkman

Margaret Hutton
Paul Voorhees
Harold Cosel
Janet Rouzer

Award - Taj Mahal
HM - Going Home
HM - Nepal Pastoral

6if

Richard Ogle — 101

Ruby Steins 57 57
HM - Reflections

Roz Freund 56
Lewis Chidester •• 56
Jim Pettit 56 56

HM - Cactus Garden

Herb Guttman — 55
Carl Felling 55 55
Marilyn Felling 54 54
Susan Pinsky 53 53
Joe Ebin 53
Margo Rheingruber —> 53
George Hutton — 51
Gary McVey 38 38
Dave Fisher — 35

MEMBERS TALK ABOUT THEIR SLIDES

CUM

247Don Cast 67
Award - Still Life #1
BH - Viking on Mars

Richard Ogle 55 239
Dennis Lockwood 55 213
Hugh Stilley 37 204
Tim Cardinale 61 177

HM - Cubes

Paul Voorhees •• 119
Margo Rheingruber — 51

"I THREW A RECORD IN THE AIR"

a poem by
Tim Cardinale

I threw a record in the air,
And shot it with my gun.
Just for target practice
And to have a little fun*

My friend, he took a picture
Of my target practice play,
And put it in competition
Just to see what they would

Th^e is a certain phrase.
Although meatningless and trite.
We predicted they would say it
On that competition night*

When our picture was critiqued.
And for words, the judge was caught
Sure enough he said it:
"It*s just a record shot"*

"Monument Valley View*' was taken in late September 1977* To get the richest color
of the red soil here it is best to take one's picture in early morning or late
afternoon* But this isn't always possible when on a tour* A polarizing filter
will help in case the sun is higher in the sky* I used the filter on my pictures
and opened up the lens 2 stops to coapensate* Using Agfachr^e film 64 ASA,
I set the lens at f 8* at l/125th second, taken at 11 AM* Twisted cedars make
for interesting framing and give foreground interest to give more depth to the
picture* I was able to get 6 acceptable pictures on the toiu?* - Catherine Laursen

"Taj Mahal" is a slide of one of the seven wonders of the world, and it has been
ssdLd that no words or pictures can describe the beauty of the Taj Mahal* I feel,
however, that a stereo picture in color comes close to capturing the reality of
the scene* Danny and I photographed the Taj Mahal during our tour of Northern
India in October 1977* This stereo picture was taken in the morning on a hot,
cloudless day* I used a Stereo Realist, Kodachrome 25 film, and, most important.

more

n

r
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a Norwood Meter* AXthongh dazzling, white ^ the Taj Maihal Is covered with lovely
design which one wishes to capture* This requires accurate exposure* I
photographed it from many angles« but this is my favorite because it captures my
first breathtaking view of the Taj — shimmering like a jewel against a deep blue
sky — mirrored in the placid surface of a long reflecting pool and cased in a
frame of dark cypresses* Janet Houzer

X would like to comment on my slide *^Still Life No* l^which received an award
in the April competition* This slide, like my previous award slide **61as8ware
No* 2'* was made during a workshop session where a complete set-up was available*
This slide was my first attempt with still life, and was made following the
instructions from Rick Finney, workshop host* E^osures for the slide were not
bracketed; lightmeter readings were used* Numerous exposures were made, varying
the interocular separation* Because the props for this slide belong to others,
it would be difficiilt to duplicate this picture* However, the main objective
of the still life workshop was to teach techniques with this medium* Let's get
out to those workshops and see more award slides It pays off! — Don Cast

• • • « «

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT THE CLUB SLIDE-QF-THE-YEAR COMPETITION

Who_^hould_enter? All members —beginner and advanced —who participated in the
Club competitions this year*

What's eligible? Any four slides that were entered in any of the 5 Club competitions
this year (including this May's regular competition)* Any mix
of standard and non-conventional slides is okay*

Awards to be given? Slide-of-the-Year trophy; Best Standard Stereo Award; Best
Non-conventional Stereo Award; plus 10 Honor Ribbons and other
ingenious suprises*

Archival significance? Copies of all award slides will be made a permanent part
of the Club's slide library*

Judging? Will be held out of town by three stereographers who have seen- none
(or very few) of the slides before* Results are kept secret
until the

Awards Banquet on July 23« where the winners will be announced suid awaird slides
projected*

How to Enter? Get your four slides to me at IO98 Montecito Drive, LA 9OO3I by
Thursday June 1* No entry cards needed* You might consider
giving me the slides at the May I8 meeting, or mail them to
me* But do get your entries in, cause there won't be another
such event for a whole 'nother year!

— Rick Finney, Competition Chairman

The following Nomination Committee report is submitted in accordance with
Article IV, Section 3 of the Club's Bylaws:

Members nominated to serve the 1978-79 Club year:

For President: Jerry Walter
For Vice President: Tim Cardinals
For Secretsiry: Marilyn Felling
For Treasurer: Rick Finney

Additional nominations may be made from the floor at the May Club meeting*
Elections will be held at the June Club meeting*

Submitted by
Ursula Sylvan, Director
Catherine Laursen

Maudie Stergis

00000
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THE STEREO EYE

Thank you Sylvia* Just when X was in desperate need of some encouragement^ I
read your "Are we stereotyped?" comments in the last 5-D NEWS. I was starting
to get the idea that those other than standard "stereotyped" pictures would
never get any interest from my fellow stereographers. But when you said that
they "can*t be expected to give recognition to a new type of work if they are
not exposed to it" you re-kindled my flame* When I pick slides to put into
competition I have been choosing my favorites rather than what I think will get
a good score. Because rather than compete, I like to learn and to share*
Learning by comparing mine with others; and sharing, hopefully to get others to
have as much fun viewing them as I do* And when it comes to looking at new
shots other members have to show, well, I just can't get enough of that* That's
why I hope to see more of us new members joining in* Even though I don't happen
to agree with the entire competition system, I have learned that not to participate
would be a step backwards for oddballs like me*

r

1.

2*

k.

— Tim Cardinale

« • « « «

THE STEREO QUIZ

Answers for last month: The first Stereo Realist reached the market
in 19^7* Scientific American gives credit for the invention of
holography to Dennis Gabor in 19^7# For comfortable stereo viewing
the absolute closest that a subject may be when there is .also an
infinity object in the same picture is 2 feet* The EinDar/Ryponar
stereo lens was made expressly for Exakta* Now for this month: n

Those little "rainbows" sometimes found in glass-mounted slides caused by
contact between the film and glass are called ^
a* Euler's Circles b* Newton's Rings c* Galilio's Ellipses d* Einstein's Contac s

In what month wais the first Stereo Club of Southern California meeting held?
a* January b* April c* Jiily d* October

Where on the right chip does the Stereo Realist place an identification notch
mark? a* bottom b* top c* right edge d* middle

In what year did Sir Charles Wheatstone invent the stereoscope?
a. 1808 b. 1838 e. 1868 d. 1898

41 « « « *

CLTO WINS 1977-78 PSA NATIONAL STEREO CLUB COMPETITION
AND CONRAD HODNIK FPSA BRINGS HOME SLIDE-QF-THE.*rRAP AWA'RT>

Final results of the three national competitions for the year for
the top k clubs are: Stereo Club of Southern California 179 points;
Chicago Stereo Camera Club I36; Oakland Camera Club 132; Long Beach
Camera Guild 131* A total of ten stereo clubs from across the
country entered this year* Slides entered by our Club in the third
competition were: "The Barefoot Tree" (HM) and "Lost on a Painted
Sky" (HM) by Rick Finney; "Awakening" (HM) by Stergis Stergis;
"Sliced Orange" and "City Sculpture" by Jerry Walter, and "Mod Grist
Mill" by Sylvia Sikes* I would like to thank all of the members who
let me "borrow" some of their slides for the competitions, and give
recognition to the fact that the Club's success is due in large part
to the makers' abilities to use the knowledge they attained working
along PSA standards* The Slide-of-the-Year award was awarded to
Conrad Hodnik FPSA for his slide "The Totem Pole", and we're proud
to have this honor come to one of our Club members« The SUde-pf-
the Year award is given for the best slide entered by any club
during the past year* An admirable honor!

— Ken Fordyce, Club Nat'l Competition Dir.
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Subject:
Date:

Place;

Notify:

VACATION PHOTO WORKSHOP ANNOUNCEI^fRMT

Taking Better Sumaer Vacation Stereos
Wednesday May 31, 1978 7:30 PM
Jerry 7/alter*B home, IO98 Montecito Dr, LA
Jerry at 225-80^2

Did you know that approximately 83.64 percent of all^j'^
stereo slides are taken on vacations? These record
shots are taken in an effort to capture on film the
essence of the vacation experience so it can be enjoyed again back home with family
and friends Because film and processing doesn't cost any more or less whether the
slides are good or poor, to get the most for your money the slides may as well be
as good as possible. This workshop will consist of two parts: Part I - a 1-hour
stereo-illustrated lecture on how vacation slides might be improved; and Part II -
an opportunity for each member in attendance to put 4 of his vacation slides
through the workshop "stereo analyzer". Let's come back from our vacation this
summer with better slides that we can be proud ofl

— Don Cast, Workshop Director
• « « *

AVOID THDEMINATED GLAGSNOBFt
BEING YOUR "PERSONAL TEEASXTRE" SLIDES IN JUNE

Exhausted from heavy competitions?

Do you enjoy taking stereo but don't take competition-oriented slides?

Do you sometimes wonder what fellow members use their stereo csuneras
for when they are not competing?

• Do you have slides that are meaningful to you or that have an interesting
story accompanying them, even though they may not be competition slides?

If you can answer "Tesl" to any of the above, we will not send you a free ton of
Thurminated Glagsnorf.

If you answer "No!" then I have to say "Frankly, I'm puzzled! Who would want a
ton of smelly old Thurminated Glagsnorf pulsating all over his lawn, engulfing
small pets and dissolving stray children? Especially when all it takes to avoid
this mess is for you, MR/MS STEREO PHOTOGRAPHER, of STEREO CLUB OF SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA, to answer *^168! ' to any of the above questions."

Once you answer "YesI", Send No Money. (Ever.) Just bring from 2 to 12 of your
"treasured" stereo slides that are meaningful to you, whether or not they are
competition material, and be prepared to tell us about them while they are being
projected at the June meeting. And I am sure, from past experience, that you will
be suprised and entertained by the slides brought by the other members.

Remember — The whole idea is to relax ajid enjoy each other's personally valued
slides without the pressure of competition scores and judges' comments. Now is
the time to bring those slides of your family, or of that weird "Kentucky Fried
Avacado" staind you saw in the rain at Pellegra Junction, or of your grandmother's
entry at the Canadian Bathtub Races. So staurt selecting your slides now for the
June meeting.

And best of all, there are really no strings attached!

— Oliver Dean, Program Chairman

SH FLASH FLASH FLASH FLASH FLASH FLASH FLASH FLASH FLASH FLASH FLASH FLASH FLASH FLASH FLASH

The Editor has just been notified that as part of the Club's Slide-of-the-Year
Competition (See Page 5) a special award will be given to The Most Promising New
Member. This award will be sponsored by Stergis M. Stergis. "New Member" for
purposes of this award is defined as any member who has joined the Club within the
past 2 years (during or after May 1976). So, new members, get the best 4 slides you
have entered in competitions this Club year to Rick by June 1.
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THE TECHNICAL PAGE CHARLES PIPER, EDITOR INSTALLMENT #38
THE MECHANICS OF MAKING A STEREOGRAM
Surely the most important thing the stereo shooter, or any photographer, must learn
IS composing the picture in the finder. Other points which are significantly more
important in stereo than in planar photography are: avoid excessively close fore
ground material, keep dust out of your camera, and keep it level. Of course you
should always, particularly if you are a sometime shooter, make sure you haven't
forgotten how to load, operate, and rewind your camera..

COMPOSING IN THE FINDER
The picture you will get will not be the one you saw, rather it will be the one the
camera, saw; that is, what was in the finder. If you wear glasses, and can't see all
of the viewfinder, try to switch to a camera you can use with your glasses on.
Kodak stereo is one of the best; Revere and Wollensak are among the worst. Look
for a picture theme in your finder. Outside of a studio, pictures are where yoq
fjnd them, so be looking. Look for a repetition of shapes-, a dominant diagonal
tension, an S-curve,an unusual configuration. Look for people or animals doing what
comes naturally. When-you have discovered something you think will make a picture,
frame it as tight as you can without crowding it. Avoid unnecessary detail, avoid
things which will compete with what you were trying to say. And always remember,
the picture you get will be the one the finder saw, not the one you saw.

FOREGROUNDS, HORIZONS
How often have you taken a picture which would have been a winner if it hadn't had
distracting, too-close, foreground, such as tree branches or grass. If the finder
sees them, they will be in the picture. Is the horizon level? In ocean pictures
the horizon is particularly prominent; thus it is sure to be noticed if it is off
even a little. If you are troubled with horizons, you should get a camera with a
level (such as Kodak), or get a level put on top of your camera and use a tripod at
all times.

HOW TO HOLD STEADY
Most people can learn to hold steady for 1/25 or 1/50 sec. To learn whether you can,
make yourself a series of pictures at 1/10, 1/25, 1/50, 1/100, and look at them with
a glass. Know your capabilities. The best way I know to shoot without a tripod is:
take a deep breath, take up all the slack in your shutter release, let out a little
air until you feel comfortable and-hold your.breath right there, as you SLOWLY
squeeze, so that you don't know exactly when the click will come. Some profession
als can make sharp pictures at 1/10 seel

HAVE A CHECKLIST
The best way to avoid forgetting some item is to have a mental checklist, like an
airplane pilot. Say It out loud If necessary; no one will laugh when you go up to
get your ribbon 1

ARE YOU PREPARED ?
Do you have enough film? Take more than you need. It will keep 10 years in the
deep freeze, 3 years in the refrigerator. Was your camera dusted out before you
started on your safari? Do the shutter speeds sound right? Do you have a spare
camera? How about a changing bag for taking out jammed films?

PROCESS PROMPTLY
Film lasts a long time before it is exposed, but the latent image is much more easi
ly damaged than the unexposed film. It is better to waste a few shots than to
degrade the grain or color balance of a film by leaving it in the camera several
months. Ask for your film to be returned uncut. Kodak provides stickers which say
DO NOT MOUNT. They are good Insurance against the processor accidentally mounting
your film in cardboard when you wanted to mount it yourself but the instruction got
lost. Finally, If you are fussy about your pictures, don't mess with cutrate
processors. You never get more than you pay for.
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WORKSHOP REVIEV/ (CIRCA 1839)

Quite probably the very first photographic workshop was held nearly 1^0 years
ago in late August, 1839 in Paris. Daguerre had revealed the daguerrotype
process on August 19, 1839 at a public joint meeting of the Academies des Science
and des Beaux-Arts at the Institut de France# A press review soon followed that
laid great stress on the difficulties accompanying the pleasures of daguerro-
typing# Daguerre responded by stating to the reviewer and some of his friends,
"You are wrong to call my process impossible! My process certainly needs some
care, but I should have thought it well within the comprehension of everyone.
Come with me to my flat, and I will show you how to make a good picture, exact,
true, and clear,

The party thereupon marched off to Daguerre's modest third-floor flat and were
shown into a simple room, Daguerre took a silvered copper plate, cleaned it with
nitric acid and polished it well with piunice powder and a buffer. He then placed
it in a box containing a little dish of iodine, which vaporizes at normal temper
ature, The room was darkened but not completely blacked out, so that it was
possible to check the progress of the iodizing. After about a quarter of an hour
the plate had attained the correct golden color, being covered with a micro
scopically thin layer of light-sensitive iodide of silver. It was put into a
dark-slide and inserted into the camera, which had already been focused on a view
out of the window. The "doors" of the dark-slide v/ere opened and an exposure of
6 minutes given. The plate bearing the latent image was then placed in a box,
and mercury in a container at the bottom was heated by a spirit-lamp. Through
a windov/ in the box the spectators were able occasionally, by the light of a
candle, to get a glimpse of the formation of the image caused by the fine mercury
globules settling on the plate. After about 20 minutes the development was
complete, Daguerre took the plate out and held it up for all to admire. The
mercury had settled on all the parts which had been affected by light, forming
the lights of the picture. The unchanged iodide v/as now dissolved by washing
the plate with a solution of hyposulphite of soda to make the image permanent,
leaving the bare silver forming the dark parts of the picture. After a final
rinse in hot distilled water the plate was carefully dried over a flame. Immedi
ately afterwards it was framed, underglass. The party was convinced of the ease
of the process, and this one workshop revolutionized the world of the recorded
image,

41 4t 4> 41 *

CLUB GETS EQUIPMENT DIRECTOR

Need stereo equipment? Have some items for sale? Now you can contact our new
Equipment Director, David Starkman, and he will keep a list of your needs or items
for sale and try to get people together. Currently v/e have had many requests by
our numerous new members for projectors and a couple of requests for cameras.
Contact David if you have sinything to sell. His home number, which also has an
answering machine, is (213) '♦•73-'*-773* Equipment might also be found at the below
show and sale sponsored by the Western Photographic Collectors Association,
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Joiirnat^^ Damned If You Do
and damned if you don't* It's not easy being the President of the Stereo Club*
It can be a rather intense, ordeal* Pressures mount this way and that, and my
left ecu: hears "I don't think it's right if you ^ this" while my right ear
hears "I don't think it's right if you don't do this*" Which I guess just proves
that we're in a world of artists -- ten^ermental, sensitive, impulsive* It's
sometimes difficult to keep in mind that in diversity of opinion there is
strength* How does one live with this whole thing?

A rather incredible statement was directed my way the other day, and as clear
thinking as I try to be, I'm still not sure if it was a compliment or an insult*
How should I react to:

"You're not catering to the older members*"

A number of years ago that statement couldn't have had very much validity* But,
today, well, does it? All I can say to any member who feels this way is: The
officers, the directors, and the other meml3ers are sorry* But that brings up
defining "older member"* I really don't know what that means, for one thing that
I've developed since being associated with this Club, and stereo in general, is
great respect for the "older member"* We have 80-year-old members who are
perhaps more enthusiastic about stereo than ever before in their lives, and this
makes them very young in my mind* Conversely, we have members h half-century (1)
younger who think they've seen it all*

I like to think of our Club as responding to the wishes of all the members, both
old and new* And I somehow hope I've been able to give guidance to the Club in
such a way that it straddles the fence (and actually tries to destroy the fence)
to accommodate this* The new members bitch if we remain traditionalists; the
older members complain when we go "mod" and do something that's never been done
before* I have received my share of mail and phone calls and direct verbal
abuse explaining in detail where I've erred* However, after thinking about it
in calmer moments, I have to admit that I side in favor of those who are
enthusisustic about stereo — those who participate in our competitions and
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naabers* shows auid fairs sind workshops and all the other productive things
we*ve been doing recently* I'm in favor of any stereo activity regardless of
who participates, because that's what makes us aUve, acquaints us with P
one another, and encourages admiration for one another and respect for our '
differences — and mostly, helps to produce great stereo photographs* And
certainly in our Club there is room enough for everybody* P

But I've digressed* Let us all get to know the older members and listen to
what they have to say and encourage them to show us the way* For if it
weren't for them, we wouldn't have a Club for our enjoyment here in 1978* ^
We owe everything to all those individuals who spent untold hours and dollars
and energy between 1933 and today in progressing the Club to the enviable
position it today finds Itself* And I am very very sure that stereo photography
is much much the better for all the things that were done in the past*

But enough of this non-productive self-analysis *•* back to the stereo photogr
raphy, you in your 20's and 30's and 40's and 50's and 60's and 70's and 80's* P

— Jerry

n
STEHEO ACTTyTTT nAT.iiimAP

Club Meeting - Photo Center - 8 PM - Club members' "Treasure" ^
Show - Everyone bring 2 to 12 slides i
Closing - PSA Denver Interaational Exhibition
Part II Better Vacation Stereos Workshop at the Bouzers'
Closing - City of Angels Stereo Exhibition —Forms from Bick P
Copy Deadline - July 3-'B BEWS
Judging - City of Angels - Glendale
Closing - Sydney Australia Stereo Esiiibition p
Club Awards Banquet - Michaels Los Feliz - 6:30 PM I
PSA International Convention - Denver

« « • • « p
Club membership anniversaries for June: Oliver Dean - 8 yesurs; Abe Leibowitz -
k years; Sylvia Sikes FPSA - l8 years; Kermit and Dorothy Westbrook - 1 year* ^
It was just about standing room only for Stergis M* Strergis's new show ."Colorado-
A Bocky Mountain High" presented at the PSA Spring Boundup on May 7 at the
LA Hilton Hotel* _

Save a few dollars* A special group purchase subscription i <
rate is available for Peterson's Photographic Magazine*
either a new subscription or a renewal* Bate is $10*93 ^
for two years* Contact Sylvia Sikes or Hick Finney*

3-D NEWS Subscriber and Club Vice President 1973-75 K. E* Andy Sihvonen is now
making his residence at 3119 Saltern Way, Spaurks, Nevada 89^31* ^
New_jlefflbers_Ask: Do we have an "Annual Membership Meeting"? The answer is "no",
all 12 of our monthly meetings are general membership meetings* However, the «
June meeting comes closest to being our "annual" meeting because it is at this p
meeting that we elect the 4 officers for the next Club year*

After reading the May-June issue of the "Beel 3-D News", the stereo publication m
of Reel 3-D Enterprises,P.O. Box 67^86, LA 9OO67, operated by stereo enthusiasts j i
Susan Pinsky and David Starkman* one can't help but be delighted and reassured
by the depth of interest in stereo today, in all forms, throughout the world*
And it is nice to know that our own Club activities are an important, though P
small, part of the active world-wide stereo community* It often takes another
publication to put things in perspective*

m 0 * *' m n

THIJBS JUNE 13

THUBS JUNE 13
TUES JUNE 27
SAT JTJLI 1

THUBS JULY 6
SAT JULY 8
MON JULY 10
SUN JULY 23
AUGUST 8 - 12
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Date:

Place:

Reservations:

Menu:

Program:

ate: Sunday July 23 6:30 PM
ace: Michaels Los Feliz Restaurant

^500 Los Feliz Blvd. Los Angeles
ons: Marshall Stewart, Banquet Director

261 Via Linda Vista
Redondo Beach, CA 90277
Phone 375-1788

snu: Fillet Mignon $7.50
ram: Installation of Officers

Medal Presentations to Competition
A 8e B Group Winners

Presentation of Awards and Showing of
Slides for the Slide of the
Tear Competition, including:

Slide of the Tear Award
Best Standard Stereo Award
Best Non-Conventional Stereo Award
Best Landscape or Seascape

Plus 10 Honor Slides
. Plus,The Most Premising New Member Award

(based on review of the k slides
entered in the Slide of the Teax
Competition)

Plus Showing of the City of Angels 1978
Stereo Exhibition

A big night! Please, don't wait till the
last minute to maJce your reservations ?rith
Marshall*

Plus

PLAN TO BE A PART OF THE JTJNE MEETING

Bring from 2 to 12 of your "Personal Treasure" slides that are meaningful to
you — slides you wouldn't part with for anything. Plan to tell the Club
about them while they are projected. Simple as that, and we're aH in for a
relaxed and enjoyable evening viewing each other's personally valued slides
without any pressure from the score box. A real, genuine all-member Club
show. Select them now, and we'll see you on June 15.

— Oliver Dean, Program Director

* * « • *

STEREO QUIZ

Answers for last month: Those little "rainbows"aometimes fo\md in glass-mounted
slides caused by contact between the film and glass are called "Newton's Rings".
The first Stereo Club of Southern California meeting was held in July (1955).
Most Stereo Realists place an identification "notch" mark on the top of the
right chip. Sir Charles Wheatstone invented the stereoscope in 1838. Now:

1. Who was the first President of our Club?

a. Harold Lutes b. Duane Smith c. Elyga Wenger d. George Pond
2. How many stereo slides were entered in the competitions for 1977-78?

a. ^30 b. 5^1 c. 652 d. 763
3* How does the front half of an Emde mask opening relate to the back half?

a. is larger b. is smaller c. is identical d. is rotated
When are the Club dues due?

a. July 1 b. July 1 c. July 1 d. July 1

• * * « «



MAT CLUB COMPETITION

For those who were expecting the usual tally of individual place standings in
the various groups and categories — sorry about that* Final year standings
aren't revealed until the Awards Banquet on Sunday July 23. The individual
listing and total scores for all members entering the 1977-78 competitions
will be given in the August 3-U NEWS.

A great big thanks to our judges: Cecil Wilson, APSA, Joe Abramson, and Oliver
Dean. And thanks again to our May competition team; Marilyn, Ursula, Dorothy,
Tim, Sylvia, Oliver, Connie, Russ, Elmer, and Don for calling scores. And
thanks to Ward, Floyd, and Susan for sharing words about their honor slides.
Even though we had 120 slides entered, we managed to squeeze in time for
comments by the judges which are so important.

The Competition Director's special recognition this month goes to these 9
members who participated in one of the categories at each of the 5 competitions:

Marjorie Adams Abe Leibowitz
Tim Cardinale Richard Ogle
Zane Haag Stergis Stergis
Conrad Hodnik FPSA Ursula Sylvan
Catherine Laursen

The Director's super double stereo special recognition goes to these other 10
members who participated in both of the categories at each of the 5 competitions:

Don Cast Hugh Stilley
Ward Clark Russ Terrill APSA
Chuck DeLongfield Jerry Walter
Dennis Lockwood Elmer Weidknecht APSA
Sylvia Sikes FPSA Tours Truly

Ribbon slides and points for May went to:

A Group Standard Category B Group Stand^d Category
Award (23) Awards (20)

Harstad Harbor - Jerry Walter Heartstrings - Susan Pinsky
HM's (22) The Bridge - Earl Colgan

Red Barbs - Floyd Garton HM's (19)
Lichen - Floyd Garton Amanda - Tim Cardinale
At the Mission Door - Hubs Terrill APSA Turtles - Tim Cardinale

A Group Non-Conventional Cateffory T Ursula Sylvan ^
Award (25) "if Stretching - Dennxs Lockwood

Color Poem - Ward Clark Lockwood
HM's (2^) Ribbon Falls - Earl Colgan

Daisy Visitor - Elmer Weidknecht APSA ^
Bird's Crest - Stergis Stergis cf® v.

Watts Delight - David Starkman
B Group Non-Conventional Category Zion Beauty - Carl Felling

Awards (21) Laughing Girl-Marilyn Felling
City from Above - Richard Ogle Woman 8e Lake - Meryl Senatt
Lake City - Richard Ogle

HM's (20)
Snail in Grass Jungle - Hugh Stilley
Glassware ^ - Don Cast
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STATISTICS WITH GROUPS COMBINED

Points 2?1 24

(M

22 21 20 18 16 1?
No* Standard Slides 1 3 7 9 23 21 7 4 2
No* Non-conventional Slides 1 2 3 4 6 6 11 6 1 21 1

Medianfmode 19
Median 20,mode 19

MEMBEHB TALK ABOUT THEIR SLIDES:

"Heartstrings** was mSde at the Simon Rodla (Watts) Towers located near 108th St,
and Wilmington Aye* In Los Angeles* The Towers Inspire one to -tadce hundredss
of slides, from every angle you can think of, and this slide was just one of
many fanciful slides I enjoyed taking* As the title suggests, the heart-
shaped outlines suspended between the magnificent spiral towers add an extra
appeal to the total composition* It was really an exciting day and the slides
portray the- exquisite colors and shapes we discovered on our day In Watts*

— Susan Plnsky

**Color Poem** Is a slide of an eplphyllum that had pointed petals rather than
the rounded ends and had lots of blue tone In the red* To emphasize this I
backlighted It with red by using a TDC 33mm projector with red cellophane over
the beam; the front was lighted with a 3200k photo flood* The film was l60
Tungsten; the camera was a Canon EF with a Macro Lens* I had black felt for
the black background* (Sometimes for unusual spotlight effects I use pen
flashlights with red, blue, green, or yellow gels over them*) Halfway through
the photo session the photo flood bulb exploded and hot glass burned Into the
shag rug* — Ward Clark

**Red Barbs** was made at the Huntington Library Cactus Garden* The subject was
a young Century Plant and the lighting was from the sky on a half overcast day*
That brought out the colors very nicely* The gardens surrounding the Library
contain many fine photographic subjects Including the cactus garden, a Japanese
garden, a rose garden, a jungle garden, and various water ponds
place to make many interesting stereos*
north of Huntington Drive*

It*s a good
The Library is located In San Marino

-- Floyd Qarton

A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR

Here we have the last Issue of Volume XXII,
and It*8 been my pleasure to again be Editor*
I*d like to thank the following members who
contributed directly to this Volume: Tim
Cardinale, Don Cast, Wsird Clark, Oliver Dean,
Chuck DeLongfleld, Julie DeLongfleld, Marilyn
Felling, Rick Flnney, Ken Fordyce, Floyd
Garton, Conrad Hodnlk FFSA, George Hutton,
MargaretrHuttoa, Catherine Laursen, Richard
Ogle, Sussm. Plnsky, Janet Rouzer, Sylvia

Slkes FFSA, David Starkman, Stergis Stergls, Marshall Stewart, Ursula Sylvan,
Russ Terrlll APSA, Elmer Weldknecht APS A, and thanks to all the members for
their inspiration*

I*d like to remind all members that the 3-*U NEWS is meant as and is run as an
open forum* If you have something you*d like to say, submit it to the Editor*
Specific areas where you can contribute are:

1* The Stereo Eye* Meant to be a dialogue among members that contains personal
thoughts and feelings about the Club and stereo; not necessarily expressing
Club **pollcy***

2* The Finer Points* Pointers concerning the art of stereo photography*
Details on how to create exceptional photos out of just-okay situations*

3» Classified* Do you have something to buy-sell-trade* Have it listed in
the 3-D NEWS*
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4* Henbers Talk About Their Slides* A detailed statement on a specific slide

requested9 by the Editor^ of several members who received awards or HM*s
in c(mipetitions« If you*d also like to say something about your own slide^
feel welcome*

3* Poems, cartoons, jokes* Photo/stereo related always welcome*

So, submit an article or thought* It doesn't have to be typed or polished—
that's the Editor's job* Copy deadline is always the first Thursday of the
month* It's through the contributions of our members that the 3-D NEWS has
grown and truly reflects the soul of our Club*

— Jerry Walter
m m • * m

.NEW MEMBERS DISCUSSION WORKSHOP REVIEW

New members converged at the home of Don Cast on May 11 to talk with the Club
officers and be introduced to the inner workings of the Club* 13 members
participated, and interesting tales of how new members discovered stereo photog
raphy and why they joined the Club focused attention on present needs and future
expectations* There were innumerable perplexing questions — the first thousand
of which concerned slide competitions! A product of the 2—hour brainstorming
session will be the New Member Information Sheet to help eause the initial myriad
of questions* The genuine interest of' the new members disclosed their most
important contribution to the Club — the future of the Club itself*

— Marilyn Felling

PART I OF THE BETTER VACATION STEREOS WPPICSHOP

was held on two evenings to avoid overcrowding. On Wednesday May 31 it was
Sylvia, Ursula, Ayala and Maurice, Maureen, Janet and Danny, Hugh, George, and
Earl who attended; and on Thursday June 1 it was Zane, Marilyn and Carl, Susan
and David, Tim, Eugene, Harold, and Oliver. There was an informative lecture
by Jerry as 100 of his vacation slides were projected. The slides were grouped
into subject areas to illustrate various points, including time of day, stereo,
framing, lines, people as models and themselves, closeups, color, reflections,
inside, and sunset-night; speaker's notes were proved to those attending* After
refreshments there was a sneak preview serendipity for those who could stay and
bear to face the next morning with less than 6-hours sleep*

PART II OF THE BETTER VACATION STEREOS WORKSHOP

Date: Tuesday, June 27» 1978 7s30 PM
Place: Jsuiet and Danny Rouzer's home

'f31 N. Mansfield Ave*, Los Angeles 9OO36
(just northwest of Highland and Beverly)

Notify: Jerry Walter, 225—80^2 if you're coming

Part II will consist of a vacation slide discussion session in which those
attending will p€urticipate. Everyone is urged to bring 6 vacation slides. This
workshop is not limited to those attending Part I* This workshop will be held on ^
ohly ^n^ evening, thanks to the gracious hosting by the Rouzers in their spacious
living room* Notify Jerry (who is coordinating this event) if you plan to attend*

m
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CITY OF ANGELS INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION JUDGING

Whether you enter this Exhibition or not, you are all welcome to the judging to ^
be held on Saturday July 10 beginning at 9 AM at the First Methodist Church
meeting room at 13^ North Kenwood, Glendale. Come by to see about A056 of the
500 slide entries chosen for Exhibition. This is an all-day affair, and you ^
will be welcome to join in the fun and games in the form of a picnic about
5 PM, after all the hard work is done. Please contact me for further information
and let me know if you plan to attend* — Rick Finney, Exhibition Chairman i-t
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MOUNTING AND THE STEREO WINDOW
We conclude this three part series on stereo fundamentals with what
is at once the most important and the least understood aspect of
amateur stereo photography, the stereo window, and how it is affected
for better or worse by mounting,

THE STEREO WINDOW — WHAT IS IT? '
If you will take the cardboard off the back of a writing tablet and
cut away the entire center, leaving only a frame an inch wide, you
will' be able to demonstrate the stereo window. Hold this frame up in
front of your face about a foot away and look through it at the other
side of the room* Now close first one eye and then the other. You
have demonstrated in all its beauty and simplicity the stereo
wudow. Notice that your right eye sees around the left vertical
side of the window so as to detect things the left eye cannot see.
Similarly the left eye sees aroiond the right side of the window. Let
us now imagine we have two pictures, one of which depicts exactly
w^t is visible through the frame by the left eye, and one which de
picts exapjtly what is visible through the frame by the right eye.
If we view>these pictures so that-the left eye sees the left picture,
and the r^ht eye sees the right picture, we have the essence of the
stereo picture as seen through the stereo window. In principle this
is all- th^e is \o it Creating the two pictures simulating what you
have seen^hrough Ifhe hble in the cardboard is where all the diffi
culty arises.

THE SIMPLEST CASE ' — DISTANT SUBJECTS

Yotir Stereo camera is so constructed that the distance between the
lenses is about 1/16 inch less than the distance between the aperture
frames in the back of the camera. This has the effect of making two
pictures which.have exactly the same siibject content as would be seen
by a himan being looking through a window about 7 or 8 feet away,
first with one eye, and then with the other. The camera has created
the "basic", or "normal", or "distant" window, the one through which
we "will view a typical landscape. For mainly esthetic reasons we
usually put these two transparencies in masks which straighten out
the minor irregularities existing arovmd the edges of the pictures
due to the castings from which the camera apertures were made. This
in no way changes the window concept or its apparent distance, any
more than if we had put a glass in o\ir hypothetical window and held
it in place by a narrow smooth line of putty. So a NORMAL mask does
nothing but straighten out the irregularities in the outline of the
individ\ial chips.

THE NEARBY SUBJECT — WHERE THE WINDOW?
We now may take a pictxire of something 5 feet away. The camera still
tries to give us a pair of transparencies taken through a window 7 or
8 feet away, but we are looking at a s\ibject 5 feet away. How is
this possible? The answer is it is not; what the camera gives us is
not realistic. What it apparently shows us could not have happened
in the real world. We are confused. A MEDIUM or CLOSE-UP mask will
solve the problem. This mask has a slightly smaller window, narrower
from side to side, that is, but it trims off the outside vertical edge
of each picture. It trims the right side of the right chip, and the
left side of the left chip. The MEDIUM mask creates a window 4 feet
away, Idirough we can plausibly imagine we are looking at our soibject.
In the'rSame manner the CLOSE-UP mask creates a window at 2H feet.


